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Response to thefirst 34page edition uf the i n  as many aswecould. Inthefuture, priority 
GENERAL was mixed as could be expected. wil l  be given to  people looking for opponents 
Generally speaking, you either loved it or and discontinued games. Other ads will be 
hated it, depending on what games you printed on a space available basis. For more 
owned. Few people rated i t  between a 3 or 7. on this subject, refer to  the Letters page and 
Because of the unusual format necessitated let us know what you think on the Survey 
by last issue's double feature article card. 
premise, we actually covered only two 
games i n  anydetail-PANZERBLITZ and D- 
DAY. If you didn't own those games, you 
were probably quite naturally disappointed 
i n  the start of thevolume 1 1 series. This was 
due primarily to  our decision to go with the 
Normandy Anniversary motif, campounded 
by the Playing Aids secondary feature, and 
an unusually long Series Replay. It was 
something we had been planning for a long 
t ime and, i n  our opinion, quite a worthwhile 
venture-even though the issue itself polled 
only a combined 3.16 from the readership, 
which although still quite good was not the 
outstanding success we had hoped for. We 
aregetting a lot of requestsfor morediversity 
i n  the magazine and now that we have the 
Playing Aids extravaganza out of our 
system, this shouldn't betoo hardtoachieve. 
In  the future we shouldn't haveanydifficulty 
giving in-depth coverage to  a minimum of 6 
games per issue plus the usual features, 
without getting into a rut  of offering the 
same old thing every t ime (which isthe main 
reason we experimented with the Playing 
Aids article). By the way, the individual 
article ratings on our 600 point maximum 
scoring scale for the last issue looked like 
this. 

0-DAY-VARIATION & PLAY.. ..................... 41 1 
A COMPENDIUM OF PLAYING AIDS .............. 287 
PANZERBUn SERIES REPLAY.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 W  
BEACH BY BEACH .............................. 184 
AVALON HILL P~ILOSOPHY ...................... 1 14 

The PANZERBLITZ Series Replay was a 
disappointment. It ranked far lower than we 
had hoped; especially considering the lackof 
many other articles for competition. This 
makes two PANZERBLITZ Series Replays 
which have not come up to snuff. 
PANZERBLITZ is  a tough game to portray in 
the Series Replay format. It i s  one of those 
games which requires that every move be 
shown, rather than every turn. Such a 
presentation is, of course, out of the ques- 
tion due to  space limitations. But there are 
other solutions. Graphically, we learned a 
lesson from the last replay which should 
enable us to  improve our visual presentation 
in future matches. We'll probably give PAN- 
ZERBLln another shot next year. We 
already have a finished game in the files 
which is  much more exciting than the con- 
servatively played draw used i n  the last 
issue. 

A sharp increase i n  circulation hasflooded 
the Opponents Wanted page with more 
requests than it can possibly handle. We've 
had to  do a lot of judicious editing so as to  f i t  

Speaking of floods, w e  were totally un- 
prepared for the virtual flood of Ietterswhich 
came i n  response to last issue's Loyal Sub- 
scri ber Deal. Literally hundreds of you wrote 
i n  requesting that we include your name in 
the drawingsfor thosefew dozen collector's 
items. One guy even stated that he'd buy 
every game in the list-including all 14 
copies of BASEBALL STRA TEGYl We hated 
to  disappoint so many people though sa we 
tried to  restrict the winners of the drawings 
to  one game per person. We even looked 
around for people whowanted to  trade their 
own copies for new games so that we 
wouldn't have to  disappoint so many of you 
but unfortunately westi l l  hadto return many 
of your letters with our condolences. Only 
the sports games were left and even they 
went to people placing multiple orders. 
Apparently nostalgia is running high among 
the readership. 

We have word of a miniatures convention 
to  be held from 1 to  9 pm Saturday, Sept. 7th 
and from noon to  5 prn the following day in 
Buffalo, NY. Although there will be no 
organized competition in board games, an 
area wil l  be set aside for their play. 
Diplomacy and miniatures wil l  be the main 
attraction. For further details, we suggest 
you write: Richard Kohlbacher, 41 0 Linden 
Ave., Buffalo, MY 14224. 

The brief mention i n  the last philosophy of 
updating rules has brought i n  many inquiries 
and this is  a good place to  answer them. 
Rather than taking the easy (and cheaper) 
way out of issuing errata sheets we plan to 
issue completely new sets of rules for all of 
the old flat-box games. These won't change 
the games; they'll just try to  eliminate any 
ambiguities or contradictions which might 
have existed before. The first game to un- 
dergo the face l i f t  wi l l  be STALINGRAD. The 
rules remain basically the same except for 
suggesting a 4-5-6 replacement rate for the 
Russians and outlawing an Hungarian- 
Italian entry i n  Finland. Thereareother small 
points but those are the main changes. The 
new rules wil l  be available for the nominal 
fee of 25C plus 25C shipping costs.{Note: the 
shipping wupon in  the GENERAL is good for 
games only). Next on  the list wil l  be 
WATERLOO. Here the clarifications should 
have a bit of an effect on  play-balance. 
Partial hexes wil l  no longer be playable, 
bringing on reinforcements by column will 
bespecifically outlawed, and thoseannoying 
river rules wil l  be clarified and made less 
restrictive. The net effect should be to in- 
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The Invasion 
A Cultural & Strategic 

By Mark Saha and Mark 

off Russia 
Analysis 

lrwin 

When the German General Staff received 
instructions to begin preparations for the inva- 
sion of Russia in the coming spring of 1941, it 
was no real surprise. It was probably quite a 
shock, to realize that at last the time had wme. 
The very size of the operation was sobering, 
enough to stagger the imagination and shake the 
confidence of even the most fearless of these 
recent conquerors of France. So it must have 
been quite a shock, y e s .  . . but hardly a sur- 
prise. 

The fact is that Hitler had made it quite clear 
to his generals since the time of his wining to 
power in 1933 (and, to many, even before that) 
that he was turning his eyes to the east-and 
Hitler was Germany. He followed his words 
with actions: he suspended the warm relations 
that had existed with Russia in the 1920's and 
initiated a secret ten year rearmament program 
calculated to climax in a Russo-German war 
sometime in 1943 or 1944-at latest, 1950. 
Meanwhile, efforts were made to promote 
peaceful relations with France and England, 
and the unfortunate "bumper states" between 
Russia and Germany were slowly and 
methodically swallowed up into the "new" 
Germany in preparation for the great dash. It 
always frustrated and enraged Hitler, right to 
the very end, that England and France never 
grasped his intentions; and that, as aresult, the 
war came at the wrong time and under cir- 
cumstances much different than had been an- 
ticipated. 

The Problem of Germany 
But Hitler's coming t o  power in 1933 was in 

itself on1 y theculmination of yet anothertrend- 
the rise of Prussian, and finally, German 
militarism. This must also be understood, 
because in a sense there is a n  almost Hegelian 
historical necessity in the rise of this new 
military power. First, Germany was a relative 
newcomer in the family of European nations, 
having united its various independent provinces 
slowly and painfully over the centuries. Second- 
ly, from an overall strategic standpoint, Ger- 
many was (and still is) militarily indefensible; it 
is her bad luck to be geographically located in a 
militarily hopeless situation. Consider, if you 
will: France, protected by mountains and sea; 
Italy, the same; England, an island fortress; 

Russia, limitless space for retreat. Germany, 
alone, of the major European powers, was 
surroundd on all sides by potential enemies; 
and these enemies had time and again nibbled at 
her borders on various sides over many long 
centuries. 

So it becomes quite reasonable and un- 
derstandable, really, once you see this, that 
Germany should require a larger standing army 
than the rest of the nations of Europe. She had 
more borders to defend . . . and it was really as 
simple as that. The rest becomes a bit more 
complex, in that it includes a cultural and 
economic acceptance of this condition, but it 
nonetheless also followed quite naturally: the 
dashing young cavalry officer, in the romantic 
literature of the period, who brags of his 
exploits and makes the ladies swoon; the rise of 
industralism with an emphasis on weaponry and 
armaments; the reserve system, which made 
possible the calling to arms of large numbers of 
trained men on short notice. . . . 

Finally. . . two other things followed quite 
naturally, although they were not so obvious at 
the time. (1) If Germany had a standing army 
large enough to defend all her borders at once, 
that same army could with little difficulty crush 
any one neighbor by massing an overwhelming 
force against it. (2) This point is a little more 
subtle but unfortunately also true: it is afact of 
human nature that if you place an instrument in 
a man's hands, he's goingto be strongly tempted 
to use it-if only to "see if it works." The 
Francc-Prussian war of 1870 demonstrated for 
all the world to see that Germany had perhaps 
the finest and most sophisticated military 
machine of the time. Can you not imagine the 
frustration of the men in command of so 
magnificent a machine when told they must 
simply sir on it? The career men especially, who 
realized all too well that power and influence 
and promotion come quickly in war, but slowly 
if at all in peacetime! The restlessness of that 
dashing young cavalry officer, flirting with the 
ladies, anxiously looking forward to the day 
when he will lead his first charge? 

The glamor of the Napoleonic Iegend was far 
from forgotten, and as it was in Germany so it 
was in most of Europe. It was the romantic thing 
then to be a soldier, especially an officer, just as 

in  later times it would become the fashion to be a 
novelist, or a movie star, or a rock singer. The 
nineteenth century was the time of the dashing 
young cavalry officer; even looking back today, 
the era has not quite lost its romantic luster. 

Unfortunately, none of this was to diminishin 
any degree the point already made-that despite 
her dash, daring, spirit, and military excellenoe, 
the situation of Germany always was and 
remains strategically hopeless. This was 
demonstratd with dramatic force in the war of 
19 14-1 8; cut off from the  rest of the world by the 
British naval blockade and the Russian front, 
Germany was already starving as early as 191 6. 
Black erstaz butter made from coal tar was in 
common household use; coffee and chocolate 
simply disappeared from the market; and 
soldiers had no rubber for waterproofing of 
boots or tents. The plain fact w8s that Germany 
was not a self-supporting country, and had to 
import such basic commodities as butter, eggs, 
and grain t o  feed her population . . . and if war 
closed her borders for any length of time, she 
would collapse. Germany at war is in the 
position of a wind-up clock. The clock could 
only run for a certain length of time, winding 
down and growing weaker by the hour, until it 
stopped. Germany at war must always win a 
bold and swift decision . . . or lose slowly and 
surely and with great pain and suffering. The 
failure of the -Schlieffen plan in 1914 dictated 
that the war would be a long one .  . . and in 
1918 the clock ran out. 

Why Russia? 
This, then, was the problem of Germany, and 

it was the problem Hitler set upon himself t o  
solve when he came t o  power in 1933. Hitler 
knew, as did most people, that if Germany was 
ever to rise again as a world power, she must 
have enough land and resources t o  make herself 
self-supporting as a nation indefinitely. That 
accomplishd, she would be immune to a British 
blockade, and could pursue a war with an 
enemy for as many years as complete victory 
might require. The question, then, was where 
was this additional land t o  come from? France 
might seem a likely candidate, but Hitler 
rejected that for good reason: the French had 
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existed as a nation for centuries, and n o  
occupation force could ever get her t o  accept 
dissolution even if conquered. England was not 
worth attacking Hitler declared, because in  
twenty years she would lose her colonies and 
become a third rate power anyway (and history 
has proven him exactly correct). 

But in the East. things were very different: the 
dictator Stalin was not popular, and that vast 
land offered a prize of almost unlimited 
resources in food and raw materials. More 
importantly, Hitler predicted (again correctly) 
that within twenty years Russia would have 
industralizd and conver t4  these resources into 
a military power that would make her among 
the strongest on earth. Europe was on the  
decline as a world power, while the Russian 
giant was just now awakening. Hitler knew that 
if Russia was to  be defeated and her empire 
dismembered, it must be done quickly; and so  he 
set up the ten year rearmament plan and hoped 
to  strike as early as 1943 or  1944. He probably 
actually believed it-he was quite sincere- 
when he referred to  himself as the last hope and 
savior of Western civilization. 

Thus, despite the many political intrigues and 
pretexts, and the many immediate tactical 
objectives, the gfand strategic pattern of the 
expansion of Hitler's Germany f rom 1935-39 is 
clear-always he is moving east, absorbing the 
bumper states and moving into position for the 
great war . . . while Germany's unemployed 
masses are put t o  work in  illegal manufacture of 
armaments for the day of invasion. 

Unfortunately for Hitler, the West was not d l  
that anxious to  witness Germany's swift (and 
illegal) reemermnce as a world power-not 
after the bloody 1914-18 struggle they had 
undergone to  dismember that same power. 
There was strong Western disapproval of the 
cruel Bolshevik dictatorship in Russia, t o  be 
sure; but Germany was after all in the heart of 
Europe, and so, the more immediate threat. 
After numerous attempts t o  contain Germany 
by negotiation; England and France took a 
stand on the issue of Poland. Hitler invaded 
Poland on September 1,  1939-and, t o  his utter 
astonishment, three days later England and then 
France declared war on  him. 

Stalin had actually been quite as alarmed as 
the West a t  Germany's swift rise and expansion, 
and was much relieved t o  see Hitler now a t  war 
in the  west, opposite the  direction he had 
intended to  move. But Stalin's relief was short- 
lived; for, in the Spring of 1940, before the eyes 
of a n  astonished world, France collapsed under 
a swift and briliiantly executed German 
blitzkrieg. 

Curiously, it was here that the German 
General Staff was discovZred to  have made its 
first big mistake-and a strange one for them. 
The last sort of thing you'd expect t o  catch the 
Germans on; for, if they're known fo r  anything, 
it is the thoroughness of their staff work. They 
plan for every contingency and it's difficult t o  
present them with a surprise once they go into 
action. But they missed something when they hit 
France. The plain truth is that  they were just as 
astonished-if not more-as the rest of the 
world when France simply collapsed. They had 
no contingency plan for this event . . . and, a s  a 
result, had absolute1 y no idea what to  do about 
it! They might have invaded England, but they 
had n o  special forces or  amphibious vessels 
ready and waiting for this purpose. Franco 
offered them free passage through Spain to  take 

Gibraltar, but Hitler declined on the ground 
that the war was over anyway. When England 
failed to  surrender, Hitler reconsidered . . . but 
by then Franco reneged, saying they could have 
passage on  commenoement of the invasion of 
England (after which Gibraltar would no longer 
matter anyway). 

Thus, what should have been a great victory 
turned out to be a victory in the wrong direction, 
and a large part of the German army was 
absorbed in the occupation of Denmark, 
Norway. Belgium and France. Further, Hitler 
now found that he was havingthe most trouble 
with, of all people, his own allies! Franco would 
not give him passage through Spain to  
Gibraltar, and Mussolini insisted on  the  honor 
of kicking the British out of Africa himself (with 
Germany supplying planes and tanks for Italian 
soldiers, of course). Both Franco and Mussolini 
wanted French 'territory on the continent or  
Algeria, which Hitler was reluctant t o  grant 
since it would drive the Vichy government right 
into the arms of Churchill. Astonishingly, Hitler 
was prevented by his own allies from bringing 
operations in the West t o  a swift and decisive 
conclusion-and with friends like these. . . . 

Momrwcre unlts played a very lrnpwtam role In the eastern 
csrnpalgn.Their arem moblllty usually meant thatthey hadto bear 
the brunt of Soulet breakthroughs Usually a a c k  troops, the 
Germans had to rely more and more heav~lyon these recon unitsto 
stuff gaps torn in German lanes by Russ~an offensives 

Unable to  deal with his friends, Hitler return- 
ed attention to  the last and greatest of his 
enemies. . . Russia. True, conditions were not 
what he had anticipated: (1) it was still two to  
five years before Germany was ready for the 

. pianrae&Rm-&man war d111943.58, $2) vast 
portions of his arrnieswere absorbed in Western 
occupation duties, and (3) he was still a t  war 
with England. But Germany's situation was 
rather unpleasant, and could get desperate- 
because as long as hostilities continued in the 
West, Hitler was almost wholly dependent on  
Russia for crucial supplies of food and essential 
raw materials. Starin had his hand on the water 
faucet; he could shut off the water any time he 
pleased . . . especially if tempted to  d o  so by 
Churchill. And this only reveals an additional 
hazard t o  a German assault on  Russia: Hitler 
would be in effect attacking his 0oI.v remaining 
source of suppl,~! Clearly, he could not afford 
the  planned Russo-German war; what he musr 
have is another blitzkrieg like the one that 
brought France to  ruin. Anything less than that, 
any degeneration of a blitzkrieg attack into a 
prolonged war, would simply set the wind-up 
clock of I914 t o  ticking again. 

Fall Barbarossa 
So t a k e  o u t  y o u r  S T A L l N G R A D  

gameboard, andlet's have a look at  the  problems 
confronting the O K H  staff in planning the 
overthrow of Russia, and the reasons for the 
particular solutions they arrived at. Surprising- 
ly, 1 find the STALIA'GRA D board more useful 
for this purpose than most geography maps, if 
only because it oversimplifies and sets in high 
profile most of the features of military interest. 
Start with Moscow; being the capital, its 
capture would be of great political and 
propaganda value. However, notice it's also the 
rail center of the country; so long as Moscow is 
in Russian possession, they have the effect of 
interior lines. If Moscow falls, it is the Germans 
who have this advantage. True, the Russian 
railroads were of wider gauge than standard 
European track, but even this could be to 
German advantage; for, as they advanced, it was 
only necessary for German sappers to  move one 
rail, in a little closer t o  the other and cut off the 
extra length of crosstie. If the Germans should 
ever have to  retreat, Russian sappers in turn 
would have to  replace every single crosstie to 
again widen the track. So the railroads were 
important, especially in a country of such 
abominable roads. Moscow was of greater 
military value now than in Napoleonic times. 

Leningrad was also of propaganda value. 
since it was named after the founder of the 
Bolshevism that Hitler so  bitterly detested. If for 
no other reason, Hitler was determined that the 
city should be utterly razed. But there were also 
any number of reasons for making it alegitimate 
military objective: the  Russian Baltic fleet was 
based there; it was a center of armaments 
manufacture; it was the main rail link to  the ice 
fiee port of Murmansk. Finally, Leningrad was 
an  ideal spot for the Russians to  anchor the 
northern flank of their line; as a glance at the 
game board reveals, the Moscow-Leningrad line 
consists mostly of rivers, swamps, lakes, and the 
rough terrain of the Valdai hills . . . ideal defen- 
sive terrain. The  fall of Leningrad would neatly 
outflank this line to  the north, and there is no 
really good place for the Russians to  ever again 
anchor a flank. At the same  time, Leningrad 
would give the Germans an excellent anchor for 
their own flank, as well a s a  port t o  shorten their 
supply lines. Leningrad, then, was definitely 
another major military objective. 

StaIrngr-ad; i n  the a m h ,  was uf no real 
importance in  itself, but because a decisive 1 
battle occurred there it may be taken to sym- ? 
bolize the many things of military and economic - 
value in the area. First, the entire region of the 
Donets basin, including the city of Stalingrad, ; 
was a major center of industrial and military 
manufacturing. Second, t he  Volga river was a 
main artery of riverboat traffic through which 
supplies from England and America could be ! 
shipped all the way to  Moscow; although this 
fact was not fully appreciated at the time of 
planning, it became obvious later in the cam- 
paign. Third, Rostov-gateway to  the 
Caucasus, and Russia's only overland rarl link 
(via Persian Gulf) with Great Britain. Finally, 
what was perhaps mosr obvious a t  the time of 
planning, the valuable oil fields a t  Batum and 
Grozny in the  Caucasus, which would fall t o  the 
Germans by default if they advanced to  the 
Volga. 
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There were other objectives of value not so 

obvious on the gameboard which should also be 
pointed out. First, the Ukraine-roughly the 
area just south of the Pripyat marshes, between 
the Prut and Dnepr rivers-the so-called "bread 
basket" of Russia that would assure Germany a 
plentiful supply of grain for the duration of any 
war. Sevastopol and the Crimea were not so 
important as was thought at the time, but Hitler 
was anxious that they should be seized as 
quickly as possible. Sevastapol was a major 
fortress and port for the Russian fleet in the 
Black Sea; the Crimea itself Hitler described as 
an "unsinkable aircraft carrier" from which 
bombers could be launched against his precious 
oilfields at Ploesti (about 20 miles from 
Bucharest). Finally, Hitler believed the fall of 
the Crimea would be a strong political induce- 
ment for Turkey t o  enter the war on the side of 
Germany. 

distance was rendered even shorter by the 
presence of the Pripyat marshes in the very 
center of operations. Fortunately, much of the 
Russian army happened t o  be deployd right on 
or very near this border. It was here, then, the 
best chance for a quick and decisive victory was 
to be found. The Germans were looking forjust 
that sort of lightning armored breakthrough 
and envelopement that had worked so brilliant- 
ly in France. If they should fail t o  reach such a 
decision on or near the Soviet frontier, they saw 
as clearly as you that there would be problems: 
as you advance deeper into Russia, the front 
quickly widens and youeven lose the shortening 
effect of the Pripyat. It could quickly and easily 
open up  to 2,500 miles or more, and OKH was 
fully aware they had not nearly the troops to 
maintain a continuous front across such a 
distance. Hopefully, then, a military or political 
decision could be forced before such a situation 
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Planning & Operations, 1941 

S o  much for the objectives. Now comes the 
problem of planning andexecution of a military 
operation best deigned t o seize these objectives 
in a quick and decisive fashion. Of course, 
inherent in any such operation is one further 
objective: destruction of the enemy armed 
forces. How to best bring this about? 

Again, a glance at the gameboard reveals 
something that came t o  the immediate attention 
of the OKH planners: what was soon to be the 
.'frontw would be its shortest length right at the 
Russian border, where it was a bare 930 mil= 
from the Baltic to the Blacksea. Moreover, this 

arose. 
But where, then, t o  strike? Where on the 930 

miles of frontier to concentrate the main effort? 
Needless to say, plan after plan was discussed 
and considered and reconsidered, and last 
minute changes continued t o  be made right up 
to and (unfortunately) after the day ofinvasion. 
However, much detail and trivia can be filtered 
out, and the evolution of the final plan of 
invasion traced through three basic proposals: 

If you're an avid STALINGRAD player, 
you're probably already familiar with the 
earliest since it's likely the one you use yourself. 
This plan was submitted by the OKH staff, and 
consisted mainly of a major effort in the 
Ukraine, south of the Pripyat. There were many 
reasons for this recommendation, but one was 
outstanding: the flat, open terrain of the south 
was ideal for panzer operations and hence 
offered the best chances for success of the 
contemplated armored thrust and envelope- 
ment. Moreover, the greater part of Stdin's 
army was deployed along this border, and so 
offered the opportunity for the greatest "catch." 
(Ironically, Stdin had deployed here because he 
also recognized the Ukraine as "panzer country" 
and wished the strongest possible defense.) 
Finally, an attack here would yield an im- 
mediate gain of the Ukranian "bread basket." 

Hitler rejected this plan for what he con- 
sidered good reasons. First, as you can see, the 
attitude of Hungry was still uncertain at this 
time, so the attack would have t o  be brokeninto 
two parts-one from Rumania, the other from 
Poland. Furthermore, the attack from Rumania 
would run into a series of rivers across its front, 
and a possible reverse and counterattack here 
would again threaten Hitler's precious oilfields 
at Ploesti (Bucharest). Finally, it would be far 
more difficult to supply a major effort in the 
south rather than center or north (a point Hitler 
was to forget the following year). Thus, Man- 
stein was later to lament ". . . how run-down 
our Panzer Corp had become in country which 
was most unsuitable for armored troops . . . " 
while the Ukraine down south ". . . was ideal 
tank country, but unfortunately (we) had no 
tanks." 

The next plan, offered by Halder, wns i s td  
mainly of a direct thrust t o  center. The thrust to 
be composed of two coordinated armored 
"prongs", and they were t o  penetrate and 
envelope all major Russian forces in the area in 
a series of "pockets." All resistance was to have 
been crushed by the time they reached 
Smolensk. Then it would be a straight drive 

along the so-called Orsha-Smolensk land bridge 
(the dry watershd area between Divina/Volga 
and Dnepr; especially hexes S-24 to S-27) to 
Moscow. But again Hitler was not satisfied. He 
was afraid the Russians would fight stubbornly 
t o  hold the Mtics--digging in behind the 
Divina-and launch a counterattack on his' 
flank and extended supply lines. He did not 
relish the thought of a Napoleonic defeat at 
Moscow, and anyway (although this is not 
generally known) Hitler was never throughout 
the war particularly excited about capturing 
Moscow. He placed a much higher priority on 
many of the other objectives mentioned; and, 
indeed, Russia was a land so huge and rich with 
tempting military objectives that one scarcely 
knew where to begin. 

The final plan, as it was eventually hammered 
out and adopted, was really quite good in my 
opinion, and if it had been strictly adhered t o  
probably offered the best chance of success. It 
was actually in many ways a sophistication and 
embellishment of the second plan, in that again 
the main armored thrust was t o  be made in the 
center at Smolensk-although it was not 
definitely decided the drive would continue 
from there to Moscow. 

German heavy artillery such as this15crngunwereohsnal t h a  
the Germans OOL d use on penelralong Ru66 an forces from their 
bypassed strongpolnts 

The crucial key tothis plan, the one thing that 
made it indeed intelligent and workable as a 
methodical approach to the dismemberment of 
the Soviet Union, was that it recognized the 
limitations of what the quantity and quality of 
German forces at hand could realistically be 
expected t o  achieve. All the military objectives 
outlined above simply could not be seized at 
once, simultaneously. Therefore, they would 
have t o  be taken individually, one after another, 
in a carefully worked out sequence, according to 
a crucial timetable of events thsrt would result in 
the conquest of Russia before the onset of 
winter. Moreover, it was the gradualfrittering 
away and dtimaie loss of sequence, I shall try to 
show, that was really more fatal (since it was an 
error of the highest strategic level) than any one 
specific decision made in this campaign (such as 
whether or not t o  drive on Moscow, and when). 

The plan called for three main thrusts to be 
made into Russia, by Army Groups North, 
Center, and South. Starting at the top, Army. 
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Group North was under the command of Field 
Marshal von Leeb. Serving under him was 
General von Manstein. the brilliant tank 
strategist and tactician who planned the 
successful invasion of France and was to  gain 
even greater distinctions in Russia. They were 
assigned to  advance u p  the Baltic coast, break- 
ing the river position of the Divjna at Riga and, 
if possible, take the valuable bridge at Daugav- 
pils intact. Then, a lightning strike a t  Leningrad 
would be possible. Finland agreed to enter the 
war after the first week or  so  of invasion, and 
would isolate Leningrad from the north. The 
final assault on  the citadel would probably be 
made with armored reinforcements from 
Center, which should by then be available. 
Thus. the clearing of the Baltic and fall, of 
Leningrad would (a) eliminate from the very 
start any possible threat' of a Russian counterat- 
tack from the north on  German flanks (b) give 
the German flank a solid anchor at Leningrad 
(c) Finnish troops released by the fall of 
Leningrad could now cut the Murmansk 
railroad, while a German expedition from 
Petsamo marched on  the port itself. 

Guderian, often found in the front lines in his armored Scout 
csr, was the principle bsckar of the German wlntar drive on 
Moscow His forward units managsd to reach the citv's suburbs. 
only 6 miles from the Kremlin. 

But the main German effort was to  be made 
by Army Group Center under the command of 
Field Marshal von Bock. He had the largest 
concentration of armor and the services of the 
distinguished panzer leader, Heinz Guderian, 
conqueror of France. Their initial assignment 
remained pretty much the same as in the second 
plan; the main body of the Russian army was t o  
be trapped and destroyed in a series of mobile 
battles between the frontier and Smolensk. 
Then, they were to  await developments and send 
aid if necessary for the capture of Leningrad. 
That accomplished, they would return with 
Manstein's additional armor and, depending on  
the situation, make a final decision about 
Moscow. Notice, however, that a t  the moment 
of this decision the German position would k 
quite secure: Leningrad taken, and its use as a 
port for German supplies a t  least potentially 
available (although Hitler had no such specific 
intention), resulting in a considerably shortened 
supply line and secure flank. 

Finally, there was Army Group South, the 
weakest of the three, under the distinguished 
von Runstedt. He was t o  attackjust south of the 
Pripyat marshes, along that strip of clearterrain 
I refer to on  the gameboard as the "Ukrainian 
slot" t o  Kiev; from there, he was to  plunge 
downward to the sea, encircling all Russian 
forces in the Ukraine. The Rumanians were also 
t o  attack from their own country, lightly rein- 
forced by the Germans, and advance along the 
coast t o  Odessa. If they took Odassa, Hitler 
promised that Rumania could have it. But this 
was little more than a pinning operation, 
insignificant in the overall scheme of things. 

These, then, were the objectives of the initial 
thrust, after which it was thought Stalin's 
government would surely fall. If it did not, there 
seemed little doubt the Germans could easily fan  
out t o  what came t o  be called the "AA" 
(Astrakhan-Archangel) line. This would leave 
them in occupation of the greater portion of 
European Russia; the country beyond that was 
so  primitive it was hard to  believe that a hostile 
army of any size could continue to  exist there, 
much less carry out military operations. "Even if 
I have to  use sixty divisions (along the ' A N  
line)," Hitler remarked in conversation, "that 
will be less than 1. now require along the Polish 
frontier." And . . . it would place the resources 
of European Russia at his disposal. 

This was the overall historical plan for 
Operation Barbarossa as it was finally decided 
upon. The main objection has already been 
noted-that panzers were k i n g  concentrated in 
the Center and North, where terrain was most 
unfavorable for their use. However, it must k 
remembered that just because the terrain was 
unfavorable made them all t he more unexpected 
there-as they had been unexpected in the 
Ardennes in France. Once again, they would 
gain surprise by attacking in the "wrong" place. 
Moreover, an  attack here had the advantage of 
shorter supply lines-and the recent conquest of 
Greece further reassured Hitler that his panzers 
could handle the roughest of terrain. Most 
important, this plan assured that they would be 
everywhere in sound position with flanks 
secure. The Germans would never let their 
armies become lost in the vast expanses of 
Russ ia  and subject t o  Napoleonic  
defeats . . . provided only that they adhered 
strictly to  sequence and timetable, and did not 
let early success go to  their heads . . . . 

Invasion 
The invasion of Russia began a t  H-hour 03 15, 

June 22nd, 1941; with the first light of dawn on  
the longest day of the year, German artillery 
opened up f rom concealed positions behind the 
frontier.  . . and the opening barrage rolled 
southward along the 930 miles of frontier with 
the dawn. The Russians were caught almost 
everywhere by surprise. Many of the bridges 
along the border were seized by shock troops 
before the Soviet guards could react . . . and 
where there were no bridges, crossings were 
forced by assault boats and rubber dingies, and 
engineers quickly threw together emergency 
bridges. German armor was in action on Soviet 
soil in a matter of hours, often brushing past 
pickets and unmanned defenses to  drive into 
Russian troop assembly areas. 

The German surprise remains controversial 
t o  this very day. It's hard to  imagine that they 
could have assembled three million troops along 

the frontier without detection; one gets the 
impression that the only people in the world 
unaware of the impending assault were the 
Soviet frontier guard. Stalin had been warned 
repeatedly by the British and Americans, and 
although he did not trust them, his own 
considerable intelligence service verified these 
reports again and again. Apparently, he was so  
terrified of the impending attack-"like a rabbit 
of a snake," as Krushchevrecalls-that he dared 
not alert his frontier for fear of provoking the 
Germans. Even when the German barrage 
opened, he refused permission t o  return the fire 
i n  alast desperate hope that it was all a mistake. 

There was no mistake. Stalin was so para- 
lyzed with fear that he was unable to d o  
anything, and went into hiding and was not 
heard from by the Russian population for 
several weeks. The initial confusion at the 
border was taken advantage of by Soviet radio 
and press to  announce t o  the people that "the 
Fascist bandits have b x n  knocked on the head" 
and there was talk of retaking Brest and driving 
into Poland. But such optimism was short lived: 
German spearheads quickly overran the frontier 
almost everywhere, and fanned out into Russia 
in a series of the most brilliant and fantastic 
military operations of all time. 

Success! 
Since this is a strategic and not tactical study, 

we will be concerned with tactical battles only 
insofar as they influenced strategy-especially 
the strategic timetable and sequence of the 
Barbarossa plan we've already referred to. At 
first, this timetable went like the finest 
clockwork-except in the south. The most 
spectacular gains were made in Center, where 
the twin "prongs" of Guderian's and Hoth's 
panzer armies encircled four Soviet armies in 
the Minsk pocket and drove ahead to capture 
Smolensk by 16th July. Just  as in France, 
Guderian was the driver, the pusher, pressing 
forward so hard and fast that German infantry 
was soon left far behind. It was a daring 
maneuver, for he was operating far behind 
enemy lines and if forced t o  s top for fuel or  any 
other reason he could immediately be surround- 
ed and annihilated by advancing Russian 
reserves. 

But there was method t o  his madness: he was 
able t o  drive again and again into assembly 
areas fo r  new Soviet defense lines and penetrate 
them before they had been completed. "Your 
operations always hang by a silver thread," the 
unhappy Kluge moaned . . . but invariably 
Guderian bad his way. 

A desperate Soviet counterattack to  retake 
Smolensk was smashed, and by 26th July Army 
Group Center had achieved it's initial objective 

' 

in record time: all Soviet resistance in the area 
had been crushed between the frontier and 
Smolensk; there was now nothing of 
significance between them and Moscow, a little 
more than 200 miles away. Should they now 
drive on  the capitol, or  should reinforcements 
be sent t o  Leningrad first, as planned? 

Meanwhile, t h i n g  had gone so well with 
Army Group North that the promised rein- 
forcements were not even needed. Substantial 
Soviet forces had been trapped before Riga 
(where the bridges had been blown prematurely) 
and destroyed. And, what was even more 
important, the impossible had been achieved: 
the bridges at Daugapils, 155 miles from the 
frontier, had been captured intact by a clever 
ruse and held until additional forces could 

1 
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advance to secure it. The road t o  Leningrad was 
now open. ! 

But the opportunity that this presented, on a 
silver platter as it were, was promptly frittered 
away in a series of tactical blunders, high 
command bickering, and delays. Basically, what 
it came down to was that OKH had a preor- 
dained plan for the taking of Leningrad by first 
flanking it to the southeast, but this approach 
bogged down against heavy Russian resistance 
in the swampy lower Luga. Nonetheless, the 
swift German advance had so surprised the 
Russians that Leningrad itself was virtually 
undefended, and an opportunity present4 itself 
to drive straight into the city. 

Few peeple realize the importance mvalry held as late as the 
1940's. Horse-drawn transport remained essential to thm Wehr- 
macht throughout the war, especially in winter when lorrieswere 
often useless. Above, SS csvslw advanass in the Ukraine. 

The German high command insisted on 
adhering to their original plan, and it was many 
weeks before permission could be obtained for 
this adjustment. Then, just before the assault 
was to be made, the Russians counterattacked 
south of lake llmen and achieved a decisive 
breakthrough. The assault on Leningrad was 
postponed, and Manstein sent to thelake where 
he delivered a shattering attack on these Rus- 
sian forces and annhilated them. He then 
reassembled for the final assault on 
Leningrad-which the Russians had by this 
time managed to fortify and reinforce. There 
seems little doubt the attack would have 
succeeded anyway, but at the last minute-on 
September 17th-Hitler called it off, and 
ordered Manstein south for "operations 
elsewhere." 

Sequence Lost 
The decision not to take Leningrad just at the 

moment when it was ready to fall into his 
hands-after weeks of frustrating maneuver- 
was probably the most single fatal decision that 
Hitler made in the first year of the war. The 
damage it caused t o  the overall operations in 
Russia was even greater than the prior strategic 
studies had indicated: (a) for the remainder of 
the war, the German northern flank was left 
"dangling" in an area difficult for them t o  
supply, but easy for the Russians to supply for 
frequent and cost1 y counterattacks; (b) The use 
of Leningrad as a port to shorten the desperately 
overIengt h and inadequate German supply lines 
was denied; (c) finnishforces were pinned in the 
siege of the city to the north, which com- 
promised their efforts t o  cut the Murmansk 
railroad (This was more serious than an- 
ticipated, for the expedition against Murrnansk 
from Petsamo(0peration Platinum Fox] was a 
fiasco: when it got underway, it was discovered 
that the dotted lines on Russian maps of the 
primitive terrain were not secondary roads but 
telegraph lines-there were no roads!); (d) 

finally, heavy German forces were pinneddown 
here in siege, which dragged out until broken by 
the Russians in 1944. These troops were 
desperhtely needed elsewhere. In fact, a second 
attempt by Manstein to take Leningrad had t o  
be called offin 1942when Paulus was trapped at 
Stalingrad. 

Thus, something very subtle but of highest 
s t r a t e g i c  i m p o r t a n c e  h a d  
happened . . . sequence and iimetlable of Bar- 
barossa had been violated; the northern flank 
was not secured, and Army Group North was 
not released to join Center for concluding 
operations of the campaign. 

Decision: Moscow? 
Meanwhile, remember, Army Group Center 

had seized Smolensk almost two months earlier, 
on July 26th. Since North was doing quite well 
at the time. reinforcements were not sent there. 
About two weeks were spent in emergency 
repairs and overhauling of engines, and the 
question was raised: what next? There was no 
doubt in the minds of Guderian and Bock- 
Moscow! They could not believe it when they 
learned Hitler had other plans, and precious 
weeks of good campaign weather were lost in 
bitter and fruitless argument. And, although 
there was almost nothing left between them and 
the capital to oppose them, they ultimately 
followed orders and pursued a different 
objective-Kiev. 

Von Runstrd was glwn ma weakestforae (Army Group Southl 
with which tofaeetheRussian'swrongasttroopwncentrations.At 
Httler's orders, emphasis was mltched to the gouth to reinforce 
hlm, granting ths defenders of Leningrad an 1 I th hour reprieve. 

The problem sprang from the desultory 
performance and misfortunes of Army Group 
South. The highly capable but unlucky von 
Runstedt had the dubious honor of command 
ing the weakest of the three army groups- 
against the strongest conrentration of Soviet 
force, including most of their armor. He was so 
badly outnumbered that his assigned 
"breakthrough" was impossible, and in the first 
ten days of invasion had pushed the Soviets 
back a bare sixty miles. Progress after that was 
described as "slow but sure," but losses were 
heavy and he was under constant counterattack, 
especially by Soviets that withdrew into the 
Pripyat until he passed and then struck at his 
flank and rear. Worse yet, this desultory 
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progress delayed the expedition from Rumania,
which was not supposed to start until Runstedt
was well under way. Needless to say, he was also
the first to encounter the dreaded T-34s.

Hitler's decision to turn away from Moscow
to clean up the situation in the south has often
been described as the worst mistake of the
war. It may very well have been a mistake:
this decision, and the subsequent abandonment
of Leningrad threw the entire operational plan
ning and logic of Barbarossa to the winds. But,
at the same time, there were some very sound
military grounds for the decision:

(1) Guderian's lightning advance in center
had outrun the f1ank protection of both North
and South, as well as his own infantry. If he were
allowed to further extend this exposed position
with a drive on Moscow, the sizable armies in
the Kiev area would be sitting right on his f1ank
for a counterattack to smash his supply lines
and put him out of business. It would be
especially dangerous in the coming winter, to
have such an army in your rear-and Runstedt
did not seem capable of dealing with it.

(2) Guderian and Hoth argued that the
Russians would rally to save Moscow and so
bring on the "showdown" battle of the cam
paign. They may have been right. But Hitler was
also going after a sizable army; and, if this is the
criterion, you can't argue with the result. The
battle of Kiev was probably the greatest military
victory in the history of warfare. If that failed to
win the war, it's difficult to imagine what would
have been required at Moscow.

If Hitler's decision can be criticized, I think it
is more for grand strategic reasons; the really
fatal clincher, to me, was the subsequent
September 17th abandonment of Leningrad.
Sequence and timetable were forgotten, and
suddenly Hitler had his armies splitting up and
scrambling for objectives everywhere. Especial
ly, he seems suddenly to have changed his mind
about things and shifted emphasis of the entire
invasion from north to south. Suddenly he was
telling Guderian that capture of Sevastopol, the
Crimea, and Rostov (gateway to the Caucasus)
was more important than Moscow ... and that
for political and economic reasons these must be
taken before the onset of winter. Overall, he
seems to have overreacted to Runstedt's foot
dragging in the Ukraine.

Finally, one last point has occurred to me in
the playing of FRA NC t~1940-I'd like to offer
it as a hypothesis worth thinking about. If you
happen to have the game, open up the board and
take a look. Imagine the Ardennes to be the
Pripyat, Seden to be Smolensk, and Paris as
Moscow. And Guderian, of course, sitting at
Seden/ Smolensk with his panzer army. Well,
what do you do? Do you drive straight ahead for
the capitol-or swing down and right to encircle
the main enemy force from their rear? Now, I'm
not saying Kiev was a deliberate and conscious
reinactment, on Hitler's part, of the campaign in
France. Nonetheless, the resemblance is
striking ... and it certainly seems to fit with his
growing tendency to repeat the lessons of past
experIences.

Moscow

Stalin not only refused to let Soviet armies ir
the Kiev area withdraw-he actually reinforced
them! The result was that, when the trap closed,
over a million men and thousands of pieces of
equipment were taken. It was, beyond a doubt,
one of the great military victories of all time.

This accomplished, many of the German
generals wanted to call it quits for the season; it
was high time, they felt, to start digging in for
the winter and bring up supplies of blankets,
heavy clothing, anti-freeze .... And Hitler was
not opposed to the idea. It was Bock, Hoth, and
Guderian who continued to press most forceful
ly for a final drive on Moscow. They felt there
was still time, and this one last effort would be
the blow to bring about the collapse of Russia.
There was no question the country was reeling;
the Soviets were no longer capable of main
taining a continuous front anywhere, and the
idea of ending it now was tempting. Finally,
Hitler gave in; the assault on Leningrad was
called off and Manstein reassigned to Army
Group South (which was to attempt, un
successfully, its original objectives of Rostov
and Sevastopol before winter). The con
siderable forces deployed for the Leningrad
assault were now recalled to Smolensk for the
last big push-on Moscow.

The Germans got their first taste of the Russian weather when
mud made unpassable morass out of the few secondary roads
which primitive Russia had to offer.

The result of the last great German drive of
the Barbarossa campaign is history. Certainly,
the Germans were still strong enough to do
the job, especially since there were only
remnants of Soviet forces to oppose them.
Distance was the enemy; distance, especially,
for battered and worn-out equipment on mis
erable roads from Leningrad and Kiev to
assembly in the Smolensk area-where they
kicked off for Moscow. Even this they ac
complished. But then came mud ... and then
snow. The effect of these was to limit the
German drive to very narrow frontages on the
few passable roads (basically a Smolensk-to
Moscow assault, with encircling thrusts at
Kalinin and Tula). Meanwhile, Stalin had
learned from his informer in Japan that the
Japanese planned to attack America, and not
the Russian rear. He gambled desperately that
this information was true, and stripped his
Pacific frontiers of Siberian troops and poured
them in at Moscow. These last minute arrivals,
and the weather, and the narrow frontages of
the German assault, just barely proved to be
enough.

Winter Disaster

And it was the Germans who now had to pay,
for another gamble that failed. The collapse of
the weather brought with it collapse of overex
tended supply lines that the German had already
outrun anyway. Worse, they had absolutely no
provisions of any significance for the sudden
sub-zero temperatures. Infantry lost fingers and
toes by the thousands to frostbite; guns would
not fire because Iubricants froze; planes and
trucks had to have their engines heated by blow
torch, in an often vain attempt to make them
st art.

---.-

•
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The 3.7 em PAK was greatly undergunned in comparison tathe
Soviet heavy tanks they were expected to deal with. The small AT
weapons often needed several hits at point blank range to stop an
advancing T34. Only the inexperience of Soviet tank crews
prevented complete disaster in the early years of the war.

Stalin saw in this catastrophe a chance forthe
sudden and total victory that Hitler had sought.
He deployed his experienced Siberian troops for
a badly coordinated but nightmarish counterat
tack intending nothing less than destruction of
the entire German Army Group Center. There
was no longer a question of a German "front;"
they were restricted to the few roads that were
passable, and outposts sometimes watched in
horror as Russian ski troops in the distance
swept gracefully and silently past their positions
toward the supply depots in the rearward areas.

The harshness of this brutal winter for both
sides is brought home in a fantastic episode that
occurred to a German unit snowed in on a
narrow road; they looked up, and saw Russian
cavalry on the rise, ready to charge. They were
lost, for they knew there was nothing they could
do to defend themselves ... but the cavalry
waited for more than an hour, and did not
attack. Finally, they could bear it no longer, and
some of the men climbed to the top of the rise.
They discovered, to their astonishment, that the
entire cavalry detachment-men and horses
alike-had frozen solid like statu'Cs, while
preparing for the charge. An attempt was made
to photograph this bizarre spe'ctacle, but not
even the camera shutter would work in the
intense cold.

It is said that Hitler's hair turned white during
these trying months. Nonethcless, he remained
ever afterwards convinced that his "standfast"

order had prevented a disasterous Napoleonic
defeat and saved the German army. There is
good reason to suppose he was right, for if a
retreat had been attempted under such cir
cumstances a fatal panic was extremely likely.

By the timethe Russian winter offensives struck, German panzer
units were practically without operational tanks. Only assault guns
like the above Stuk 40 L/48 shown above were available to deal
with Russian armor. The knee deep snow shown above was
actually light in comparison to other areas of the front where
temperatures dipped below -50 degrees centigrade.
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However, once again, the lessons of this I costly "defensive victory" were t o  be even mare 

expensive in the coming years. when Hitler 
would try to  apply them to other, inappropriate, 
circumstances. For example, the sucoessful 
airlifting of supplies t o  100,000 troops in the 
Demyansk pocket (about two hexes northwest 
of Kalinin) would lead him t o  k l i eve  he could 
supply 300,000 troops in the Stalingrad pocket 
the following year. And, more disasterously, he 
was t o  insist on  the same "hedgehog" defense of 
Army Group Center once again in 1944-this 
time in summer. 

I But those horrors lay yet i n  the future; and the 
winter of 1941 142 was caviar, in comparison, to  
what was yet t o  come. 

The Spring thaw of 1942 brought an  end t o  
the Russian counteroffensive, but it also 
revealed that the vaunted German Wehrmacht 
had virtually ceased to  exist. The two and a half 
years of constant warfare, the thousands of hard 

I miles over brutal terrain, the weather, and fierce 
Russian resistance had finally ground them 
down to a mere travesty of their former might 
and glory. Nonetheless, in the process, they had 
managed to  do much the same to most of their ' enemies, and there was n o  real army on  the 
continent t o  oppose them. Still, Operation 
Barbarossa had failed. Germany and Russia 
were now at war, and Russia had in addition to  
her own considerable resources the industrial 
might of America and Great Britian-her new 

1 allies. Now, more than ever, it was necessary for 

I Germany to  somehow rally support and 
resources for one final effort t o  topple the 
Russian giant while it was still dizzy . . . for the 

-Mark Saha 
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Defense in 

Murk Irwin k article is a throwback lo the days 
when fhe GENERAL reprinted the best articles 
of other magmines from time to time. Although 
we are not resorting to that p o k y  w i n ,  we felt 
Irwin's article merited Q Iittle better graphic 
presentation than i t  got in it's first printing. 
DEFENSE IN STALINGRAD first appeared in 
the INTERNATIONAL WAR GAMER. We grate- 
fuIIy acknowledge their kind permission to 
reprint the article here. 

The German invaslon of Russia fared well until theRussianwhnter hit. German troopsweretosuffergreat hardsh~asiromlackof 
proper winter equipment. Without winrnr lubrrcants machineguns jammed: without felt bwts thousac& lost toes and feet to 
fmstblts, withom fur helmet Ilners men amply froze to death. Looting of Russlan dead for items of wintar apparel m s  accepted 
practise. Many didn't even have cemodlage smocks a6 worn by the trwps shown above. 

"Why another Stalingrad article?," many of 18 attack factors to make a 3-1 attack & this 
you ask as you read this title. The main reason is requiresat least 3 units. If it is stacked with another 
that I do not see enough articles concerning unit and protecting only one square then the 
defense for any of the popular AH games. Some other unit must be soaked-off against leaving only 
may feel that Stahgrad is too simple a game to two units to attack the 2-3-6. However, this 
do a major defensive study on. I will admit that tactic is to be shunned due to the fact that the 
4-68 Stalkgrad is so imbaIanced that a good form needed to make an attack at slightly lesser 
defense is not needed. I also concede that 45-6 odds is so small that the German can easily risk 
Stalingrad is still weighted in favor of the the loss. 
Russians. But consider an opponent who would 
like to have a German ~ e p l a i m e n t  rate of 8 per 
turn. Actually, a good Russian player can make a 
good fight of this and possibly win. However, 
there can be no mistakes. As an aside, I have 
noticed that in 4-56 Stalingrad the Russian can 
afford to make about two bad mistakes which 
the German takes advantage of. To test your own 
perfection, here is a short quiz question: "Is 
there any difference between two doubled 7-10-4 
units protecting three squares and a doubled 
6-9-4 with a doubled 7 - 1 M  doing the same?" 
Well, there is a vast difference. The two 7-10-4 
units are not vulnerable to 3-1 attack while a 3-1 
attack could be made against the &9-6 while the 
7-1@4 is soaked off against. It is this type of 
difference which can lose a game. And it is the 
type of difference that a beginner will not realize 
for many painful defeats. 

The primary goal of a defensive line is to make 
a line of zones of controI of units which may not 
be attacked at 3-1 odds. Any line which does not 
meet this requirement cannot be considered a real 
defensive line, but o d y  a group of doubled units. 
Rather than fall back to such a situation it is 
better to use only the portion of the line which 
can be made 3-1 proof and protect the remainder 
of the line on open terrain. This applies only if 
you are subsequently going to be able to make 
the remainder of the line 3-1 proof. 

Different units, of course have different capa- 
biiities in respect to making a position 3-1 proof 
and I intend to expIain these differences. The 
2-3-6 can almost be disregarded for this purpose 
but they can be used if the situation calls for it. 
A 2-3-6 if stacked with another unit can protect 
one square from 3-1 attack. The German needs 

Although the 4-64 is twice as large as the 
2-3-6, its general usefulness in this role is only 
slightly larger. The German only needs 36 attack 
factors for 3-1 and should the 4-&4 be protecting 
three squares this force can be pure infantry. 
With a front of two squares the German must use 
a little of his Panzers but very little. Examples of 
such forces are: 4 5-5-4's & 2 8-8-6's; 3 44-4's & 
3 88-6's; 4 8-8-6's & a 4 4 4 ;  3 &8-6's & 2 
6-6-6's. As the last two examples show, this force 
can be mounted using just five units. This means 
that another unit could make a soak-off atg* 
from one of the attack squares and this means 
$ ' ~ n  stl l  be attacked at 3-cThee6-4's 
usefulness is in protecting one square which it 
can do quite well since even a 1-1 attack risks 12 
factors. Of course, situations will a*& when the 
4-&I can protect two or even three squares. 
However, extreme care must be taken when using 
this tactic. You will be able to use the 4-@I in 
this capacity only because the German is unable 
to bring enough units to bear, but always 
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remember that a month or two later he may be 
able to bring up enough force. Therefore, you 
must be able to correct the situation by using a 
more suitable unit or lose the line. This applies to 
a11 units that are used in positions which they 
cannot protect under all conditions. To improve 
your care in this area always assume that the 
German has purposely allowed the situation and 
plans to take advantage of you placing an 
unsuitable un t m an important position. 1 '  

The 5-7-4 hoes not seem much larger than the 
46-4, but it is immeasurably more useful for 
defensive Iines. A 3-1 attack against this unit 
needs 42 attack factors. This means that even 
when a 5-7-4 is protecting three squares a lot of 
5-5-4's and some panzers are needed. But the 
main use of the 5-7-4 is in protecting two 
squares. There are only five different forces 
which can make a 3-1 attack against a 5-7-4 and 
the German can only raise one of these forces at 
a time. They are: 4 8-8-6's & 2 5-5-4's; 3 8-8-6 
units & 2 7-7-6's & a 4-4-4; 3 8-8-6's & 3 6-6-6 
units; 3 8-8-6's & a 7-7-6 & a 66-6 & a 5-5-4; 2 
&8-6's & 2 7-7-6's & 2 7-7-6's & 2 6-6-6's. The 
only other combinations are lager and are 
formed by using units larger than necessary such 
as a 66-6 instead of a 5-5-4. Note the Iarge 
moun t  of Panzer units needed. This is a deter 
rence in itself because of the high cost of an 
exchange. The possible forces available shows a 
very important point, which is that six units are 
needed and this leaves none for a soak-off. This 
means that two 5-7-4's protecting two squares are 
not vulnerable to 3-1 attack. In ddition, any 
unit which forces a soak-off attack from one of 
the squares used to attack the 5-7-4, without 
being susceptible to 3-1 attack itself, will 3-1 
proof the 5-7-4. Thus we can see that the 5-74 is 
the mainstay of the defense. I urge that this be 
kept in mind especially when taking replce- 

-merits. Myself, I prefer to wait a month for a 
5-7-4, than have a 4-6-4 immediately. Of course, 
the 5-7-4 is superior to the 4 6 6  for protecting 
one quare. 

The 6-96 is a relatively powerful unit since it 
can protect one or two squares by itself. How- 
ever, when it is used to protect three squares, it 
can often be susceptible to a 3-1 attack. Such an 
attack will use a lot of Panzer units, but one 
must always keep in mind that the force can be 
raised and in fact it can be done with eight units 
leaving one for n soak-off (e.g., 4 8-8-6's & 2 
7-7-6's & 2 5-54's). This is important when 
trying to use the 6-9-6 alone or with a 7-1.04. As 
is always the case, the 653-6 may often be able to 
protect three squares from IocaI German forces. 
The fear of losing 18 factors in an exchange will 
also deter an attack and under the most favorable 
conditions you may be able to force two soak- 
offs and thus make the 6-9-6 3-1 proof. 

Although, as stated, the 5-7-4 is the mainstay 
of a defensive line, the 7-10-4's are essential to 
most lines. Their use is, of course, in protecting 
three squares. In most circumstances their very 
presence will either mean that the German does 
not have enough Panzer units in the area to make 
a 3-1 attack or he will be too afraid to risk the 
devastating effect of an exchange. The 7-10-4 is 
superior to the &9-6 for defensive purposes due 
to the fact that although an attack force can be 
raised it must use nine units leaving none for a 
soak-off. A great many river positions which 
protect three squares have a common character- 
istic which is a square adjacent to the 7-104, 
which forces a mak-off from a square used to 
attack the 7-10-4, and a unit on this square can 
only be attacked from the square for attacking 
the 7-1@4. This means the 7-10-4 can often be 
made 3-1 proof and since most river positions 
have at least one spot which must protect three 
squares, this is essential. 

UNIT W L N E R A B I W  TO 3-1 ATTACK 

Now that I have gone over the various units I 
have included a short chart to review them. The 
codes are as foIlows: A.F. is the number of 
attack facTors needed for a 3-1 attack; M.U. is 
the minimum number of units needed for a 3-1 
attack; AS. is the average strength of the units 
needed (M.U.); 3-1 1 is the vuInerability to 3-1 
attack from one square; 3-1 2 is from two 
squares; 3-1 3 is from three squares; N.P. means 
not possible; N.P.* is conditional requiring 
another unit to force a soak-off; Diff. is that the 
unit is isusally vulnerable to 3-1 attack unIess two 
soak-offs can be forced but in any case it will be 
difficult to raise the force; Vul. is that the unit is 
usualIy vulnerable to 3-1 attack; Easy is that the 
unit is almost always vulnerable; N.P.** not 
possible if in combination with another unit but 
is still ill-advised; Very is very easy and needs 
negligible force to attack. 

Forward Defense Lines 

In Part I of this three part study on defense in 
STALINGRAD, I examined the defensive capa- 
bilities of the various Russian units. In this, Part 
11, I will examine, in detail, all the forward 
defense lines. My deployment of forces for each 
line shall be only what is needed. That is, other 
deployments will do just as good a job, but will 
usually use more force. The Russian just does not 

have enough force to waste it on over-protection. 
My deployments will attempt to make each line 
3-1 proof, if possible. I will, however, make 
suggestions on what to do if the line cannot be 
made 3-1 proof or if you do not have the units 
needed. At most stages in the game, you cannot 
make all lines 3-1 proof, primarily because of a 
shortage of 7-1 0.4's. This makes it important that 
lines be defended to their optimum wen if they 
are not 3-1 proof. 

Nemunas River 

Initially, the Wemunas River must be a main 
concern to the Russian Commander. This is an 
easily defended line, although to protect the 
whole line, the two 7-1@4's are needed. It is such 
an important line that it should only be hoken 
by being outflanked to the south or by low odds 
attacks. It should never fall victim to a 3-1 attack 
and if it does, have someone rap your knuckIes. 
In most set-ups, the entire line is seldom used. It 
can be narrowed down to two squares if there are 
delaying units on X-16 and U-18. The two 
squares are protected by a 5-7-4 on $18 and a 
4 6 - 4  on R-18 will 3-1 proof the 5-7-4. This is 
seldom used because it means you must sacrifice 
a unit which need not be sacrificed. A more 
typical line uses a 7-1G4 on $18 with a 46-4 on 
R-18 to >1 proof the 7-10-4 to protect the three 
Northern squares. A 46-4 on 5 2 0  protects and 
3-1 proofs the next southernly square. The type 
of unit used on V-19 is dependent upon what 
type of delaying action is used between the 
Nemunas and the Bug. There are two major types 
of delaying action used in this area One is to 
pIace a sacrifice unit on Y-15 and strong units on 
Y- 17. With this type there are three squares from 
which the German can attack and therefore you 
must use a 7-10-4 with a soak-off 46-4 on U-20 
or you can use the 69-6 on V-19 and 46-4 on 
each of U-20 and W-I9 t o  force two soak-offs. 
The other method of delay is to place a sacrifice 
unit on X-16. This means V-19 has only two 
squares to protect and a 5-7-4, 3-1 proofed by a 
46-4 will do the job. With this defense,turn two 
defense will be the same as turn one (initial) 
defense for the first method. 

Both these defenses have the advantage of not 
having to use a 7-1@4 on V-19 immediately. The 
advantage in this is that it staves off a low odds 
series of attacks Often when the German is f a d  
with a 3-1 line at this stage in the game (this 
stage is critical as he has no other route to take 
in the north), he will make two 1-2 attacks 
against V-19 and S-18. If you have 7-1 @4's in 
these squares then the attack can be very effe* 
tive. This is because the 7-1&4 is totally neces- 
sary for each square (at least after a few turns) 
and therefore we must give a victory to the 
German if he gets an exchange as well as when he 
gets D back 2. This gives him a chance of victory 
of 55.6% FTF and 64% PBM. If however he 
cannot attack both of them then the chances are 
lowered to 44.4% FTF and 48% PBM. 

When X-18 becomes the most southernly ex- 
posed quare, you must have a 7-1&4 for V-I9 
with the 4-&I 3-1 proofing from U-20. A 4-&4 
on X-19 seals the line. When the German can 
enter Y-18 but not 2-18, the 4-64 must move 
over to Y-19 and be replaced by a 5-7-4. When 
he can enter the swamp square (2-18), the 4-64 
must be pulled out of the line and another 5-7-4 
must go to X-19 to make the line complete and 
3-1 proof. Do not get sloppy or give up just 
because the G e d n  will soon break your line. If 
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vou allow a 3-1 attack the German will gain a 
month In addition, the German may be repulsed 
if he is sloppy in his out-flanking maneuver. 

As an aside, I will explain how you might be 
able to repulse the German. The German units on 
the swamp square will move to Y-19 to attack 
X-19 in conjunction with forces on the river. 
These units will usually be only infantry because 
with the slow progress he has made he will have 
sent the Panzers south. If he does not put more 
units in the swamp, you have a possible ogpor- 
tunity. H# attacks against X-19 will usually take 
the form of  a high odds attack against one 5-7-4 
and a soak-off against the other forces (it is often 
wise to add another 5-7-4 to the stack the thrn 
before he makes his crossing). To give himself 
better odds on the soak-off, he will usually use 
one of the units on Y-19. This will leave only 
two units east of the river and, as stated, they 
will usually be weak. If you soak off against the 
forces on the river and make a strong attack on 
the two units east of the river, the German will 
be faced with a 3-1 proof line again and will have 
lost two months. This situation may not arise 
often but when it does, make use of it. Be sure 
-to add a devilish grin as his mouth falls open. 

. -  . 

BUG RIVER 

The Bug River defense depends on Brest- 
Litwsk and the defense of Brest-Litovsk depends 
on the delaying action between the Nemunas and 
the Bug as described in discussion on defense of 
V-19 on the Nernunas. If the first method is 
used, that is, delaying units on Y-I 5 and Y-17 
then Brest-Litovsk only protects two squares and 
is easily defended by 2 5-7-4's. This leaves the 
7-10-4 for V-19. If the second method is used (a 
delaying unit on X-16), then V-19 does not need 
the 7-10-4 and it can be used on Brest-Litovsk 
where it protects three squares and is 3-1 proofed 
by a 4-64 on 2-16, With Brest-Litovsk secure, a 
stack of 2 5-7-4's are placed on CC-15 to protect 
the next two squares. The Bug defense does not 
always extend to the end for the initial set-up, 
but if it does then place 2 46-4's on EE15. I t  
should be two rather than one 4-64 here because 
any penetration by the German can be disasterous 

and well worth his risk of a low odds attack. We 
face this same danger in placing a 7-10-4 in 
Brest-Litovsk, but whether it is a serious threat or 
not depends o n  relative troops north and south 
of the Pripyat swamps and whether or not you 
use reserves. If you fear a split then i t  is best to 
ensure no penetration rather than 3-1 proof the 
pogition. Units on BB-I 5 would also be doubled 
if you can withdraw from Brest-Litovsk into that 
square. How far the Bug defense should extend is 
dependent on whether or not you delay between 
the Bug and the Hungarkin mountains. If there is 
no delay than it must be extended to the end in 
the manner I suggested. If there is a delaying unit 
used at all, it is usually on EE-12. In this case 
you need only the stack on CC-IS. When 
defending to the end of the Bug it is imperative 
that there be those two 4-64s on EE-15, even if 
you have 2 5-7-4's on DD-15. The reason for this 
is the German's possible use of an advancing 
retreat, which I do not believe has been outlawed 
in STALIWGRAD yet. For if you have units on 
D D I S  and not on E E l 5 ,  he can stage a 1-3 
attack against DD15 and fill all squares to the 
west to capacity. Then if you have to retreat him 
you have no option but to place him behind your 
lines 

Example of a 1-3 advancing retreat. The ~ e r m a n  
has no where to go but forward. 

Hungarian Mountains 

The defense of the Hungarian Mountains is 
very simple in the first turn or two. To the north 
there are two options. If the delay mentioned in 
discussing the Bug is used, then 2 5-7-4's should 
be placed on  GG-I I. If it is not used, then they 
should be on GG-12. GG-12 closes the gap with 
the Bug defense. For the delay option GG-I 1 is 
used because it keeps German troops from ad- 
vancing into GG-10, which is the jump-off point 
for troops to attack G G I  2 the following turn. In 
most c=s the 2 5-7-4's on GG-I I will have to 
withdraw to GG-12 on turn one because of a 
threat of troops arriving from Hungary. However 
if there is no threat and another delay is desired 
and possible, then they can remain on G G I  I .  
The second delaying unit is placed on FF-12 or 
EL13  and in any case the 2 5-7-4's only protect 
two squares. The possibility of a delay depends 
on how strong your first was and how bright the 
German is. if you use a 2-3-6 and he senses you 
will delay again, his best move is to attack it 
from EE-I 1 and DD-12. This makes the 2-3-6 
doubled and he gets an advance which mians no 
further delays. Therefore, if you hnve two delays 
in mind you should use a 4t-4 which he dares 
not try the same tactic with. When there is a 
serious threat from Hungary, GG-12 should only 
have one unit on it because the other will be 

caught when the German surrounds the position 
and makes a 3-1 with a soak-off. Therefore if you 
use an initial delay, as described, do  not use a 
2-3-6, as a German advance means you have no 
choice but to have two units on GG-12. At this 
stage you should have a good size stack on 
HH-12 to force a large soak-off from troops 
coming from Hungary. In the south, you should 
have 2 4-6-4's on JJ-12. They need not be 
5-7-4's, because any German who places a large 
number of Panzers in the south is a fool and the 
defeat of these units is not very important. When 
thcsc units are threatened with being surrounded, 
they should be withdrawn behind the Prut 
(north). This is not always possible, however, if 
you are threatened at GG-12 and wish to place 
t roops  o n  HH-12. HH-12 can easily be 
surrounded by Germans advancing into GG-12 
and by an attack from the south. In this case, 
leave a sacrifice unit on 15-1 2 (not 11-12). 

Prut-Siretul River Complex 

Defense of this area takes two main forms. The 
first is the simplest and it is to just defend 
behind the Prut River. This cannot be made 3-1 
proof as NN14 can always be broken. The best you 
can do is to make the soak-offs expensive. The 
rest of the river should be defended by 2 4-6-4's 
on KK-15 and 2 4-6-4's on 11-15, 4354's are used 
as you do not fear his panzers in this area and 
11-15 is used to protect the one square and to 
stop an advancing retreat as described for the 
Bug. No advance can be allowed into 11-15, 

The alternative to this defensive is to place a 
delaying unit on NN-13. Again you make soak- 
offs as expensive as possible, especially fox Ger- 
man units on 00-13. He must place units on 
00-13, if he is to break the Prut line first turn. 
The rest of the line is defended by 2 4-6-4's on 
KK-14 behind the Siretul River. This type of 
defense has the advantage of using less units and 
it also reduces German strength in northern 
Rumania to six units as they can only start on 
YM-12 and LL-12. 

As Tyrone Bomba demonstrated in his article 
"The Set-Up of the Thing," this area could be 
made almost impregnable. This, however, requires 
a gread deal of units, which usually cannot be 
afforded. In any case, if and when the Prut is 
broken in the area of NN-14, there may be two 
possible reactions You can delay again east of 
the Prut or drop back to the Dnestr-Pmt line. A 
delay will be very difficult if you have allowed an 
advance into NN-14. Speaking of delays, I think 
that you will find it very expensive if you use 
them very much during the opening stages. Often 
they are more expensive than realized. As an 
example, some people feel that NN-14 could be 
best defended by a 2-3-6 on O(r13 and another 
on  NN-13. But in reality, they must either 
sacdfice more or they have wasted the delay 
units. Both of these squares can be considered 
doubled if attack comes from certain squares 
(e.g., PP-I2 against 00-13). A German force of 3 
6-66's can easily win the battle and advance. 
Then the delay units have died for nought. If you 
make the sacrifice greater then you lose two 
44-4's to delay, for one month, an attack on the 
Prut. This I don't feel is worth it and I urge you 
to examine very closely all delaying tactics. 

Dnestr-Rut Defense Line 

This is one of the finest and simplest lines in 
Russia, Squares LL-17, JJ-I 7, HH-16 and HH-14 
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d l  protect only two squares each and are doubled 
positions. The main factor which makes this line 
so great is that you know the exact German 
strength which can be deployed against you. You 
must calculate the strength he can put in five 
units and in six units. With this knowledge and 
,the lessons you learned in Part I of this study, 
you can decide what size and how many units 
will be needed to defend two squares. This line is 
hinged on the Hungarian mountains and it is on 
them that it depends for its usefulness. This area 
must be held as long as possible, in order that 
German forces do not, have lateral movement 
north and south. Once his forces can move north 
and south in this area, there are two conse- 
quences. First of all, you have to fall back from 
the Prut and defend on the Dnestr. This line is 
nof as easy to 3-1 proof, because HH-16 must 
now protect three squares. If possible, a 6-9-6 or 
7-1 0-4 shouId be available for this position. 
Either can be made 3-1 proof with appropriate 
forced soak-offs and the German will usually not 
attack one of these, in any case, for fear of an 
exchange. He is dowly advancing up the Pripyat 
Dnestr plain, anyway, and this means the risk is 
not worth it. For this position and for all 
positions of three squares, whenever you cannot 
use a 6-9-6 or 7-1 0.4, all you can do is make it 
expensive to attack. Try not to let 46-4's be 
attacked, use 5-7-4's instead. The second conse- 
quence is that you must re-assess the German 
strength. You must correct for his greater 
strength, if possible. This may entail replacing a 
6 4  with 2 5-7-45 but you must make every 
effort to have a 3-1 proof line. 

Rear Defensive Lines 

In Part I of this study, I discussed the use of 
the Russian units. Part I1 dealt with the defense 
of the forward defense lines. I t  is on the forward 
defense lines, that the German should be de- 
feated. However, he will not be stopped. He will 
push on towards your replacement cities. If you 
have done a good job early in the game, he will 
beeweak- and in fact defeated. On the other hand, 
you may have done a poor initial job or may be 
playing some variation. In this case, he may be 
strong and this means he will drive all the harder 
against your cities. Therefore in this, Part 111, I 
discuss the defense of the rear defensive lines. 
These lines vary in their usefulness. Some are 
strong like the Luga River and others are terribly 
weak like the "City" line. At any rate, I go over 
almost all of them. I have left out such things as 
the defense of the Kama River. Generally you 
will find a description of the defense of all lines 
which normally can come into play. The proper 
defense of the Forward Defensive Lines should 
defeat the German and the proper defense of the 
Rear Defensive Lines should stop him. 

Luga River 

The Luga River is an extremely good defense 
line. Of course, it is only useful part of the year, 
but when it is useful you can make it very 
strong. In fact, you can hold the Luga 3-1 proof 
with the same forces that hold the Divina weakly. 
All you need is 2 5-7-4's on L-30, a 7 - 1 M  on 
M-30, and a 46-4 on N-31. You must form up 
this force, as soon as possible, and if you do not 
have the correct force, you m w f  have the 2 
5-7-4's on G30. Penetration here, as good as 
takes Leningrad and hningrad does have the 
ability to defend itself. Always keep in mind the 

force you need especially if you are retreating 
toward the Luga during the winter. Make abso- 
Iutely sure that you can raise the force either 
from the retreating units or from replacements 
and do not risk the units in open terrain if you 
cannot replace them. 

Leningrad 

As 1 said, Leningrad can protect itself, to some 
extent. Unfortunately, this can only be done well 
during summer. During summer, 2 5-7-4's on 
Leningrad will protect it. During snow months, 
the best thing to do is place the largest units 
possible in Leningrad and try t o  delay the 
outflanking, as long as possible. In addition, if 
you ever want to counter-attack during the game, 
this is the place. It is especially effective if you 
can retreat him onto lakes which will thaw on 
the next turn. Remember that after a thaw 
Leningrad becomes very powerful and therefore if 
you have to risk drowned troops to save it, it will 
be worth it. 

Volkhov River 

There are several situations which can bring 
about the defense of the Volkhov River. If you 
are defending the east bank and hold Leningrad, 
then you need only a 5-7-4 on M-32 and a 4-64 
on 0-31. If on the other hand, you do not hold 
Leningrad, you must use either a 7-10-4 defense 
or a 6-9-6 defense. Defense, on the west bank, 
when you are defending the Luga, is never secure 
as M-30 can be m o u n d e d  and attacked from 
four squares the best you can d o  is place a 6-9-6 
or 7-144 on M-30 and stacks of 2 5-7-4'5 on 
L-30 and L31. This means he must use consider- 
able force and if he wishes to surround M-30 he 
must make two soakdf s  of five factors at 1-6. If 
you are defending the west bank but are not 
threatened at the Luga, you should have a 5-7-4 
on N-30, 5.1 proofed by a 4-64 on M-30. 2 
5-7-4's should be on G3 1. This is a little 
over-protected but you cannot risk any penetta- 
tion. 

h e n  Mountains 

This area, too, is quite variable. As already 
noted, when defending the Divina and wishing to 
join it to the upper Volga, a 5-7-4 is placed on 
Q30 and 1 1  proofed by a 4-6-4 on Q-29. Upon 
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the breaking of the Divina, 4-30 should be 
reinforced with another 5-74,  You should hold 
Q-30 untiI there is a threat of the German entering 
P-30. He cannot do this without entering P-29, 
except in winter. Q-30 should be held to reduce 
the front of the upper Volga. It means that no 
unit on the upper Volga must defend three 
squares, and while Q30 is itself attackable from 
three squares, it will not be penetrated as we 
have two units there and we can drop back 
without giving up the Volga line. When we give 
up Q30, either because of a threat or an attack, 
a 5-7-4 should be on P-31. A 46-4 can 3-1 proof 
this from 0-31 if it is needed. It may not be 
needed if it is summer when the German must 
advertise an attack. Most other situations which 
call for the defense of this area, will have to be 
planned on their own merits. The main thing to 
be concerned about in their defense is not to 
allow penetration as you cannot hope to 
counter-attack effectively in this area. 

Svu River 

The defense of this river can take three 
variations. When defending the north bank, you 
need 7-10-4 on 1-35 and a 5-7-4 on 8-37. These 
are both 3-1 proofed by a 4-6-4 on H-36. 
Usually, you will not immediately need all these 
troops as the Gerrnan must advertise his attacks 
as he moves into the swamps. Defending the 
south bank, you need a 7-1&4 on J-36 and a 
5-7-4 on K-34. Both of these are 3-1 proofed by 
a 4-6-4 on K-35. When defending the south bank 
but only wishing to dela?, it is best just to place 
a 4-6-4 on each of K-33 and 1-38, These squares 
are easily reached and retreated from. The Svir 
Ever is seldom very important but it should be 
defended in order that the German be slowed up. 
It is more important if you are defending the 
north bank and should be 3-1 proof if at a l l  
possible. 

"City" Defense Line 

I have already mentioned this line and the fact 
that it is very weak. Its weakness lies in the fact 
that every city of this line can be surrounded. 
This includes Dnepr&'etrovsk, Kharkov, and 
Kursk. It  is therefore impossible to make the line 
3-1 proof. However, it should delay the German 
or even stop him if he is Iow enough on units in 
this area The gap between Dnepro-Petrovsk and 
Kharkov is dosed by the zoc's of the respective 
cities, and the defense of DneprePetrovsk has 
already been discussed. There is nothing you can 
do to delay the vulnerability of Dnepro-Patrovsk 
to being surrounded. The gap between Kharkov 
and Kursk is not closed by these cities alone, and 
this is a blessing in disguise. The size of the gap 
allows for delaying action which keeps the cities 
safe for a while. A delaying unit o DD-27 will 
mean they can only be attacke 2 from two 
squares and 2 5-7-4's should be in Kharkov while 
a 7-1 0 4  occupies Kursk. The 7-1@4 should be 
used, if at all possible. It can be hcking this turn 
but should be available for the next. On the next 
turn you can delay with a unit on DD-29 which 
means the two cities can be attacked from three 
squares. You cannot delay on DD28. If you keep 
the 2 5-7-4's on Kharkov and 3-1 proof the 
7-10-4 on Kursk with a 4-154 on AA-30 you will 
have the best defense for that turn. The dif- 
ference in the defense of these two cities is 
dictated by the terrain behind them. There is 
nothing behind Kursk except the distant Don 
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River and therefore it must be held as Iong as 
posible. At Kharkov our maln concern is in not 
allowing a penetration so that we can fall back 
one square to a position behind the Donets R~ver. 
This part of the Donets River is considered part 
of the "City" defense and on the next turn your 
delaying actions cease as a 46-4 takes its position 
on DD-30 behind the Donets. At this time, both 
cities can be surrounded and the only adjustment 
is to dfop one 5-74 back from ICharkov to 
FF-28. 

I also consider Staiino as part of this line and 
its defense comes about with the breaking of 
Dnepro-Petrovsk or Kharkov. It protects three 
squares and should be given whatever strength 
you can afford. A strong force should be put on 
KK-27 to prevent out-flanking. If Dneprw 
Petrovsk was broken, then troops on Kharkov 
should withdraw to FF-28. Do not drop behind 
the Oskol River until you need to. This is to stop 
German lateral movement which is very difficult 
and needed at  this time. This method of defense 
will give you the best out of this poor line. Keep 
an eye on German strength and keep the needed 
troops coming. Since the Kerch Straits are at this 
level and since they are usually threatened r~ght 
after the fall of DneprePetrovsk, I would like to  
mention them now. On the fall of Dnepm- 
Petrovsk, you should put all units defending the 
Dnepr back towards Stahno. Do not try to fight 
in the Crimea as it is a waste of units. Remember 
that AH has ruled that there is no supply across 
the straits and have it timed out so that you 
place a unit on 0 0 - 2 5  just before he is able to 
move from PP-23. In this way, he may waste 
more force than you. 

Upper Oka River 

This is the cantinuation of the city defense 
line and runs from Kursk over to the forks with 
the Ugla River. This line is as important as Kursk 
and must be held as long as Kursk. Actually I 
have already used it when 1 3-1 proofed the 
7-10-4 in Kursk. That same 4-6-4 on AA-30 
should 3-1 proof a 7-10-4 on 2 3 0  (I am 
assuming the German is campaigning in this area 
and dow not have enough force to seriously 
threaten you elsewhere). The rest of this line 
should be held by a 5-7-4 on each of Y-31 and 
W-32. And these are both 3-1 proofed by a 46-4 
on X-32. Parts of this line can be held after 
Kursk falls and should be in order that the Don 
River is not out-flanked. 

Ugra River 

Ln this discussion, 1 use Ugra River to describe 
the river line from the tip of the Dnepr to the 
forks of the Moskva and Aka rivers. This line 
usually will not hold long due to the Rzhev gap 
between it and the upper Volga. But if you hold 
him off in the open terrain this line is very 
sound. It cannot be easily made 3-1 proof but it 
can be very strong. Place a 5-7-4 on T-31 and a 
7-104 on each of U-31 and U-33, and you will 
have a strong line. If you still hold the upper Oka 
or are not yet attackable east of the upper Oka, 
place the largest unit possible on U-31 and force 
a good size soak-off with troops on U-32. If you 
are being attacked along the whole line and are 
daring, this is an excellent spot for a trap. You 
may want to use this trap if you have been able 
to conserve your strength but can't seem to stop 
or damage the German. Simply place a 5-7-4 or a 
444 on U-32 between the two 7-104's. He will 
attack this at three to one with two soak-offs and 

will advance. This isn't his favorite way of 
breaking lines but he will take it at times. It is 
now time to clobber him. Bring in every unit you 
can spare for this surrounded attack. Only put 
your soak-off units next to the Ugra, and put the 
rest on the Moskva River. You kill one unit with 
your attack and the two remaining must use 
some force on the units on the Moskva. Leaving 
little to attack one of the 7-104's to undouble it. 
If you have enough force you can destroy two 
units on the attack and he is helpless to save the 
other. Make sure you have a lot of force if you 
try this. You should try to  pull in at least 24 
factors in addition to the 14 from the 7-1@4 
units and soak-offs. 

Upper Volga 

I o d y  discuss the defense of this river down to 
Moscow because the rest is self-evident and is not 
very useful, in any case. If Q-30 is held, then 2 
5-7-4's on Q32 and a 4-t-4 on 4-34 will do the 
job. If you don't hold it, then the 2 5-7-4's mub 
be replaced by a 7-1@4 backed by a 4-6-4 on 
F32. This line should be held a little 
over-strength if possible as its fall will bring about 
a collapse of the Moscow defense and the 
Leningrad defense in time. 

Moskva River - Moscow-Oka River Defense 

On this line depends the fate of Moscow and 
rest assured that even when you're back to there, 
you can still save Moscow. Be very careful when 

defending or delaying along the Moskva west of 
Moscow..-Any units here should be large, stacked, 
and not susceptible to attack from T-33. Moscow 
should never come under 3-1 attack until the 
upper Volga or the Moskva-Oka has been broken. 
By proper delaying actions, it should be vulner- 
able to attack from only $33 and T-33. 2 5-7-4's 
can then protect it. The following turn it will be 
attackable from 5-33, T-33, and T-34. However, a 
unit on $35 should not be attackable from T-35, 
anly T-34. This enables you to use a 7-10-4 in 
Moscow 3-1 proofed by a 5-7-4 on 5-35, On the 
following turn Moscow should have 2 ,7-10-4's and 
the Oka should be defended $y a M - 4  on S-36 and 
a 5-7-4 on each of T-36 and U-36. U-36 and the 
rest of the Oka should be defended with what you 
have in an attempt to force the German far to 
east. 
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crease the play-balance. AFRIKA KORPS 
wil l  also get the rewrite job eventually, 
although changes herewil l  be made solely to 
outlaw some of the ridiculous supply rulings 
made in bygone years by the A.H. "answer 
man." Both the revised AFRlKA KORPS and 
WATERLOO rules w i l l  be made available for 
the same 25C charge plus shipping costs. 

One game where we wil lbe making a lot of 
changes wil l  be BLITZKRIEG. Dave Roberts 
is handling what amounts to  an entirely new 
design of this game which at one and the 
same t ime wil l  clarify the games many 
ambiguities and install some real blitzkrieg 
effects into the game system. The changes in 
the naval and air rules are especially in- 
novative. We are quite excited about what 
these rules do for this old favorite. Make no 
mistake about it . . . these rules wil l  remake 
BLITZKRIEG into an entirely new and 1 00% 
better game. Again, all you'll need to update 
your version wil l  be the rules-all other 
components remaining the same. The com- 
bined rules and battle manual will sell for 
$1.00 plus 25C shipping charges. We 
honestly recommend that all owners of 
BLlTZKRlEG update their version when 
these rules become available. Don't place 
ordersfor any of these rules yet. We'll let you 
know when they are finished. 

Response to  the proposed mail order line 
has been very encouraging. Interest is run- 
ning extremely high in both THIRD REICH 
and PANZER LEADER. THIRD RElCH has 
generated a lot of excitement simply 
because of i ts scale. No other game has ever 
offered a corps level simulation of thisscope 
i n  such a highly playable format, utilizing 
both air and naval forces aswell. One of the 
things which stands out about THIRD RElCH 
is  the high skill level required i n  playing it. 
Some very wild things can happen if  the 
players deploy their forces incorrectly, but a 
smart player has a countermove for every 
eventuality. We've had playtesters proclaim 
that such and such a country just doesn't 
stand a chance. Then we sit in, replay the 
same situation wi th a different deployment, 
and presto-that side wins easily. TMRD 
RElCH has a very high skill factor and it's a 
game where the players make the 
decisions--and are not dictated to by a 
preordained historical series of events wi th 
the same outcome every time. But then, 
we've observed the same kind of reaction to 
7776. Several supposedly expert reviewers 
have come out and said the Arnericansdon't 
stand a chance while our playtesters found it 
very difficult to w i n  w i th  the British. This 
comes from people making supposedly 
authoritative statements about a game after 
1 or 2 playings. In plain truth, they are just 
plain playing badly. If faced by a good 
opponent with experience i n  the game, 
they'd be surprised how easily they'd loseas 
the British. We expect thesame type of initial 
response to THIRD REICH but good players 
wil l  soon f indtheycanwin wi th either side. It 
is a game we are extremely pleased with. 
Hopefully, next issue we'l l  be able to  an- 
nounce its availability to you. 

Q 
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WINNING WITH THE FRENCH

,

A Comprehensive Look at France 1940

by Harold Totten

Being a realistic game, the historical version oj
FRANCE 1940 leaves little prospect for an Allied
victory. This lack of play balance was no
accident, being inherent in the design concept. To
gain anything approaching play balance the
optional scenarios must be selected.

Yet, we are always running across people who
get their kicks by doing things the hard way.
Trying to win as the French with the historical
Order of Battle would be tantamount to such a
philosophy. Although his discourse which follows
is more than a "how to win as the French"

blurb, Harold Totten definitely seems to fit the
"we try harder" mold.

FRANCE '40 is a radically different Avalon
Hill game, an~ because it is unlike any other AH
game it can be difficult to grasp at times. The
main intention of this thesis is to give the gamer
a rather broad knowledge of the game, its aspects
and its quirks. This is not easy for a game such as
FRANCE '40 and has taken quite a bit of devel
opment.

In a way, FRANCE '40 is readily comparable
with 1914. The play can end up in a stalemated
position. That will be a good deal of what I
intend to concentrate on - how not to stalemate

the game. FRANCE '40 differs from 1914 in the

sense that there is a great deal more mobility;
plus superior German attrition abilities and air
power make for an active game. One factor that
almost guarantees an ex tremely mobile battle is
the lack of the Maginot Line, giving the French
player a larger area to defend and the German a
larger area to attack.

Before actually discussing the play of the game
I will first go into the mapboard and its terrain.
The board, by its very nature, divides into four
basic lines of attack. 'The first three ofthcse are

in Belgium: the northern forest/Antwerp area, the
central plain (Aachen, Brussels, Namur triangle),
and the infamous Ardennes forest. The fourth is

the Maginot line area of southern France.
Belgium is rather good defensive terrain, where

as the southern area without the Maginot is not.
There is also the "Dyle Line" across the central
plain along what is really the Derner River
skirting Antwerp and Namur. Terrain in FRANCE
'40 is not really all that crucial (with the
exception of the Maginot Line) because the
defensive quality can be offset by airpower.

With armor it's a different story - and the
aspect is not defensive or offensive ability, but
the crucial problem of mobility. In order to ,move
into or out of a unit's laC it requires the
expenditure of movement points, and the
presence of forests further hinder armor's

mobility. This will be an important factor in
dealing with understanding massive armor battles
in the Ardennes.

FRENCH STRATEGY

The French player is basically defense oriented,
at least strategically. Tactically the French player
can go on the offensive, but he must be careful
that he doesn't leave any units exposed to deadly
German counter-attacks. The French game

problem boils down into the following points: 1)
he must defend Belgium for some length of time;

2) he must keep the Maginot line intact, or
lacking the Maginot, he must prevent a German
flanking movement; 3) he must have minimun
losses; 4) he must inflict maximum losses on the

Germans; 5) he must protect Paris. Around these
basic points the French player must build his
defense.

The first problem which occurs in every game
is the defense of Belgium. But in order to

understand the strategy for Belgium, we must
first expound upon the broad strategy the French
player will be using. As I mentioned before,
movement through laC's cost movement points,
three movement points for entering and two
movement points for leaving. Thus, to move
directly from one enemy controlled hex to
another you expend one to enter the terrain (or
two if the unit is armored and it is entering
forest or swamps), two to leave the laC and
three to enter the laC, at a total cost of six
(seven for armor). This makes for interesting
movement characteristics within the game. This
means that units may move rapidly over open
terrain as long as they are unopposed. However,
they cannot close with the enemy after a long
march due to a lack of the movement points

needed to enter a lac. Also, units can be pulled
off the front line much more easily than it can
approach the front. The total result of this is a
unit may voluntarily retreat its full movement
factor away from the front line, and due to the
laC movement costs, the attacker (usually the
German) cannot re-engage the retreating player.

Thus, if the French player retreats his units
away from the German, usually the German
infantry cannot engage the French front lines on
the next turn. Armor usually can, however, due
to its greater movement capability and its second
movement phase every turn.

Theoretically, then, the French player could
set up the Belgians more than three hexes from
their border and the German infantry could not
touch them on the first turn. Nevertheless, this is
not a practical defensive proposition, as it yields
altogether too much Belgian territory for com
fort. This would allow German units to take the

Antwerp area without a fight and overrun most
of the defensively valuable Ardennes forest. How
ever, in the central plain the concept comes off
well with little problem.

So the Belgian units must physically defend
both the northern forest entrance to Belgium and
the Ardennes Forest. However, the Belgian Army
isn't adequate for this big defensive task.
Eventually there would be some point in the line
without back-up units. This would allow the
German armor to strike and then move through
the hole it created with its second movement

phase. This is tantamount to allowing the

Germans to advance unopposed.
The answer to this problem is the use of the

Dutch and French Armies on the flanks of

Belgium in order to reduce the defensive task of

the small army. The two Dutch units are used in
the northern wood near Antwerp, and are placed
on the border. This prevents the German from
gaining a major flanking move on Belgium (which
he probably would if the Dutch units were
defending the Netherlands-Germany border) and
pouring down through a thinly held flank.
Although the Germans can outflank and destroy

these units, that requires precious time - as
much as two or three turns. And in the Ardennes

the French units are placed immediately on the
border in order not only to secure the flank, but
also to rush into Belgium as soon as the German
invades.

French Historical ~oB

Table 1:

This set~up illustrates the concepts involved in the defense of

~1lgiUm and later,.French planning as to where his forces will be
committed. Each hex on the FRANCE '40 board is numbered

instead ofush19 the traditional PBM co-ordinates, and the
numbers indicate what hex a unit is in. If a hex is immediately

pro~ededmby a (3J or (2) that means three or two units
re:spectivelyof that type are in the same hex.

DUTCH:

4-6: 525,622

BELGIAN:

2-7: 309,432
4-6: Antwerp 1657). 506, 530, Namur (533). 403. 403, 342,
345.312

FRENCH:
6-6: 3;4, (3) 538, (3) 569, (3) 789. 13) 846

4-6: 13)697
3-4: (3) 665
2-6: (3) 475. 13) 570,729

,1-6: (3) 819, (2) 729
2-2: 282,217,185,154
AlS: 939

BRITISH
8-8: 874
6-8: 874
4":'8: 874
2-8: 875
AIC: 940.

The diagram and accompanying table show a
possible set-up for the French using their
extremely weak historical Order of Battle. The
plan is rather obvious. Demonstrated is the
Belgium set-up for delaying purposes. The French
armor is aimed at the Namur area, the BEF and
French infantry are headed for Antwerp, and
most of the remaining French infantry is aimed
for the Ardennes and is stationed in the Givet
area. A little note on the Givet area is

appropriate here. Units placed on hex 569 cannot
move until the Germans invade . Belgium, mainly
because the French player is not allowed to
violate a country's neutrality by moving directly
from one border hex to another. However, units
in the same area can move out by moving in the
following sequence: hex 537 to 570 to 538 to
571 to 572, which brings the unites) into France.
Granted it's a convoluted process, but it is better
than having your units trapped in place should
the Germans use a southern strategy.

Let us assume that the German decides to

attack through Belgium. He has two basic
options: attack through the Netherlands or attack
through the Ardennes. I will deal with each
option separately.

The attack through the Netherlands comes in

two flavors, the quick two turn attack or the
more thorough three turn attack. Regardless of
which the German chooses, the first turn will
involve the invasion of the Netherlands and

Luxembourg and little fighting. On the second
turn the German can attack the Dutch units,
allowing him to attack with his armor on the
4-6 in hex 560.

This allows the German to conserve time and
also allows him to commit some of his armor to
the Ardennes if he so desires. If the German
wishes to form a broader base for his attack he

can concentrate on destroying the Dutch forces
entirely on turns two and three, and allowing a
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broad front attack on the 4-6 at hex 560 and 
, the 4-6 at Antwerp, usually guaranteeing some 
I sort of breakthrough. This usually leaves the 

French player with a few defensive headaches, as 
i he is usally forced to defend more or less in the 

open. In this case the French player will counter- 
attack the exposed and divided armor which will 
be somewhat vulnerable until the infantry catches 
up, and stand in the open for a turn or two. 
Then he can afford to make a strategic with- 
drawal to the Scarge Rher line (along the axis 
DunkirklLiIle) and stand for another couple turns 
before making his final strategic withdrawal 
toward Paris. 

The case of the German attack through the 
Ardennes presents a different defensive picture, 
though not necessarily an easier one. The German 
will usually push his infantry through as fast as 
possible, attacking and then following with 
armor. If the German commits the bulk of his 
armor to this area the French player will be in 
trouble. This is because French armor cannot 
effectively operate in the Ardennes. The armored 

I divisions cannot close the attack, and if any 

1 French mechanized divisions become surrounded 
they become immobilized until the German 

/ decides to let them go (he usually doesn't). Thus, 
! the French player must oppose the armor with 

his inferior infantry. The German also maintains a 
constant threat in the direction of the Maginot 
Line. Also, when the German comes out of the 
Ardennes he will have almost absoIute freedom of 
movement and can strike out in almost any 
direction ha chooses. The French player must 
slowly retreat, hex by hex, only when he has 
units in danger of being surrounded and cut off. 
This is necessitated by the key role the Ardennes 
plays in French strategy. The French player will 
usually begin some sort of strategic withdrawal 
towards Paris, taking advantage of the fact the 
Germans can't pursue too well due to the 
movement mechanics of the game. The success of 
this strategy usually depends upon the ability of 
the French player to  keep his hold on the 
Ardennes until about turn six (regardless of 
German straOegy in Belgium) so that the French 
player will have some sort of axis to pivot on. By 
swinging his left flank back he draws a parallel 
with Paris. He also has an advantage in holding 
the Ardennes in that the German cannot bypass 
the Maginot line until the French player decides 
to reIinquish the Ardennes, and when he does 

' relinquish it he has his armor and other mobile 
units in position to keep the Gerrnan from 

/ outflanking the French right. 

I Other French problems come in when dealing 
with the Maginot Line, whether or not the line is 
present. Usually I have found the Line to be an 
invaIuable part of my French defensive plans 
because of the German reluctance to attack the 
line frontally. As you can see from the sample 

I French set-up shown, it is usually good to put 

I the fortress divisions (2-2's) in the fort hexes 
I that can be attacked from three hexes. This is 

not adequate to stop a German assault of the 
line, but usuaIly nothing but bad Iuck can stop a 
patient German from breaching the Maginot Line. 
This will be subject to discussion under German 
strategy. 

The presence of the Maginot line acts as an 
extension of the Ardennes pivot on the French 
right. Shmld the Germans breach it with armor 
(see diagrams of German attacks on the Maginot) 
the French player will be hard pressed, especially 
in the historical situation. He must move infantry 

and motorized units into the south primarily to 
protect his flank and secondly to protect the 
then vulnerable Paris. The French player will 
usually not be able to stop the German armor 
from getting through, but he can always use his 
remaining 2-2's to slow the progress of German 
infantry through the breach. This can be crucial if 
the French player wishes to destroy the German 
armor, hopefully by surrounding it and cutting 
off supplies, then attacking the isolated units. In 
the historical situation it's usually a losing battle, 
but in scenarios using French 5-6's there usually 
is quite a mobile battle. 

French strategy takes on a complete trans- 
formation in the face of the lack of the Maginot 
Line - and this usually happens in the sTronger 
French Order of Battles. Without the Maginot 
Line the French should commit the bulk of their 
armor (5-6's and 4-6's) in the south, stopping a 
German offensive in the south before it gets 
beyond major proportions. If the Germans decide 
to attack in the south, the French player is ready 
for them. If the German attacks through Belgium, 
the Belgian Army and French infantry can gain 
time for the French armor to come up from the 
south. 

The French player will usually try to hold the 
Germans at first, then drop back to the MoseIle 
River, and later to the Meuse and finally to the 
rather good defensive line in the Argonne forest 
area. Since armor will be in the south, there is 
little problem of a German threat in the north. 
However, the French will still use their late game 
strategic withdrawal strategy in order to escape 
attrition. 

In  summary, the French strategic withdrawal is 
the key to a French victory.The French wiIl aIso 
back up their main line of resistance with small 
motorized divisions (2-6's and 1-6's) in order to 
prevent a German breakthrough. Usually the 
French player is better off having an OoB which 
includes the heavy arrnor (5-6's), a strong air- 
force, and the Maginot Line. Thus the strongest 
French OoB is probably No. 4, which includes all 
of these attributes. OoB No. 9 is probably the 
weakest, mainly because it lacks the Maginot Line 
and gains relativeIy few units to make up for that 
lack. It also lacks airpower, a crucial aspect of 
the game. 

GERMAN STRATEGY 

German strategy usually is aimed at making the 
game mobile in which the French suffer heavily 
the effects of attrition. It is to the French player's 
advantage to create a stalemated game, so the 
German must avoid getting bogged down. The 
major difference from 1914 is the presence of 
armor and airpower - two decisive elements for 
the German player. 

German objectives in the game are as folIows: 
1 )  destroy a maximum number of French units;. 
1) prevent the French from destroying German 
units; 3) take Paris if possible; and 4) foul up the 
French withdrawal strategy. Up to this point we 
have only discussed the French reactions to 
possible German plans, now we will discuss why 
the German chooses a given plan and how he will 
carry it out. 

With the Maginot Line the average German will 
usually attack through Belgium, even though he 
can also attack the Maginot as a direct effort. If 
the French player uses any other set-up than the 
one shown, it will usually have some weakness 
you can exploit. If he leaves the Belgian northern 
flank open it is usually best to move through the 
Netherlands on the first turn and move into 
Belgium on the second. However, most French 
players are not that stupid - or theyll correct 
their mistake after being burned once or twice. In 
this case you'll be best off in moving armor into 
position to attack the Dutch units on the first 
turn, attack on the second, and attack into 
Belgium on the third. The armor would roll into 
Belgium to attack Antwerp, while infantry mov- 
ing up behind hexes 428 and 460 would attack 
hex 560. This would mean killing few units on 
the first three turns, losing valuable time, and 
would put the French in a bad strategic posture. 
The German trades off an advantage of time and 
material for one of space, and against a strong 
French OoB the German may not be able to 
capitalize on his position. 

The German can algo fry an assault up the 
middle, but if the French player is using the 
defense shown, he won't get far. Assault up the 
middle can be a viable option if the French 
player uses a poor defensive strategy, but he will 
usually try to prevent any German use of open 
terrain for armor. 

ASSAULT ON THE MAGINOT 

The first illustration show a I n  this CBSB the German pleyw 
German aasault on s MaainM hm dmided to rimply amltion 
hex with a French 2-2. Using the units in the flrrtmsa hex, in 
alr support with s 6 1  stteck. this case a 2-2. At 3-1 vhth 
there is a W% chance of air 6upprt  thew is a 66% 
w c r . 8 ~ ~ .  If IUFF&UI, thm chance the unit wlll b 
Germen armor will exploit the eliminated. 
breakthrough. 

This shows e Germen aaault In this m e  the French again 
while th% French plsynr has has strongly relnfarcsd the 
strongly r e - i r r f o r ~ d  the Mqinm Line with 6-6 units, 
Maginot with 6-6 units. At  and thm German decider to uw 
6 1  odds with air support his extra unlts ta mtrition the 
there Is a 33% chance of French. At  2--1 wilh air 
SUCCHSS. support there is a 28% chance 

the unit will bs nllminaw4. 

~ ~ t e :  All atacksaemrrm rnaxlrnurn air and artillery support. 
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The other option in Belgium is in the Ar- 

denne9, an area that usually is we11 defended The 
German can attack immediately on the fmt  turn, 
or he can further increase his strategic poxition 
by invading the Netherlands and Luxembourg on 
the F i t  turn, getting infantry moved up toward 
the Cmnt. On the second t u n  the German will 
then invade Belgium with the bulk of his in- 
fantry. Infantry in the north will attack hex 560 
and the Dutch Army, and the units on the 
B e ~ L u x e m b o u r g  border will be surrounded by 
German infantry. On the foIlowing turns the 
Gennan armor should try to push the French 
back as quickly as possible in order to upset their 
timetable for withdrawal by denying them their 
crucial Ardennes pivot. 

When the German player is attacking through 
Bebum he should not ignore the Maginot Line, 
because i t  yields dividends in terms of additional 
threats the French must cope with When the 
Maginot is garrisoned, as it probably wilI be, the 
German can use three infantry units and the two 
artillery units to attack units in the line. When 
these units are forced to counterattack it will be 
at poor odds, which is one way to attrition the 
French. Also, only a " D X  (defender eliminated) 
result wili destroy the Maginot hex. Thus; when 
attacking at & I  with air support there is a 33% 
chance of destroying the hex, at 5-1 there is a 
5W chance. The German can destroy hexes of 
the line and then send units through to threaten 
the French southern flank and to further compli- 
cate his defensive problems. 

The German can also pursue a strategy of 
attacking the Maginot with his armor and sending 
idantry into Belgium. This can be done at 5-1 
with a 2-2 unit in the hex to be assaulted, a 
G I  with a 6-6 unit in the hex, or  6 1  if the 
hex is empty. Usually if the French player has 
wrnmitted a number of 6-6 infantry units t o  the 
Maginot the German will do best to attrition 
these units with infantry and artillery while 
sending his armor into the Ardennes. Once these 
units are destroyed the G m m  can pull a 
surprise move by w u l t i n g  the Maginot with 
armor and artillery. If the area is @rrisoned with 
2-2 fortress divisions,' then' the German can 
attack the line immediately. If the G e m n  does 
so he will usually use the same arrangement for 
an Ardemes thrust (minus the armor) so that he 
can attack Belgium on the second turn. Should 
he fail to destroy 'the Maginot Rex the German 
will probably have eliminated the 2-2 unit. He 
should then disengage his armor and send it into 
Luxembourg. He should also have a unit next to 
the empty Maginot hex so the French player 
won't be able to move another 2-2 into the 
threatened area. Then the German will have the 
option of either attacking through the Ardennes 
or across the Maginot again. 

Which one of these strategies are &st? Really 
one must see the French set-up to decide, as the 
German must try to exploit French weaknesses. I 
feel that the Maginot strategy is strategically the 
strongest of all. It uses armor on the Fmt turn to 
attempt the breach while units are moving into 
the Netherlands and Luxembourg. If the attempt 
fails the German can still move through the 
Ardennes on the second turn, a move which is 
generally superior to a move across the open area 
because F ~ n c h  armor cannot operate well in the 
forested area. 

German strategy, like the French counter-part, 
changes when the Maginot Line is not being used. 
Essentially, it gives the German player a broader 

front to work with while spreading the French 
forces thinner. The French will probably place 
most of their armor in the south for reasons 
already discussed, sa the German will do best to 
use infantry in an aggressive role in the south and 
send the armor elsewhere. The German player 
should at this point try to spread the French out 
as much as possible to achieve tactical dispersion 
sa that mrne sort of decisive blow may be struck. 

For the most part, after the German commits 
himself to a given opening strategy the remainder 
of the game will be a tactical struggle of attrition, 
with some rare maneuvering for Paris should the 
German break through. 

TACTICS 

My tactical discussion of unit to unit battles 
will be couched in terns of the attacking player 
(usually the German) and the defending player 
(usually the French). Tactics involve several fac- 
tors, including a unit's combat strength and its 
mobility. 

The tactin of attrition involve mobility in  
surrounding units and the principle of mass in 
some rather unique manners. Units surrounded by 
enemy ZOC are usudly eliminated when forced 
to retreat, but in PRANCE '40 they may retreat 
t o  a hex which is occupied by friendly units. This 
allows units to be surrounded as long as they are 
backed up and given some place to retreat. 
Another advantage to surrounding units is that 
you may cut off their supplies, halving the 
combat strength of the defending unit. 

The French player should plan his attacks 
carefully, so that should he have to retreat he 
will not leave any infantry units exposed to 
encirclement. He should also be careful not to 
leave gaps in his lie. There should be some sort 
of defensive screen of weaker 2-6 and 1-6 units 
to keep the Germans from exploiting any hole 
they might create in the line. 

Other French defensive mcs involve placing 
Be- 4-6's next to each other on the h e ,  
preventing a German attack on both units b 
cause of limited frontal space. The French should 
a h  be careful to make theh defensive line as 
sfralght as possible to avoid "corners" which 
expose greater a m  and upon which the German 
can get better odds. 

The German can try to  repeat the ckssic break- 
through that o m m e d  in the original battle, but 
this is not likely against a good French player. 
The German can try, however, by attachng 
across open terrain with most of his armor in one 
group. Once the German opens up an area he wilI 
send his armor through as far as pwsible, usually 
up to the secondary defense Iine. Then by using 
aerial interdiction he prevents re-inforcements 
from coming into the ma to sea1 the breach. On 
the next turn he can then attack the weak 
secondary and exploit his hole on the sewnd 
movement phase. This situation, however, will 
not always happen because the French may have 
re-inforcements nearby or they may have enough 
airpower to stop the German interdiction. 

Usually the only time the German player will 
get into a situation in which there are mobile 
armor battles would be if he breached the 
Maginot and rushed into the open plain of 
southern France succmfuUy. This will always 
stretch the French forces out and allow the 
Germans to exploit to the utmost the inherent 
superiority of their armor. 

One should note here that the "Designer's 
Notes" included with the game state: 'To make 

the main effort against the Maginot Line (which 
can be broken with a combination of armored 
units and heavy artillery) would be futile, a 
breakthrough there can be too easiIy contained." 
This, I feel, is wrong. The French player can 
contain the breakthrough if he sends sufficient 
force, but this wit1 make the going of the 
infantry in the north easy. 

I t  is interesting to note combat differences 
caused by the CRT system in the game. For 
instance, let us examine 2-1 and 3-1 attacks 
that could possibly occur in the game. T h e  
Gerrnan player clearly has superiority in infantry 
attacks. For example, a 2-1 attack with two 
7-6's attacking a single 6-6 has a 33% chance of 
retreating the attacker, 44% chance of both 
retreating, and in order to  get a 2-1 the French 
player will attack with either three 6-6's or three 
4-61s and a 6-6. This will limit his chances of 
getting wen a 2-1 attack, as the German must 
expose his unit to attack from three hexes. And 
since the French player only has three 4-6 
armored divivisions he can ody make one 2-1 
attack on units with only two hexes exposed. 
When the French player attacks he will be 
counterattacked at 1-1, as op osed to 1-2 I when the French counterattack the Germans. 
Thus, the French have a 33% chance of attacker 
retreat, 44% chance of  both retreat, 5% chance of 
defender eliminated, and 1 I % chance of defender 
retreat. Note that these figures do not add up to 
100% of the possibilities. This is because there 
are chanoes of rolling a CA result followed by 
another CA result, which means the attack simply 
starts w e t  again. For this reason I have omitted 
these figures. See the table for comparative 
purposes. 

Probably the biggest tactical problem of the 
game is pursuit tactics. The German must seek 
mme solution to the problem of keeping the 
French from disengaging and retreating back to 
Paris with impunity. There are several possible 
solutions which I will discuss here, but I must 
point out that often a detailed tactical problem 
like this cannot be covered easily without finding 
new concepts constantly, usually in the coum of 
play. Therefore, I will simply offer my thoughts 
on the problem as I have handled it in actual 
games 
The use of airpower &urea strongly in stop 

ping the French withdrawal, and although I will 
cover the aspects of airpower later I will not 
discuss the disruptive power of interdiction. Inter- 
diction is the creation of a temporary zone of 
control by the air units. This single hex ZOC is 
treated with the same movement restrictions as a 
normal UX. If the German has a strong airforce, 
then he will probably be able to stop the French 
strategic withdrawal. By using all eight air units 
for interdiction, the German places them in eight 
contiguous hexes immediately behind the French 
main line of resistance (MLR). The German 
armor then attacks this area, or at least moves 
adjacent to the French units in the area, so that 
the movement capabilities of the Prench units are 
M, cut down that they cannot effectively make 
the strategic withdrawal without leaving a gaping 
hole in the Iine which the armor can easily walk 
through, simultaneously disrupting the French 
rear areas Thus, the French player is forced to 
hold his position and suffer attack on the next 
turn by the infantry. The infantry, being very 
close behind, will move in and take the pIace of 
the armor. The armor will side-step in order to 
strike another area. The interdiction will con- 
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tinue, further hindering the French. The infantry 
catches up with the armor and attacks, and the 
French withdrawal plans have been thwarted. 

However, ~f the French player has a strong air 
force, then this will not work. The French player 
need only send his air units on interception f I missions in order to rid himself of the interdic- 

tion. 
If this is the case, the German must cast 

around for another solution. If he is using the 
optional airborne units, then he may be able to 
disrupt the retreat. First, he drops his units 
behind the French MLR in order to cut off 
retreat routes. He then attacks in the same 

I manner as with the interdiction tactic. Hopefully, 
if the German player picks the area to be 
attacked carefully, there will be a small but 
useful break through. T h i s  means the German 
must attack in an area away from the French 
reserves. He then sends his armor through the 
hole and around behind the French Iine, creating 
a dilemna quite like that presented by interdic- 
tion. This type of attack, however, is not as 
efficient, as it cannot be repeated. Thus, the 
German must position his armor in such a way 
that he'll be able to take advantage of the attack 
for several turns. This is because once rn area is 
prevented from retreating far enough, the 
immediately adjacent areas arc also hindered, 
unless the French player can somehow get his 
reserves into the area. The only areas that can 
retreat are those further away. The German 
follows up this initial advantage by sending his 
armor to the rear areas of the French, and sends 
infantry to the front. Thus the French units are 
caught in a tacticaI vise which is difficult {but 
not impossible) to escape from. 

When not using the optional airborne units rule 
and when the French have a strong airforce the 
German player will have a great deal of difficulty 
in creating a breakthrough or stopping the with- 
,drawal. In this case, about all he can do is to 
continue attacking with his armor and to send his 

\ infantry off the board to the south in order to 
1 weaken the French MLR. 

: Airpower in FRANCE '40 is one of the more 
: innovative areas of the game, and proper use of 

air units is important. We have already discussed 
close support missions which negate terrain ad- 
vantage, and interdiction missions which obstruct 
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supply, hold a breakthrough area, and frustrate 
the French sfrateac withdrawal. These two areas 
are the easiest to understand and are essential to 
the conduct of ground operations. 

The other three functions of airpower are 
combat air patroI, air superiority, and intercepl 
tion. These three involve air-to-air combat, and 
therefore their implications are not always so 
obvious. 

Air superiority involves flying units over enemy 
ground support units and trying to eliminate 
them. In scenarios in which the German has 
overwhelming air superiority and the French are 
weak in airpower, the French player will place hls 
air units back out of range so that the German 
cannot destroy them withoui moving first, hoping 
to prevent the German from picking up an easy 
ten or twenty points. 

Should the French and German players both 
have strong air forces, then the considerations are 
changed radically. This is because the German 
player will lose the use of four air units on the 
turn he invades the Netherlands, giving the 
French pIayer an 8-4 advantage and placing two 
German air units in danger of destruction on the 
Frst turn. At this rate of attrition the German 
will quickly Iose the war in the air, and with it 
the game. 

T h e  German can usually solve this problem by 
placing his units out of range. It should be 
remembered that the Allied player cannot fly 
over Belgium as long as it is neutral, so if the 
French player places his units within range and 
the German does not attack Belgium on the first 
turn, the German will be able to protect his units 
while vulnerable and will be able to  attack the 
French air units with impunity. This gives the 
German the edge in attrition and will usually 
result in a German victory. Because these units 
are so valuable in points they often are decisive 
in determining victory. 

What will usually happen should both players 
have equal air forces will be the placing of the 
bulk or the entirety of the air units outside of 
each other's range. This wilI prevent any die 
asterous losses for both sides, although either 
player may elect to take the risk involved, it 
being somewhat less for the German due to his 
superior range. 

Combat Air Patrol is defensive air flights to 
prevent close support, interdiction, or air supe- 
riority attacks. As long as there is a CAP in a hex 
these attacks may not be carried out. This type 
of mission is used more often by the French 
player in order to protect key areas. 

Interception is used to turn back enemy CAP 
or interdiction attacks. In this role it can be very 
important. It turns back enemy CAP so units 
remahing may close support, interdict, or make 
air superiority attacks. This is usually the role the 
German player will use it in. The French player 
should use it to turn back interdiction missiqns. 

OVERVIEW: FRANCE '40 

The game poses some unusual strategic and 
tactical problems which make for an interesting 
game. However, I must point out that the game 
itself is not realistic in its attempts to recreate 
the situation as it was in 1940. For one thing, 
had the French been as mobile as the designer 
Jim Dunnigan makes them, there never would 
have been a Dunkirk or its likes. I do not believe 
the French could make the strategic withdrawal 
that is such a necessity in the game. 
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Another thing that irks me about the game 

was the standardization of the French and 
German infantry. For instance, take the French 
Army. At the time they had ten active divisions, 
seventeen 'A' reserve divisions, five Alpine 
divisions, 'B' reserve divisions, ten North African 
active divisions, and seven Colonial divisions. 
These units varied in quality from very good to 
very poor, but the game itself gives you the 
impression that all the French corps are of equal 
ability. It was precisely because they were not 
that the Germans had a breakthrough a t  Sedan 
and could not get one elsewhere. They simply 
exploited the weakest area, attacking the weakest 
corps. 

Like to rrlake your own varianls lor Avafon 
garnos7 Or perhaps you'cl just l ~ k e  to try 

r hand a t  desiynrng a game on your Favorite 
rod? Wc have all h e  materials you'lt need to 

turn that buddrng ~dea into a workdble ptoto- 
type.  All orders strould be addressed to the P a n s  
Deparlmont and include $1.00 extra for postaye 
and handling charges. 

22" x 28" Plain Whi te  Hex Sheet . . . . . . . $ I  
U nrnourlted ; specify si 

Tired of daying soli.taii-e or humiliating 
m h e  same opponeni day after day? You may 

mastered i t .  P8M is the only way to 

ents held mgularfy for Avalon Hill games. 

not already possessing them and 
charts and CRT's for postal play. 
are available for the following games: 
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Larry Pinsky continues to take time oflJrom 
his duties ar NASA to lenda hand in the Avalon 
Hill design piclure. With the passing of years, 
many of Larry's original desigm have become 
somewhar outmoded by present standards of 
the arr oj' wargome design. 

Larry is personally handling the rewrite of the 
Bulge rules and is taking a hand in the 
playt esr ing o f  the revised Blitzkrie~ rules so he is 
far from out of rhe design picture. Those of you 
who have a per peeve about the Bulge rules 
regarding an ambiguity might want to drop him 
a nore on the subject. 

In the meanrime, Larry's explanation of what 
goes into the basic framework of a mapboard 
makes required reading for any potential young 
designer. 

The Mapboard in Game Design 
by Larry Pinsky 

DESIGN CREDITS: Battle of the Bulge, 
Guadalcanal, Blitzkrieg, D-Day '65 

One facet of land battle game design that 
doesn't receive much public discussion is the 
design of the gameboard. This is probably 
because most people consider the gameboard t o  
be simply a map with a hexagonal grid 
superimposed. Actudly the board is the most 
fundamental element of the design, and it must 
be the first consideration! Its design affeds 
every aspect of the game, from the general 
scope, to the movement and combat factors of 
the units, as well asevery important clause of the 
rules. Let us then examine some of the details of 
board design, which is a decidely distinct 
endeavor from the simple act of super- 
positioning a hexagon grid on some map. 

When one has completed the preliminary 
research into the subject, the first step in the 
evolution of the game's design is the task of 
limiting the scope of the campaign to be 
included in the game. In most cases, this a d  
reduces to deciding where the boundaries of the 
board will fall on a map of the region where the 
actual campaign took place. 

As an example let us consider the design of 
"Bulge." The Ardennes Offensive in December 
1944 was the last major German offensive of the 
war, and it could have been directed at any point 
on any front. Hitler collected his reserves and 
resources at the expense of the front line troops 
for months prior to the offensive. It has been 
called his last desperate gamble. Whether or not 
it could have succeeded in averting a final 
German defeat, it did materially effect the 
course of the final months of the war, and the 
post-war situation. It is very unlikely that 
anything short of German nuclear weapons 
(which incidently they were not then, nor for 
that matter had they ever been attempting t o  
develop) would have prevented the inevitable 
defeat. This inevitable defeat was clear to most 
of the German generals. and had they been in a 

.position to determine policy, they would most 

probably have tried to use the Ardennes Offen- 
sive to obtain a position from which to ask for 
terms short of unconditional surrender. Given 
the Allied frame of mind at the time, 1 doubt 
that, as with Japan. anything short of uncon- 
ditional surrender would have been accepted. 
Well then, if it was an ultimately fatal situation, 
why bother trying to design a game based on the 
campaign? The answer is that although the 
grand strategic situation may have been 
hopeless, the tactical situation was far from 
hopeless, and the range of effects of the possible 
outcomes from this offensive included dramatic 
differences in the post-war situation as well as 
the course of the final stage of the war. 

Through the Ardennes the Germans hoped to 
strike for Antwerp, which would cut off and 
they hoped subsequently cause the elimination 
of over 30 allied divisions. South of the 
Ardennes, a coordinated offensive (code named 
Norwind) was mounted to help distract the 
allied troops along that part of the front and was 
intended to prevent the allied units there from 
coming to the aid of the troops in the Ardennes. 
It was further hoped that this blow would divide 
the Allied command (British and Americans) 
making the Western Front less dangerous, and 
allowing a concentration of troops against the 
Russians. In real life the offensive succeeded in 
eliminating two American divisions, and badly 
damaged another nine. The effect on the war 
was to postpone the final Aliied assult on 
Germany from the west for about 5 weeks, and 
to strip Germany of its last reserves. The effect 
on the post-war situation was to move the 
border between the Russian zone, and the 
British, French, and American zones about 100 
miles to the west. At Churchill's request, the 
Soviets launched their great Winter Offensive of 
1944 eleven days early in order t o  take pressure 
off the Bulge. This favor was cashed in at the 
time the dispositions of the troops for the final 
assaults on Germany was determined, 
allowing the Russians to take Berlin alone. 

With this overview let us consider the various 
game possibilities and their associated boards. 
The game could have k e n  grand strategic with 
the board containing all of Central Europe. The 
units would have k e n  armies and included the 
troops in Italy, Scandanavia and on both major 
fronts. This would allow the German player to 
face the same general situation as Hitler did, and 
the game could have been played against history 
(i-e., the German player wins if he survives 
longer than in real life or does better according 
to some point scheme). Such a game could not 
rightly be called the Battle of the Bulge, and was 
clearly not what we wanted to publish at the 
time. Moving on, the game could have been 
strategic, and confined to the Western Front. 
The mapboard would have contained the front 
from Switzerland t o  the North Sea, and the 
German player would have been free to mount 
the offensive($ at any point, given the historical 
Allied setup. This game was actually con- 

sidered, but since D-Da-v did in some sense 
allow this kind of simulation already (i.e., with a 
proper scenario)it was felt that it wasn't worth 
trying to publish. That narrowed the field tothe 
Ardennes itself. However, we are not quite 
finished with the scope choice yet. The whole 
campaign as planned was targeted for Antwerp. 
Thus one of the seriously considered game 
designs was based on a board which included 
the region from Eternach on the South, to 
Antwerp on the North. This game would have 
included both phases of the offensive, and 
included those troops likely t o  have been 
engaged in the fighting across the Meuse. This 
design was discarded because of the playing 
congestion in the Ardennes (i.e., where most of 
the game was played) which would have had a 
considerably smaller board area. Thus we arriv- 
ed at the final choice: from the Our to the 
Meuse, and from Eternach(XX-31 if it were on 
the board) to Monschau. Smaller scale games 
were considered but discarded as less in- 
teresting. The game was t o  encompass the first 
phase of the offensive, with the goal being for 
the Germans to cross the Meuse in strength! 

With that out of the way one can proceed to 
design the board, which as mentioned earlier, 
entails more thanjust gettinga good map of the 
area and deciding how to project it on a blank 
hex sheet. It involves a return to the basic 
research on the original campaign and to the 
basic rules structure to be employed. The board 
is the playing surface of the game, not a 
topographic map. Its features affect the play of 
the game, and they are intended to accuratelq 
represent the dfect of the terrain, and not the 
terrain itself. If some feature like a river, a hill, a 
road, a forest, or whatever, was of no military 
significance (i.e., either to movement or com- 
bat) then its inclusion on the board is 
superfluous, even if that feature is very apparent 
on a topographical map of the area. 

Okay, now do we grab a hex sheet and get 
started? Not quite! First you have to decide 
what size the board will be, what shape it will be, 
the hex size (all of which determines the 
eventual map scale of the board-e.g, 6 k m  per 
hex, etc.), and the grain direction! Grain direc- 
tion? Well, for those of youthat haven't noticed, 
the hex pattern doesn't look the same if you 
rotate t he board 90 degrees either way. Consider 
the Bulge board, a part of which is shown in 
Figure I .  To move in the North-South direction 
there are continuous rows of hexagons side-to- 
side, making it possible to go in a straight line: 
but t o  move in the East-West direction one has 
t o  zig-zag because the other two grain axes run 
approximately Northwest-Southwest. Using 
the popular convention, the "grain direction" is 
the one that is parallel t o  the edge of the board. 
On the Bulge board this is North-South, or 
across the shorter side of the board, giving it a 
"short sidegrain." This la beling convention fails 
if you decide to rotate the hexes on your final 
board so that none of the grains are parallel to 
the board edge, but since this doesn't happen 
very often, let's not make things more complex. 

What difference does the grain direction 
make to a game anyway One of the most 
important effects can be seen if you attempt to 
construct a line of continuous zones of control 
along the grain from North to South on the 
Bulge board. This requires a minimum of eleven 
units. However, t o  construct a similar line the 
same linear distance in the East-West direction 
requires a minimum of thirteen units! Thus, it 
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requires fewer units to maintain a continuous 
line across theshort side of the Bulge board than 
it would have had the Bulge board been 
designed with alongside grain. The grain effects 
also impact combat as shown in Figure 2. Figure 
2a shows a maximum extended defensive line 
"along the grain" and Figure 2b shows the 
"across the grain" case. Each defending unit in 
Figure 2a can be attacked from 4 different 
squares (and as such can be surrounded) 
whereas the defending units in Figure 2b can 
each be attacked from only three squares (and as 
such cannot be surrounded). Figure 2c depicts 
an "every other square" defensive line along the 
grain, and Figure 2d shows the analogous line 
across the grain. In this case the along the grain 
situation has the advantage that each defending 
unit can only be attacked from two squares, 
where in the across the grain case, at best every 
othcr unit can be attacked from three squares! 
Summing up, in a game situation like Bulge 
where one side will be faced with defending 
along a given axis (i.e., basically North-South) a 
decision had to be made about which grain axis 
to give the Americans t o  defend with. It was felt 
that the ability to use fewer units over a long 
front and the ability todeny the Germans a three 
square attack on a flat front was an advantage 
the Americans needed. So, depending on the 
tactical situations likely toevolve, the board can 
be biased at its inception t o  favor one side orthe 
other. 

The next step in the design of the board is to 
decide, based on the re.search into the actual 
campaign, just what types of terrain features 
should be included. At first this may seem 
trivial, but beware. 1 suggest you start with man- 
made features like towns, roads, railroads, 
bridges, fords, trails, etc. Not all of the features 
are always included. For example, in Bulge, 
there are no railroads on the map, even though 
there were numerous rail lines traversing the 
area. The reason is obvious. Thetrains werejust 
not used for troop or supply movements during 
the battle in the area depicted on the board. 
Sometimes terrain fea~ures are combined, like 
roads, and trails, or as in Tactics IS, roads md 
railroads. All of these decisions must be made 
before the first feature is drawn on the board. 

Usually, the first of the natural features to be 
worked on are the rivers, and sometimes these 
are done in conjunction with the man-made 
features, especially where bridges or fords are 
important. There: is one very basic decision t o  be 
made concerning rivers. Should they be placed 
=inY' the squares, or should they follow the 
square outlines along the edges? In the first case, 
units are allowed to be "on" river squares and in 
the second case, they are always on one side or 
the other as shown in Figure 3. The edge system 
has the advantage of being easier t o  write rules 
for and being slightly more playable, since there 
are very few interpretation conflicts either about 
combat or movement. However, at the map 
scale employed in Bulge, it is sometimes more 
accurate to depict the rivers as being in squares. 
Most rivers lie in relative valleys that rise for 
some distance on either side. This fact, as much 
as the "water barriern makes many smaller 
rivers formidable defensive positions. To ex- 
ecute a n  attack across a river, the attacking unit 
must first move "down" t o  the water and then 
cross, possibly under fire, and then with no way 
to easily withdraw to regroup because of the 
water at their backs, they must attack uphill 
against prepared positions. Finally, if theattack 

doesn't succeed, the attacking units are left 
strung out and vulnerable in the bottom-land 
regions along the river. S o  to provide river 
squares does, in some cases, provide a better 
representation of the situation. On the other 
hand, at larger scales, where units are divisions 
or higher, it sometimes i fmore realistic to use 
the edge methods. The final decision on rivers ' 

should be made after carefulexamination of the 
terrain around the rivers on topographic maps, 
as well as research into the effects the rivers of 
the area had on combat and movement during 
the original campaign. 

When the man-made and the river decisions, 
as well as hex scale, board size, and grain effects 
choices have been made, one can proceed to 
begin putting features on blank hex sheets. One 
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tool that can aid in the procedure is a slide 
projector. Slides of appropriate maps can be 
made and projected onto hex sheets to get a n  
idea of relative locations of towns, the paths of 
rivers and roads, etc. Be careful t o  watch for 
projection distortion. A long focal length lens 
(on both the camera and the projector) helps as 
well as projectingat as close t o  normalincidence 
as possible. A clear slide that contains a regular 
rectangular grid can be used to check for 
distortion. The first sketching should be done 
without regard to hex outlines, and then, 
afterwards, the "sliding" of features one way or 
the other to align with the hexes can be 
accomplished. 

i b g n  And* 
Continued on Page 30 Column 3 

Flguro 1. The Bulge h a r d  has a "short slde graln" that means 
thata strslaM row of hexes runs prnllel t o t h ~  short side, w h i h  in 
the case of Bulg~,  is the North-Soutll direction. 

Figure 2. EXAMPLE OF GRAIN EFFECTS, a. A maimurn 
emtended defenavs line along the greln can h atlacked at each 
point from 4 squares. allowing the defending units to be 
sunounded.b. A maximum exlentled defensive line earns the 
grain can bsmadiedat eachpeimfromonly 3squaresandassuch 
can not be surround ad.^ An every-ether-quere along the Brain 
defensive line a n  be a n e w  at every point from only 2' 
wuares,d. The two possibilitiesfw uuewothw-wusre defensive 
llnes across the ge ln  ere shm. In thezipaq wsion only wery 
other ddsnsive position can be attacked from 3 quares. The 
remalning positions can be attacked f r m  only 1 square. In the 
straight wrslon each position is accessible from 3 squares. 

Rgum 3. Ths "adge" system end the in-the-quere syaem of 

select the syaern that is  most aepropriate for the combat that 
occurred in ths wiginal campaign. 
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$ERIE$ REPLAY 

PARTICIPANTS: Bruno Sinigaglio-French 
Robert Beyma-PAA 
Harley Anton- Neutral Commentator 

The following Series Replay Wd TER LOO 
game is at once an example of' but h a well and 
sloppily played game. Generaily speaking, the 
strategy both playersjoliowedwas tarreri given 
theirpositionanJviews ofthesituation. Yet, the 
PA A player repeatedly makes iiiegai moves 
which the French player allows to  pass because 
he doesn't want to  hmsle over the rules. 

Played in this manner, the French don't have 
muck of a chance and the French p iqvr  can 
hardlv be biamed for losing the 2- 1 arrack on 
Quatre Bras. Without a bit of luck here, the 
odds are slmted heavily against the French 
against a cornpeten1 Prussian. When the PA A 
player is allowed to  take iiberties with theruies 
as happened here. rhe French have virtualiy no 
chance. 

Yet, if nothing else. this game has shown the 
inadequacies of the curen! set of. rules. A 
revised edition will soon be printed which wiil 
get rid of the present ambiguities and also 
change the river rules f o  favor the French a bit 
more. 

In the meantime though, this game is an 
e-urellent example of how a good Prussian 
player defends his advantage and how an 
equally good French pia yer goes about dealing 
with a stacked deck . . . . And iest there be any 
doubt . . . the Prussian method uf' bringing on 
reinforcements used below is illegal. 

WATERLOO COMMENTARY 
FRENCH SET UP: 

The majority of French strength is started 
within reach of the primary roads. A strong left 
wing is planned to  draw the FAA away from 
Quatre Bras. 
PAA SET UP: 

The French are apparently concentrating in 
the center. This may indicate an  attack against 
Quatre Bras or  Nivelles. The possibility that the 
French may deploy a sizable force East of the 
Gosselles-Quatre Bras road on turns 2 or  3 
should not beoverlooked. The Prussian Army is 
being deployed on the Ligny-Quatre Bras road 
in such a manner as t o  allow a first turn reaction 
to  any French threat between the Quatre Bras 
slopes and the east edge of the board. 
Strategically, the PAA forces will defend the 
Quatre Bras and Nivelles positions. The Ligny- 
Quatre Bras-Nivelles road will be used to shift 
PAA forces back and forth to  meet French 
drives. Counterattacks will be made when and 
where necessary or profitable. 
NEUTRAL COMMENTARY SET UP: 

The French set-up is good. One minor flaw is 
the lack of cavalry soak-offs in the JJ 13 area. If 
the PAA closes for corn bat the French may have 
to  d o  some hurried shuffling of forces. I prefer 
t o  put the 3-6's on 0016 and the 2-6's on JJ 13. 

The PAA set-up has two illegal positions in 
that the FF row should not be used on turn one. 
This is minor as EE23 and EEIO would have 
served the same strategic purposes. Otherwise it 
is excellent. 
7 A.M.-FRENCH 

Pire and 11 Horse Artillery are stationed to 
prevent strong PAA assault. I a m  massing for a 
2- 1 (Surr) versus Steinmetz on AA27. I feel this 
gamble is necessary against a competent PAA 
player as the French are definite underdogs and 
need success here to  win. 
7 A.M.-PAA 

The French forces advanced rather cautiously 
on the first turn. There appears to  be significant 
French movement towards the Nivellesfront. A 
possible strong effort in the center should not be 
overlooked. The overall French strategy 
appears to  be an all fronts advance, possibly 
with simultaneous attacks near the end of the 
first day. 

The PAA strategy is to delay in the East and 
then gradually withdraw into a strongly derend- 
ed Quatre Bras position. Forces will be shifted 
towards Nivelles as French strength on  that 
front increases. The PAA forces will "bloody 
the nose" of any French forces that advance too 
boldly but will be content t o  delay and wait for 
the French to  commit themselves. 

The Ouatre Bras slones were stronglv defend- 
ed andzno attacks i r e  expected %re. The 
Prussian units on the Ligne River are delaying 
the French cavalry for another turn. These units 
are not considered to  be in jeopardy because of 
the lack of French pressure against the Quatre 
Bras-Ligny road. Delay and/  or  soak-off units 
have been moved into position East of Quatre 
Bras. Other units are in reserve with multiple 
deployment capabilities. 
7 A.M.-NEUTRAL COMMENTARY 

The French move has yielded a set-up 
weakness 1 failed to  catch before. The units at 
00 16 and PP IS should have been switched. This 
wouldhave allowed the W s  to  reach the main 
road on  turn one. The key to  crossing the Ligne 
River is t o  leave large units on the river. This 
would have forced the river with the possibility 
of going either way. As it stands the factors East 
of St. Amand (GG 15) are useless. 11 Cavalry to 
.dd25 would have eliminated the necessity of 
exposing Pire. 

The FAA move takes advantage of French 
caution near Ligne. The Quatre Bras heights 
seem a bit strong and 1 don't think the reaction 
to the Nivelles drive stiff enough. However. it 
takes the French 1st Corps a long time to get to 
Nivelles {I often send them up thecenter and the 
2nd Corps toward Nivelles). so  the reaction may 
be OK. 
7AM - June 16th: As the players mansuvsr for position the 
Franch show astrong commitment to their left flankanda posture 
which looks almost defensive In nature along their right. ThePAb 
player reacts strongly, sending Thumen. Schulenburg. Sohr. 
Perponchersnd the1 L Ill Horse Art'ytowardsN~vellesat W31 
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SAM - June 18th: The French w e  In strength, but ever se slwvly, on Nivelleswhere the FAA's An'y at no cost other than tha 
interior llnes enable them to swiftly switch delaVing forces tomeet the threat Out of s~ght ~n a b v e  The PA4 reinforwments are 
dlagramare Schulenburgandl horseArt'yatW32, TrjpandKrahmer af W38.andMerlenatV33. The bringlng up the rear st H40. 
French reluctan- to advance boldly on theright hasenabled the P A 4  to pickofftheFrenchVI Hwse 

= 9 A.M.-FRENCH: the stack of cavalry on H H20 could have been 
Making a strong thrust towards Nive]les and closer to  the front butotherwise it looks good. 

feint towards Tilly t o  entice shifting of PAA The PAA move is also strong but he trades 
forces t o  flanks. Anticipating placement of two 1-6 units for a 2-6. This may be okay but it 
Steinmetz at AA27. may hurt him later. Pirch II and Jagow could 
9 A.M.-PAA have stayed a t  AA27 as two 6-4's could have 

The French player has apparent1 y committed the job at BB20 just as I be 1 thc majority of his forces t o  an  attack Bast of tempted throw a IL2 the and the 7.he7, bur 
Quatre Bras. The French have a secon- probably would not since there are no 4-4's or  3- 

{ dary force on the ~ i ~ ~ ] l ~ ~  front but it 6" around. The best attack is a 4  vs. 8 and 4 vs. 7. 
b, become a significant threat for several turns. Second best attack (6-4 and 3-6) The 

The French may have had ideas of trapping my PAA player has made common rules Inisinter- 
4-4 on FF]O but did not, whether by plan or pretation in that he has columned his rein- 

) chance the French player left 36 factors plus a forcements- This is lega1* but my 
' k soakoff unit within range of AA27. experience I would say at least 40% of the 
I ; I accomplished three things by attacking the Waterloo players in the United States interpret 
I French 2-6 and defending well forward: this rule this way. It tends t o  give the PAA a 

1. Maximum delay of the Ligne Front. slight advantage (34%). The PAA retreat a t  

i 2, ~ i i ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  of a F ~ ~ ~ ~ - ,  unit at no cost. Nivelles was too far  in my opinion. A 1-6 
3 ,  complete extrication of the 4-4 from sacrifice would have been preferable to  giving 

FFIO. up  5 squares of territory. 
The particular stacking arrangement on  11 A.M.-FRENCH: 

DDI 6 serves to  optimize F R /  PA A losses if the Defense of Quatre Bras heights forces change 
French attack the square on  their I I A.M. turn. i n  plans. Chance to  attack Steinmett at 2-1 Surr 
Perponcher was placed on 228 t o  preveni a still anticipated. A bolder thrust towards Tilly 
French 3-1 against AA27, unless the French may lure units away from Quatre Bras Heights. 
player is willing to  sacrifice 7 factors. I noticed he used the illegal column method of 

1 plan to delay as long as possible near Ligne bringing on reinforcements but don't feel like 
and then slow1 y withdraw into the strong arguing the point with him. If he wants to  play 
Quatre Bras position. It is felt that the French that way, SO be it. 
player will not have time t o  maneuver via the 11 A.M.-PAA: 
Tilly route. In any event light forces will be 1 was glad to  see the French player get burned 
dispatched t o  cover that possibility. The PAA with his low odds attacks. The French appear to  
player will have the capability t o  heavily rein- be making a major effort on  both flanks. I will 
force the Nivella front prior t o  a major attack be interested in seeing how many French troops 
there. I am willing to  accept low odds French head into the Tilly gap. 
attacks a t  this stage of the game. I no longer consider the open area East of 

Quatre Bras to  be defendable. 1 am slowly 
9 A.M.-NEUTRAL: withdrawing back into the forest Southeast of 

The French 9 A.M. move is a strong one. Quatre Bras. The forms on  U-I9  and U-25 will 
I t  hink Habert would have been k t t e r  on  14and slow up a French flanking maneuver, especially 

I two delaying units h~ would have sacrificed there nexr turn snyway. 
brought on lllsgally In column with Picton lsading at 4439 and Moll 

an  unsupported cavalry sweep. Another turn of 
delay on the Nivelles front was necessary to  
allow my reinfor~ements to  get into position. 
Strong reserves are being kept in the center. 

11 A.M.-NEUTRAL: 
The French player tried to  force an extra 1-6 

out of the DD area battle, but only succeeded in 
losing 5 factors on  a bit of poor luck. Hindsight 
is easier than foresight, but I think a 1-6 with 1V 
Cavalry would have been better if the attack was 
t o  be made a t  all. 

The PAA 11 A. M. move is very strong. He is 
definitely taking control of the game. 1 feel the 
French could still surprise him with a heavy 
Xlly corridor drive or  even more important; a 
thrust a t  the Braine Le Comte road. 
.1 P.M.-FRENCH: 

1 was badly mauled in the I 1 A.M. attacks. 
The FAA pullback leaves few units exposed. 
Quatre Bras Heights are still held strongly. Will 
shift more strength t o  right flank and force my 
way through the Quatre Bras Gap. 
1 P.M.-PAA. 

My French opponent continues his cautious 
advance. His overall plan appears to be to  
stretch my line and maneuver my forces out of 
the Quatre Bras-Nivelles line. 1 am inviting a 
French advance towards Nivelles. 1 should be 
able t o  counter-attack any French advance 
directly towards Nivelles. I'm holding the flanks 
with light forces as I believe the major battle will 
be fought in the center. 
1 P.M.-NEUTRAL: 

The French I P.M. move has a glaring, 
weakness. The stack on AA36 is in danger of 
being surrounded. Otherwise a standard turn. 

Once again the PAA player should have 
wasted 1 factor instead of giving up large 
amounts of-defensible terrain in Tilly. A French 
sweep aimed a t  N24 with about 60factors wuld 
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11 AM - June 18th: The French advanee on both flanks slimlnating the PAAdelay forces. Gey. positions. The PAA rewonds to the French flanking attempts at Llgny by dropplng back 7factorsin 
Opstal. andTreskrmr. Theyrun intoa bitof badluckhowever, IosingGuyot and IVHwseArt'yfromthe the Tilly corridor and 3 m e  behind the Mws de Mez. Note the tremendousedgegiven the PAAby 
Vichery stack in 1 - 2  and 1-3 am&$ on Brause & Stulpnaael who irnrndiatsly retlrs to new thalrillegal mWhodd bringing m reinforcamants. Picton isalready at Nivelles- 

be devastating. On the other front. the PAA 3 P.M.-NEUTRAL: 5 P.M.-PAA: 
move was cautious. but correct. The French player should have sent more I'm counterattacking hard this turn. The 
3 P.M.-FRENCH: factors toward Wavre instead of messing French should be unable t o  counter-attack in 

1 am preparing for attacks in forest corridors around in the woods around CC23. Other than the center effectively. 
South of Nivelles and East of Quatre Bras. The that, a nice turn. I'm holding on  the flanks. The stack on  P25 
Cavalry will exploit the route to Wavre. The PAA player, sensing the cautious nature can deploy as needed. 1 can counterattack any 
3 P.M.-PAA: of his opponent, has attacked. The attack is well French Cavalry advance in the West. 

-j-he ~~~~~h commander seems overly planned, but 1 question i t s  usefulness. He O n  the whole I think my forces have done well 
cautious. I think his plan of gradua] envelop- clearly has the game won if he plays cautiously. the first day. I'm still holding my primary 
merit is taking too long to develop, so rrn By attacking he can hasten his opponent's defense line. Most likely, the French casualties 
attacking+ M~ objectives are to inflict casualties, demise, but he also gives him a chance to  make a will be heavier than mine. My overall strength 
disrupt his timing, and to show an offensive comeback- permits attrition as long as it isn't too  rapid. 
spirit. The odds are in my favor of coming out 5 P.M.-FRENCH: 
a head. Heavy losses sustained due to  my poor 5 P.M.-NEUTRAL: . 

Elsewhere on  the front, my troops are con- handling of French center. Must make up for The French movement of Morand was illegal 
taining the French and are preparing to  heavy losses to  boost morale. Attacks pressed in because of the rule which forbids entering and 
counterattack. The situation a t  Braine Le Corn- Nivelles sector to  try to relieve pressure in leaving the same units zone of control in one 
te is interesting. center. turn. This turn was a mixture of caution and 

1 PM -June 16th: The French eliminme the FAA delay unlts Lux and Brunswick Cavas the P M  
wntlnuea their orderly rstrest wlth no problems due to their illegally arrivlng reinforcements. The 
absence of3Frenchfactorsnearthe hillsdQuatreBrasenable thr?PAAtopullout Steinmetr & Pireh 

II to back up Heineman, thus denying the extra s o a k - M  territory to the Frsnch unless our Napoleon 
risks tow adds mtacksfor the sake of the extra hex The 7 factor Prussian delsvinnforce in thefilly 
corrldor has retreated to 024, out of range of all but the laading weak French pursuit. 
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3 PM - Juns 16th: The French wasts tlms switching units bsckandforth -this t i m  eliminating 3 agbentlal poiRs(Z23,235.X381 at a m t  of only 1 delayfsetor.Toforce thisposition theFrench will 
only Heineman at A.421. Thetr cavalry on the right flank 16 unable to outflank the PAA who have have togamble. To make msttersworse.thsPAAfakesadusmagsofthe French witchtohisrightto 
dafendd well along the Thiel River. An additional 13 P A 4  forcas are posted out of s~gM in this attack down the QB heights - eliminating Jerome and II Horse Art'y while its own Ill Horse Art'y 
diagram below theGenappe. Note the maximum PAA delaying tanicsstall~ng the French driveat all survives the 1-3 sosk-otf. 

desperation. The results were especially good 7 A.M.-PAA: front t o  reinforce my counter offensive in the 
forthe French, making up for  a bit of poorluck The French player is beginning to  lose the center. Note the placement of my delay unit 
earlier. strategic initiative. The French Cavalry on the Merlen. In order to  attack this unit the French 

Pirch 11 ignored the same rule Morand flanks are  being checked and the French are on  must expose forces to  a counterattack from the 
ignored in the first half of this turn. Obviously, the defensive in the center. Only on  the Nivelles troops onV-33. Note that t he French are running 
both players are unaware of it. The PAA front are  the French making a significant short of soak-off units on  the Quatre Bras front 
counterattacks this turn are strong. Things advance. (This is in large part due to  two and are hard put t o  reinforce. There is a certain 
continue to  look up for the PAA player despite Elim's on  2-1 attacks). amount of risk in putting units on  DD-22 but 1 
his being hurt at Nivelles last turn. He should My strategy a t  this point is t o  take maximum believe this is justified at this point. 
dominate the center and the game from now on. advantage of the promising situation on  the For the moment I must go on the defensive on 
7 A.M.-FRENCH: Quatre Bras front. If the French forces here can the Nivelles front until 1 can bring up  more 

Heavy losses taken by both sides last turn, M~ be badly mauled and effectively neutralized then forces t o  counterattack from a more favorable 
losses slightly higher unfortunately. ~~~t the bulk of the Prussian Army can be quickly position. Of course, the attack on  the French 
reverse the tide soon or pack it in. 1 cannot transferred back to  the Nivellesfrontto stop the Cavalry is a profitable one. 
afford even attention. ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ~  sector has been French advance there. I think the French player O n  the Dyle front the 111 Artillery is being 
favorable. Pullback in center leave many should have sacrificed a 2-6 Cavalry unit in offered as bait. The French Cavalry could waste 
targets for PAA counterattack; however, order to  prevent my attacks in the center. I'm 2-4 turns going after it. Also, allowing a 4-1 
French units on y22, 222 and ,4,422 are ready bringing Up a couple of 1-6's f rom the Dyle and against Kruseis asor t  of bait too. I would prefer 
to shift South and counterattack. possibly (3) Infantry divisions from the PJivelles the French Cavalry t o  be committed there 

6 PM - June 16th: The French, stung by thePAAsttacks, trysomedespermeas~ults.TheIm~.Gd 
~slostin a3-1 exchangewith Steinmeizwhlle thslll HorseMyisellminatedin thecoverlngsoak-off 
In front of Q8 Elsewhere, the French have better luck: el~minating Chasse and Brunswiek at 2-1 
while the Ill and VI Art'y survive 1-2 saak-ofIs and ere retrsated out of eetlon. 

The PA4 rewond with an squally damaging moue. The Ill Horse Art'y and Sandharn ere I d  in 
soak-off$ which allow the ellmination of Eachslu & Ouhesne at 3-1 (the latter tahng the Prussian I 
Ar fy  in errchange)and theFrench LArt'y on theleft at 5-1 dds. A French cevalryforeed 16frctors 
on the rtgM 1s not shown - having penWrated asfaras022. Hmvevsr, they pose little threat 
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7 AM - June 17th -The French ellmlnate the delaying Schulenberg and Perponcher i n  a 4-1 the French playsr, w e  should note the extreme pressure he  IS placed under by the illegally f a n  
attack, loslng Pire in a 1-10 &-off but they are on the  ropes The PA4 switch the i r forcesto theOB arrlving P M  reinforcements - t h e  Csv Bans in t h ~ s  move being a prlme example. 
front and goon theoffensive. Simmer i se l im ina tda t5 -1  surrounded, Mwsndlspushed backat 3-1, This is the beginning oftha end for the French. R e d u c ~ d  todesperate measures, they grasp st the 
and Soult IS eliminated In  a 4-1 exchange w ~ t h  the FAA 111 Horse An'y On the far  left, Jsqu inm i s  chance of rvenlng the game i n  one bia aambla and attackthe Stulpnsgel stack at 2-1 surrounded 
eliminated at 5-1 surrounded whileTrip& Krahrner d le in  thecompulsory soak-of fs .~aforces in  the with 30faaors .  The resulting A Ellm ends the game save for the customary Isst-gasp volley of 1-1 
Tilly corridor *ill neutralizeeach other as the PAAassumescommand of the game. I n  all fairness t o  a t t ach  made by a player faclllg certain defeat. 

rather than on the Northern flank. I'm giving 2- 
1's against the rest of the line. 1 think that an 9 A.M.-NEUTRAL: n o  part in the final outcome. From the very first 
exchange would hurt the French considerably. The French gambled and lost. With this loss turn the French player was t oo  cautious. In 

7 A.M.-NEUTRAL: the game is over. All that remains is the mop-up. Waterloo (especially when the PA A can column 

The French player did well t o  block the I 1  A.M.-NEUTR*L: reinforcements) as was done illegally here, the 

~~~i~~ L~ Comte road, ~ t , i ~ ~ ~  are really look- We have the end. The French suicide attacks French must be bold. The French player con- 

ing grim for him now. ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ~  is his last go moderately well but the PAA are left in a centrated too much on the center. Stronger 

spark, ~h~ turn was a commanding position. Napoleon surrenders. flank drives would have been preferable. Still, 
powerhouse, The French player is stymied on all This was an excellent game. ~ u c k  played little or  an  excellent game between two tine players. 
fronts. Barring a miracle the game is over. The 
PAA wisely delayed entry of his reinforcements THE ATTACKS . . . 
until he could break the Braine Le Comte road ATTACKERS DEFENDERS ODDS RESULT 

free. Habert. ~ u ~ o t .  Morin. Delon 0-1 7-1 DE 

9 A.M.-FRENCH: G w o t  Rrauzs 1-2 AE 
IV Horse A n y  Stulpnmel 1 3  AE 

At this point I'm down I I factors. My losses Pashaux, Vichery Tregkow 7-1 DE 

last turn were disastrous. Must pass up  3-1 Surr Simmer. Jesnnin, Teste, etc Gny 7-1 DE 
Jawu~not, Imp Gd, ntc. Lux 7-1 DE 

versus Brause and Wissel. because PAA will still Many Brunswick C ~ V  7-1 DE 

have powerful cou,nterattack force. 1 must try t o  Many Heinnman 7-1 DE 
Tippelskirchen, Lungsn I I Horse Any 6-1 DE 

eliminate the entire stack on DW22 via D-Elim 114 Horm A ~ V  Morand ABZ 

result in order to regain parity. Steinmea, Pirch I I,  emm me 4-1 
Bruare. Stulpnagel 

DE 

9 A.M.-PAA: Lefol, Bertherens. I1 Arty, Moll  7-1 DE 

The French player had his back up against a Hulot, Vichery, Pewhsux 
Imp Gd, Duha6m. Marend. Ste inmtz 3-1 EX 

wall and took a big gamble. He lost his gamble B ~ C ~ E I U  

and for all practical purposes the game. I l l  H o r ~  Ar ty  S tu l pne~ l ,  B r e w ,  1.1 AE 
Pirch I I  

Although hindsight is perfect, I would have AI~X, Donnslot Chasm 2-1 DE 

chosen a 3-1 surrounded against 9 factors under I l l  Ar tv  Picten 1-2 A82 
I Arty. Durnne Srunrwick 2-1 DE 

these circumstances. I believe the course of the VI Altan 1-7 ARP 

game forced the French player into a gamble of 
this type. 

Some or the French dispositions were alittie 
weak this turn. I11 Cavalry and Berthezene were 
exposed. The French Cavalry on the Dyle front 
is wasting precious time. 

My strategy now is to eliminate French units 
remaining in the center. Then I can turn my 
attentionto moppingupthe Nivelles front. I will 
attempt t o  minimize the possibilities of French 
I -  1 "suicide" attacks.  he game is "in the bag" 
now. I expect my French opponent to surrender 
on his turn. 

TURN 

1 lAM 

I1 l H o w  Arty  
Seodhem 
Tippslsklrchon. Lawen, W i r ~ l  
SblpneBsl, I Horse Arty. 
Brause. Henckel 
P i r h  ll. II Arty. I Arm 

Morand 
FDV. Girard. etc. 
SUbervlS 
Bachslu 

~ l t e n .  ~ ic tor r ,  J&ow, ~erponchar t A n y  
7AMl l 7 th  Many Sfhulenburg 

Plrm AIMn. Plcton. Jaow 
Girsrd, Foy, Donzslat, 
I l l  & I V A r t q  
Braus, Stulpnpel. Pirch I I 
Borcka 
II Arty, Henkel. Langsn, Wlsml 
Marwitr 
Xwelskirchnn. I11 Horss Arty Soult 
 cook^. Thumen, Sohr, Williamson Jaqulmn 
Trip Friant 
Krahmnr 1 Horgs Arty, Ill Caw 
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A Fast American Whk h Luff t ~ a f  f 63 BY Tom Harlett 

The game of Lujkwaffe has been somewhat 
neglected in the pages of the Generd ever since 
its release - three years ago. Many of the articles 
that have dealt with the game have concentrated 
on design and historical background. Thosefew 
articles which have discussed actual play of the 
game have dwelt mainly on the campaign 
versions, giving vague strategical suggestions. 
While the campaign versions are fine games, 
worthy of the attention they have received, it is 
unfortunate that they have overshadowed the 
basic game, which is a fine exercise in its own 
right, and one which places emphasis on the 
tactical consideration often neglected in the 
longer versions. 

It is likely that many peopk who hear only 
about the campaign versions do not have the 
time to  play them and thus never attempt the 
game at all. If you are one of these people, I 
suggest you dust off your game and try the basic 
version a few times. It is one of the few 
wargames available that can be played in an 
hour or less, enabling a series to  be played in an 
afternoon. The tension level runs high, as the 
outcome of the game often depends on survival 
of one bomber factor on the last attack. It is a 
rare game that is decided by more than one or 
two cities. The game also has much of that 
quality which has been responsible for the 
survival of Midway, the need to figure out your 
opponent's intentions and then to outmaneuver 
him in order to win. 

I would guess that there are two basic 
objections in the minds of many people to 
playing the basic game. The first is the myth of 
German invincibility. The second is the horren- 
dus c. r. t. 1 will mention play balance later, 
though I hope to  show in this article that the 
Germans are far from invincible. The c. r. t. 
definitely needs some attention. I do not 
presume to question the historical accuracy of 
the table, which Mr. Zocchi defended ina  recent 
issue. I do contend, however, that it ruins the 
game. A basic game of h f f w a f l e  with the 
present c. r. t. has roughly the same "feel" as far 
as luck is concerned as an Afrika Korps game 
with a 1-1 attack on Tobruch in June, 194 I. One 
roll of the die can overcome superior tactics. 
Nevertheless Afrika Korps continues to be one 
of the more popular games. The difference in the 
two is, of course, that we don't haveto makethe 
1-1 on Tobruch, but we are stuck with the luck 
factor in Lqffwqffe, unless we change the c. r. t. 
to reduce the role of luck to  a more acceptable 
level. i l l  suggest three different methods, 
giving the percentage results produced by each. 
I suggest you pick whichever one suits you best. 

Alternative 1-when rolling the diea 1 =3 and a 
6 4 ,  yielding the following percentages. 

For those who dislike eliminating the I and 6 
columns entirely one of the following methods 
shoud be used. 

Alternatiye 2- When a I or 6 is rolled. 
roll again. The results of the second throw 
count, whatever the result. The percentages 
for this method are: 

Alternative 3- This method involves 
the use of two dice (or one die thrown 
twice): 

first die second die result nercentaee 

After adjusting the c. r. t. we can now 
concentrate on exploding the myth of German 
invincibility. This reputation has derived from 
two sources; first it is a spillover from the 
campaign game, where they do have an edge. 
More importantly, it comes as a result of 
opening up the game for the first time, trying to 
muscle bomber formations through the heart of 
the defense, and watching them get blown out of 
the sky. After afew suchexperiences the game is 
declared unbalanced, and either thrown in ,the 
back of the closet or revised, "bombers on 
fortified clouds suffer 5 ccasualti~." It is true 
that planning an attack requires more skill than 
shooting down bombers; thus games between 
two beginners often result in a German victory. 
However, an American player who constructs 
an attack plan based on a careful analysis of the 
defense will find himself managing at least a 
draw nearly every time, with more than a few 
wins. 

Before 1 go any farther I would like to make 
clear that the campaign versions are more 
challenging than the basic game for those who 
have the time. I a m  concentrating on the basic 
game both because I feel it deserves some 
attention and because the non-varying order of 
battle makes analysis easier. The same type of 
analysis may be, and should be, conducted for 
any quarter of a campaign game. This article is 
meant to  provide an illustration. 

Examining the German units, we see that our 
opponent has three main forces as his defense, 5 
FW-190s, 6 ME-f lOs, and 8 ME-109s. The 
three forces will undoubtedly be assigned 
to separate areas. The key to victory, ob- 
viously, is outmaneuvering the defense. 
Rather than dividing into three groups and 
trying to push through the defenders, an attack 
should divide into several small groups and 
attempt to slip past the defense. Hopefully the 
Germans will become confused, try to stop 
everybody and end up not applying sufficient 
force anywhere. At worst, a well-timed series of 
attacks prevents each German force from 
eliminating more than one attack group. Say, 
for example, we launch a five-pronged attack. 
Three prongs are destroyed, the two weakest 
ones are untouched. They each bomb three 
cities, adding Amsterdam this gives a total of 7. 
Obviously, in order to  achieve a victory, some 
bombers must be able to survive a German 
attack. I n  order to determine the best chance for 
doing this we must first look at the specific 
defense. 

A typical set-up might have the 1 10s opposite 
Italy because of their longer flight times, the 
109s guarding the approaches from England, 
the 4IOs and 88 watching for a sneak, and the 

190s playing "middle linebacker" in southern 
Germany. This type of defense seems to be 
standard for most German players. Like any 
defense, it has a weakness. As we pointed out 
earlier, one of the 3 defensive groups must be 
overcome to  get a win. In this defense the 1 IOs, 
semi-isolated on the Italian front, are the weak 
link. -We use an attack like the following: 
(diagram # I ) .  
erouv I- 5xB17 v. Stevr. Vienna. Wiener- 
Neus-tadt, Gyor, ~ u d a ~ e ;  close esco'rt- 3xP5 I 
group 2- 3xB24 v. Munich, Augsburg, 
Friedrichshaven; c.e.-P5 1, P38 
group 3- 3xB17 v. Mannheim, Karlsruhe. Offen- 
burg c.e.-P51, P38 
group 4- 4xB24 v. Munster, Kassel, Bremen (2) 
(or Hannover) c.e.-P5 1, P38 
group 5 5x624 v. Rostock Anklarn, Oranien- 
burg Berlin, Sorau Hunter group- 3xP47 on 
ltalian front. 
The 9th B17 hits Amsterdam. 

The Italian front is the key. Group I must 
fight through the 1 10s to  get at least three out of 
five targets in order to achieve a win. We will 
discuss specific tactics in this section shortly. 

The 190s are caught in a squeeze. They should 
destroy either group 2 or group 3 with no 
trouble, but the other group will get through to  
destroy three cities. Before group 4 falls under 
the guns of the 109s it should reach Munster, at 
least. The sneak raid should yield at least three 
cities. This gives a total of eleven cities; the 
twelvth city is likely to  come from either the 
Italian front or the sneak raid. A draw is 
virtually assured, assuming average luck. 

Saying what will happen without explaining 
how is not very helpful, so we will look at each 
front individually. 

All aircraft on the ltalian front are placed "in 
flight" behind the R line during initial place- 
ment. As diagram #I shows, the main portion of 
group I spends 4 turns in the air before reaching 
targets, the same amount of air time the 1 10s 
have without tanks. The close escort of 6 PSI 
factors should takethreeturns to wipeout in the 
following manner (we are usingaverage rollsfor 
purposes of illustration): turn 1- The 110s roll a 
4, which is adjusted to  a 2 because of the E 
ratings, killing 3 P5 1s. A P47 attack kills 2 110s 
with a roll of 3. Turn 2- The tO 110s kill two 
more PS Is with another 4. The P47s roll 3 again, 
wiping out 2 more 110s. Turn 3- The 8 110s 
continue with another 4, killing the last P5 I and 
a bomber. Return fire from the bombers kills a 
single 110. The P47s are forced to  go home. 
Turn 4- A final 4 kills three more bombers, 
which saves only 1 of the 3 cities in the center, 
barring AA fire. The 110s are forced to land 
next turn, thus the counter bombing Budapest is 
unmolestd, while Steyr also fell without op- 
position. If the Germans go after either of the 
flank bombers they guarantee the success of the 
central column, and make it likely that the other 
flank attack gets through as well. It isto makeit 
difficult to kill both flank units that the 
Budapest unit splits off so early. If the Germans 
refuse to  attack first turn, so as to have enough 
fuel to hit the Budapest bomber on turn 5, then 
A PSI can split off to Steyr, giving that bomber 
a 213 chance of getting through. No matter bow 
the 1 10s defense this area the Americans will get 
at Ieast 3, and probably 4 cities. 
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Bomber group 2 also starts out on turn I. It 
could reach Munich a turn earlier if it started 
out from a different hex, but the extreme 
southern course is kept in order t o  prevent the 
190s from attacking both groups 1 and 2. The 
success of this attack depends on whether the 
190s defend against them or move west to pick 
off group 3. In any case the 190s should not be 
able to hit group 2 until after the second move. 
This makes it too late for them to assist the 1 10s. 
The only way they can attack after 1 move is if 
their initial placement is near Augsburg. An 
initial placement this close t o  Italy leaves the 
British front unsupported and we should con- 
sider an adjustment to make a stronger drive in 
this area, which we will mention later. 

Before leaving this front, it is necessary to 
mention fighters in general and the P47s in 
particular. In their first few games American 
players generally use all their fighters as 
"hunters" but they soon discover the value of 

' 
close-escort and use all their fighters this way. 
Nevertheless "hunters" do have their value even 
in  the basic game. The Italian front in this 
sample attack is a perfect example. If the P47s 
were clossescort, the Germans could ignore the 
stack they were with and they would be wasted. 
As it i s  in this example they can protect both 

groups I and 2. If the 110s attack group I ,  the 
P47s should counterattack. In the two turns 
before they have to break off combat they 
should destroy 4-6 factors, enough to ensure the 
success of the bombers. If the I 10s hold off from 
attacking and move to threaten group 2, the 
P47s can provide adequate protection by 
maneuvering between the two and making it 
difficult for the Germans to close without 
suffering a first strike. 

The other areas are not so complicated. 
Bomber group 3 is designed to ceoperate with 
group 2 to squeeze the F W 190s, who can easily 
eliminate one group but don't have enough 
firepower to attempt to destroy both. Group 3 
should leave one turn later to ensure proper 
timing, as group 3 is one turn closer to its 
targets. 

Group 4 is meant primarily to tie down the 
109s. After the escort is eliminated the bombers 
should scatter as much as they can in an attempt 
to occupy the 109s as long as possible. Thus the 
pattern shown on the map may vary con- 
siderably, depending on German reaction and 
luck. This group should leave at the same time 
as group 3 to prevent the 109s from attacking 
both groups. 

Group 5 ,  the sneak raiders, enter on turn 3. It 
should be noted that the fifth bomber unit is not 

really expected t o  reach Sorau, and could be 
reassigned to Berlin if you prefer. It is there 
primarily to provide added firepower and ab- 
sorb losses. The balance in this areais extremely 
sensitive, but this extra unit should tip the scales 
in the Americans' favor. The Germans should 
destroy 3 bomber factors in the first attack, 
while return fire kills 3 Germans. The 3 remain- 
ing 410s are insufficient, barring very good luck, 
to keep the sneak raiders from getting 3 or 4 
cities. 

Obviously the above plan of attack is only 
valid against the German defense outlined 
above. I would like t o  stress that this defense is 
the one favored by many German players and is 
probably the strongest one overall. Any attempt 
to correct the weakness on the Italian front will 
leave another weakness elsewhere. For exam- 
ple, suppose the 410s are shifted t o  Italy. This 
leaves a sneak raid wide open. The l09s cannot 
cover two areas. If they try to, a properly timed 
attack from England will force them to land as 
the sneak raiders appear. With some minor 
adjustments in Italy, some cities should still fall 
there. For example, group I is reduced to 4 
bombers, going after Steyr, Vienna, and 

Continued on page 28 Column 2 
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The Ymffessiond German 
SITUATION IO- 

THE UPHILL STRUGGLE 
by Dean Miller 

Situation 10 is an attempt t o  recreate the 
Battle of Prochorovka, often called the largest 
tank battle in history. As such, it is one of the 
most appealing Situations, giving promise of a 
large scale tank v. tank engagement in the open 
fields. That it doesn'twork out that way is dueto 
two factors: (1) The imperfections of the 
game, Which have been the subject of numerous 
General articles; and (2) the playing tech- 
nlques of most Russian players, which I will 
take up in a moment. As a game, this Situation 
i s  known as a hopeless cause for the German 
player. He must fight his way the length of 
Board I, opposed in part by some of the most 
anomalous but effective of delaying units- 
trucks. He must get across this Board rapidly t o  
kgin the herculean task which awaits on Board 
3-the destruction of 29 units (assuming he has 
destroyed or blocked off the  12 on Board 1) in 
what remains of 10 turns. 

The gross imbalanoe has been recognized 
officially, first by the game's designer, and now 
by Avalon Hill, byextending the Situation to 12 
turns-hardly an overgenerous concession. Any 
Russian who permits his opponent to win a 

,decisive victory obviously is in need of help. 
Thus, if this were the typical Panzerblitzarticle, 
this paragraph would be a n  introduction for a 
number of variants t o  provide better balance. 
But this is not that kind of a n  article. 

The odds against a German decisive victory 
are a fair reflection of the real battle. When the 
4th Panzer Army, already decimated, entered 
that inhospitable field between the railway 
embankment and the river, t o  be greeted by the 
fresh hordes of the 5th Guards Tank Army, the 
only way the "death ride" could have been 
avoided would have been for one side t o  turn 
tail-an unlikely event, either at that turn of the 
war, or in a wargame. 

But the foregoing is not to say that Situation 
10 is unworthy of your time. To the contrary, it 
can be one of the most challenging tests of the 
tactical abilities, and the guts, of wargamers. A 
German tactical victory-which would result in 
a draw-is not beyond the realm of possibility. 
All that is required is the destruction orelimina- 
tion otherwise from Board 3 of 17 units. It is a 
worthy goal. for a "professional German" to 
seeAifficult, but not impossible, when he is 
playing a "professional Russian." 

The two player types are cut of quite dis- 
similar cloth. The player 1 refer to  as the 
professional German is basically an attacker. 
He is most in his element facing a situation 
where he must move aggressively against his 
opponent at poor odds. Rather than relying on 
the laws of chance he seeks t o  circumvent them 

through innovative tactics and extreme 
aggressiveness, knowing that it is just as effec- 
tive to demoralize an opponent into capitula- 
tion as it is to do so through reduction of his 
playing pieces. For such a player, the worst 
possible position to be in is not the hopeless one, 
but one where he cannot attack. 

The professional Russian, on the other hand, 
i s  a counter of games won. Unlike his antithesis, 
the German, he seeks and relies upon odds 
heavily in his favor. He attacks only when facing 
a sure thing. He won't fail to assert any 
advantage, however unrealistic, which the oft- 
imperfect rules of wargaming may give him. He 
avoids-is deathly afraid of-the unconven- 
tional. In Situation I0  you will recognize him 
the moment his vast forces enter Board 3, for he 
will, promptly hide them in the woods, in 
Opustoschenia, and in Graybosh. No free-for- 
all in the open-and hence no duplication of the 
real Prochorovka-for him! 

S o  how does the German cope with the 
unfriendly Situation, compounded by the 
cowardly Russian? This is a 2 stage operation- 
Board I, and Board 3-actually two very 
different games. I n  the first he outnumbers the 
Russian, and has no armored vehicles or 
overruns t o  anticipate. The Russian will make 
full use of the wooded portions of the road 
and the easy terrain, simply blocking a fast 
advance by being there with his trucks, with 
anti-tank units covering the necessary a p  
proaches. It is not impossible t o  dislodge these 
forces with minimal risk, if you wish to take the 
time (and employ Russian tactics) but time is 
precisely what you don't have. Your primary 
concern during this phase must be speed. This 
means that risks must be taken with your 
panzers, and if you are psychologically unwill- 
ing to do so, you are playing the wrong side, 
Russian! 

How does this translate into specific tactics? 
First, you must plan for this phase. The " 10- 
speed units figure most importantly-the 5 
superb Panthers, and the 11 halftracks. Many of 
these advance units are going t o  have to go 
across most of Board 1 off the road-plan on it! 
Send at least two Panthers and four halftracks 
u p  the right side of the Board from the start, and 
be prepared to divert more of them in that 
direction if events so  dictate. Put the infantry 
and the guns on the haiftracks, and use the spare 
one, and the trucks for contingencies and 
reserve carriers. 

Secondly, and frankly, you are going to have 
t o  expose your units to the anti-tank guns. 
These latter units will be in the woods and 

towns, on hexes like 1 M5, I P7 and IAA9, and 
you're going to have to move next to them to 
spot. Of course, the best units for this purpose 
are the infantry, and occasionally you may be 
able to use them so in the first couple of moves. 
But to do so, you must also use a transport unit 
and either drop off the infantry, and move out of 
harm's way, or risk that unit also in the square 
next t o  the guns-almost certain elimination for 
it. This risk could be accepted for the trucks on 
the first move if there is an opportunity to move 
an infantry unit up a road next t o  a blocking 
position. The infantry can then be picked up by 
a halftrack. But by and large, too much time is 
consumed by the dropoff and pickup process, 
and you need your infantry dearly when on 
Board 3. 

Thus, you are going to have to risk armored 
units, both in spotting and attacking, and 
simply by exposing them t o  fire while 
proceeding across the Board, in order not to 
allow your advance to be fatally slowed. The 
best units forthis brand of spotting arethe StuG 
111's. With their protective factor of 12, they are 
as strong defensively as any unit you have. And 
with their more limited range and speed they are 
the most expendable of your "12 defensen units. 
Next in the order of priority for this purpose are 
the Tigers, and lastly, the Panthers. Yet you 
must even risk these last-named matchless 
instruments occasionally, because with their 
movement factor of 10, they may be the only 
units able to reach a critical, spotting position- 
and you must never decide.to wait a turn t o  
bring up a less valuable unit! 

This risk, after all, isn't all that great. If you 
move alongside an anti-tank unit while in clear 
terrain, the odds are only 2-1. If, as is often 
possible, your spotting unit is in woods or a 
town hex, there is no possibility of destruction 
of your unit. Indeed, in pbm, there is a 30% 
chance of escaping dispersion, even if you are on 
clear terrain. While a dispersion is a setback, 
particularly if it happens t o  a Panther, you can 
usually catch up by using the road when mobile 
again. You must, of course, use two units for 
this function, preferably on separate squares, so 
that the other can spot and shoot back, if 
necessary. 

For the first few moves of Situation 10 the 
artillery should be on the commanding hilltops, 
providing the firepower to eliminate the block- 
ing forces as they become spotted. At least one 
should be on hill 126, and on hill 104. The 
remainder of the German units-the PZ IVs 
and Marders-should follow up, generally 
following the left road which traverses the 
Board, with minor ventures off into the boon- 
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docks t o  circumvent obstacles and move into 
positions to fire at the Russian units, should 
their assistance become necessary. 

The second phase begins as soon as you can 
get onto Board 3. It is not t o  your advantage, on 
balance, to stop your advance short of the 
middle board and wait until you have sizeable 
units in position t o  enter. As soon as you have 
units which can go in, do so, even if it means 
letting some of the Russian Board 1 units escape 
onto Board 3, although you should extend 
yourself to avoid that. There may be an overlap 
between the phases, as certain of your units may 
have t o  stay on Board 1 to keep the remaining 
Russian units there. Remember, you don't have 
to destroy them, just keep them there. Thus if 
the trucks are eliminated, you can ignore the 
remaining anti-tank guns, if they do not 
threaten your artillery. 

As noted above, the Russian is goingto move 
in t o  Opustoschenia, and the woods hexes in 
force, with a reserve around Graybosh. If you 
enter the Board with a small, force, your first 
objectives should be t o  block his way t o  
Zabvenia, and occupy the heights at 3W8, and 
the gully before Opustoschenia. At the same 
time you enter Board 3 you should move your 
artillery onto hill 123, and youshould time their 
departure from the hill squares at the other end 
of the Board with this in mind. The artillery will 
control most of the ridge and gully hexes 
(against the unlikely event that the Russian 
becomes adventurous) and provide a base of fire 
for the carnage which is about t o  begin. 

The primary battie of this phase-and of this 
Situation-is for the village of Opustoschenia. 
You are going t o  have to go out into the opento 
dislodge the Russians. This will require putting 
infantry and "12 defense" units next to the 
village, backed up by "overrun protectors" on 
the hexes behind. Thus, you will have to put the 
spotters on hexes 3R5, and 3S5, 6, and 7. The 
backups-PZ IVs, Marders, and pairs of half- 
tracks if absolutely necessary-go on hexes 
3R4, 3S3 and 4, 3T4,5,6,7, and 8, 3U6 and 7. 
Then brace yourself--you are going to see many 
of your units promptly converted into wrecks! 
Assuming some spotters survive (you have t o  
have some fair breaks from the gods), you must 
then utilize your assembled firepower to best 
advantage-blow the place off the Board! But 
do not fire all your units-you must save some 
to enter the town hexes where all defenders have 
been destroyed. Your greater stacking capabili- 
ty serves you well here. 

Hopefully, at the same time, or if not, on the 
next move, you can mount a similar attack on 
the wooded hexes at 3M9,3L9 and 10. By this 
time you're going to be getting low on units and 
turns, and the next assult-on the wooded hexes 
at 312 and 3 and 3H3-may be difficult, yet the 
work must be done as long as the odds on the 
spotting units are less than 4-1, even. Count the 
Russian Board 3 units eliminated. Until you 
have reached the magic figure of 1 7, never mind 
your losses. For a moment remember that 
you're not Von Manstein and unlike him, will 
have no use for yourtanks after your half ofturn 
12. They don't count toward victary conditions. 
Go after just enough of the craven Russians, 
wherever they may be hiding, to push you over 
the tactical victory level. If you reach this goal, 
you will have a draw, in terms of the Situation. 
But you will really have won! Ask any 
professional German. Ask me! a 

A Fast American Win In Luftwaffe 
Continued from Page 26 

Wiener-Neustadt, with a close escort of 2 PSI 
and 3 P47. Group 2 has a c. e. of 2 PSI and 1 
P38. A bomber is added t o  group 4. This 
adjustment should yield at least 1 1 cities, 5 in the 
sneak, 3 in the center, Steyr, Munster, and 
Amsterdam. 

An alternative that should be considered if 
the 410s reinforce Italy, and one that should 
definitely be used if evenstronger forces are sent 
there, is to attempt to overwhelm the defense 
opposite England. (see diagram 2) Italy is 
ignored entirely. All 12 B24s are placed in flight 
behind the R line with a c. e. of 1 P5 1 and 3 P38s. 
Also on the first turn, 3 B17s with a P5 1 move 
toward Mannheim, Karlsruhe, and Offenburg. 
The remaining 4 P5Is and the 3 P47s are formed 
into hunter groups. The c. e. of the B24s is 
designed merely t o  soften the first attack of the 
Germans. We want the bombers to be able to 
fire defensively before any of the formation has 
t o  split away. One turn of defensive fire, coupled 
with attacks from Americanfighters, should kill 
11 German factors. After the second turn of 
battle the 109s and 190s should be reduced t o  a 
total of 8 factors or less witha loss of 10 bomber 
factors. One more attack will eliminate the 
Germans as an effective fighting force. The 
sneak raiders meet with little opposition, while 
the Karlsruhe force has not been touched. The 
B24s should get anywhere from 4 to 8 cities 
themselves. The only hope the Germans have is 
the quick arrival of the Italy defense force, an 
unlikely possibility. 

An alternative to guard against this is to 
reduce the main force to 1 1 bombers and use the 
12th to hit Amsterdam, freeing a BI7. Three 
B17s go on the Karlsruhe raid, the sneak raid is 
reduced to 3 bombers, picking off Gydna, 
Marienburg, and Warsaw, and the final three 
B17s hug the southern edge of the board in an 
attempt to hold the Italian defense. If ignored, 
they hit Vienna, Gyor, and Wiener-Neustadt. 
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If less than the 190s and 109s guard England, 

and this can happen after the Germans have 
been burned a few times on the Italian front, 
then the B24s should push through easily, with 
no attempt at finesse necessary. 

1 want to re-emphasize what has been the 
point of this entire article: any defense can be 
beaten if you stop, add up the probable losses 
per turn, figure out the best routes of attack, and 
coordinate those attacks properly. The above 
attack plans work well against the defenses 
presented, but as individual defenses vary the 
attacks must adjust to take advantage of the 
inevitable weaknesses. Think! 

Most of the principles illustrated above apply 
to the campaign versions as well as the basic 
game. Just a word on the campaign version is 
necessary, however. The American player must 
consider that early bombing of the cities in the 
Vienna area has the effect of reducing greatly 
the area the German has to defend, and makes 
the defense in the center much tougher. 

In closing, I'd like to mention a few ideasthat 
may not be obvious from the above. 

l-Amsterdam is a free city. Don't forget to send one 
counter to destroy it. 
%Fighters are generally used best as close escort. 
3-The P38s should always be used as close escort because 
of their ineffectiveness in combat. 
4-Because of their high E rating PSIS are very good for 
close escort. One should generally be placed on thetopof 
each bomber stack. Aspecial effort should be made to use 
P5ls as close escort in areas defended only by 410s and 
110s because of the great difference in E rating$. 
5-P47s are the best hunter group. 
&Close escorts should always drop tanks. They won't k 
around long enough to worry about fuel. When P5ls 
drop, they force the Germans to do likewise, which really 
hurts the 109s and, to some extent, the 190s. 
7-Unescorted bombers, when in a stack of less than 10 
factors, are usually better off separating. It requirelimore 
German factors to ensure killing them all in several small 
attacks. Many times the Germans can't cover them all. 
8-Bombers can generally fight off about 1A their number 
of fighters over a series of turns. 
9-huntel groups can beeffectiveinreducingthe Germans 
in an areawherethe huntersarenot greatly outnumbered, 
particularly kcause the Germans can rarely afford to 
take time to attack the fighters. 
lClf 109s or 190s try to defend two areas, or defend in an 
area withfew bases, propertimingshould put themonthe 
ground at the crucial moment. 

1 would also like to repeat that luck plays a 
significant role in Luftwaffe because of thesmall 
number of rolls, but the same holds true for 
many popular games. 

For those of you who still find Lufrwaffe 
unbalanced, I would like to remind you that it is 
the easiest of all games to balance. Merely adjust 
the number of cities required for a win. Another 
method is to play two games, switching sides. 
The winner is the person who destroyed the 
greater number of cities withthe American side. 
The short playing time of Lufrwdfe permits it. 

For those people who become tired of the 
same situation, but don't have time for the 
campaign versions, there is the Operation 
Custer varient, Additionally, "Luftwaffe- 
Situation 13" in the March'73 General provides 
an interesting means of choosing alternate line- 
ups, although the victory conditions mentioned 
there are rather lopsided. 
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Using these holders, the players are presented

with a clear, complete, array of units according
to type or order of appearance, and set-up time

is greatly red uced. The units can be replaced at
leisure after the game. while winner and loser
are gloating and snivelling respectively. These
holders prevent loss of units, and counters

which have been cut out have smoother edges
and are much easier to handle in play. Marks
can be made on the frame to locate certain units,

and a notch can be cut above a snugly fitting
counter to ease its removal.

Well gentlemen, think about it!

As a new subscriber I don't know whether this

idea has been suggested ber ore, but I find it very

useful in speeding the initial setting-up of
A valon Hill and other wargames, particularly
those with many unit counters and variable
orders of appearance. I store my unit counters in

the original cardboard frame they are printed in.

others 55(;(,

Theodore F. Kuhn

Indianapolis, IN

Dear Sir:

While I was sending in my "Reader's

Response" I thought I might take the time to
offer some helpful (/'!f) criticism about the
General. I wish to direct my remarks towards
the "Opponents Wanted" section. Either this

section in the magazine is mist it led, or you really
do want to act as a free advertising agency for all

the people who arc trying to sell their games
instead of playing them. I, for one, have several

AH games that I am less than fond of. (since I

have every title you've ever put out) but it is my

belief that "opponents wanted" should be just
that-So ... why don't you screen these ads

and eliminate all those who are just selling/ buy
ing games. For one, it would leave more room

for the people who arc trying to find opponents,
and it would help the readers who currently
have to wade through these "ads." Just for the
record, I went over the last few Generals and

obtained the following figures:

"pure" ads (i.e. no mention

whatsoever about playing. club
meetings, ftL pbm, etc.) 21%

Dear General,

The convenience of these holders in setting up.
games like An=io and Panzerhlitz is immense

so much so that I am led to make a plea: it may
not be feasible for the Avalon Hill company to

provide holders like these ready-made in
games. but in future games I hope you will
print the unit counters on the sheet in the most

logical and convenient sequence for play. The
France 1940 sheet presents a particularly
befuddling sequence of jumbled unit numbers.

But thanks for the excellent arrangement in
most other Avalon Hill games.

Leonard Carpenter
Oakland, C;\

On first obtaining a ncw game, I restrain my

eager impulse to break out the unit counters
long enough to get a xerox copy of the whole

counter set. It need only be !egi ble, and the slight

size distortion involved isn't important. At
home I poke outa couple of the counters and

place the counter sheet over the xerox so that

through the holes can be seen thc xerox pictures
of the missing units. Then I lift these two sheets
carefully, so as to keep the alignment straight,
and I place them on a third sheet of light

cardboard. \Vith a desk stapler I staple this
triple "sandwich" together in a dozen or more

places around the margin of the unit counter

sheet. This creates a neat, portable unit holder.
The remaining units can then be cut out with the

edge of a razor blade, and each can be returned

to its exact place by referring to the xerox copy
underneath.

"Some" ads (i.e. at least

made some reference to playing
the games, pbm, ftf, etc.) 24%

To fit properly, counters must usually be

returned to their exact places in the frame, so
forts, wrecks, and other non-numbered

·counters should be numbered by hand. It is
easier to do this before the xerox is made.

Sincerely,
J. E. Pournelle, Ph.D.

Studio City, CA

Dear Sir:

First reactions to war games are treacherous

things, and I never make mine public - not
until now, anyway. Some games are so filled

with intriguing concepts, though, that they're
absolute musts for hard-core wargamers. 1776
looks to be that sort of game. I've not played it

yet, in fact I've barely read through the rulebook
and looked at the board; but already I can see

that this is likely to be a classic.
Simulations of continental-sized campaigns

in the great era of grand strategy are about the
toughest job a war-game designer will ever face.

Although modern wars covered more
geographic area, the 17th and 18th centuries
covered more space-time than any other period
of history. The designer is faced with a horrible
dilemma: if he simulates strategy he loses
tactical control, and if he sticks to tactics the

uncertainty that dominated commanders of the

period is lost.
1776 seems to have not only made a good

compromise, but to have used ingenuity to
eliminate some aspects of the dilemma. My
heartiest congratulations to Avalon Hill on

producing what I'm sure will be an all-time
classic.

Dear Sir;

Having seen a review of /776 in another

magazine, I would like to offer my opinion on
the judgements made in that review.

1) I have yet to see a "command control" rule

that doesn't introduce more unreality than the
situation it pretends to remedy. When local

commanders don't do exactly what the supreme
commander has in mind, there is almost always
a good reason given the perceptions of the local

commander. This is not adequately simulated
by utterly random actions on the part of the
I ocal forces.

2) It is quite obvious that, in /776, each player

is actually taking the part of the supreme
commander and higher-level local commanders

(General Washington, unless actually present,
would not issue orders for a "Enfilade Right" to
be used on a particular day). This is not
uncommon among games-most division-level

games have each player acting as Theater
Commander, Army Commanders, and Corps

Commanders. "Command Control" rules place
highly arbitrary limits on what the local com
manders are allowed to do.

3) Many silly-looking moves result simply
from limited intelligence- "fog of war." The
Inverted-counter rule introduces this factor

quite nicely.

4) Another "command-control" rule has been
to provide "leader" counters which affect die

rolls in combat. Here, the player does that by
his/her ability to choose tactical cards.

5) "Command control" rules are not much

fun to play with. All too often, a die roll may
decide the game through bad command control

at a crucial time. A elassic example is the

AMERICAN REVOLUTION game. If they get
bad command control rolls on the first two

turns for the British in Boston, they have
probably lost the game-through sheer bad
luck!

6) Most command control problems could
have been avoided by sufficient care on the part

of the supreme commander-carefully wording

orders and dispatching two messengers instead
of one. Though the mechanism isn't quite the
same, carelessness on the part ofthe player still

leads to an occasional "silly" move
overlooking things, etc.

7) I don't like another "command control"

factor-which some people choose to call
"Idiocy" factors. Their contention that it's
unjustifiable to put a 20th century mentality
into an 18th century context .. two hundred
years ago, generals were stuck with ideas that

our "logical" minds would abandon as imprac

ticaL Fine-l like to play the game where /
command the troops. I do not share the

preconceptions of the earlier commanders and
get enjoyment out of seeing how 1\1 Y mentality

would accomplish things ... not my mentality
plus a bunch of arbitrary psychological
limitations impressed on me from above!

Joel Davis

Boulder, CO
Dear Sir;

In retort to certain "sneak previews" of 1776

making the rounds ..in· other, less objective,
magazines I offer the following. Whatever the
historical correctness of a "command control"

rule, it does more to destroy the enjoyment of a

game than any other factor. To add a luck
element of this nature would serve no useful

purpose. With reference to 1776 in particular,
there are enough new concepts to deal with
without this unnecessary complication.

I haven't had a chance to playa Campaign

Game yet but the Saratoga, Canada, and Basic

games look pretty good. The Canadian scenario
is not as lop-sided as I thought as first, but it can
almost be played solitaire as the British have

little to do. Even most of the combat takes place

against forts so they can't even play the tactical
defense cards. I suspect much of the attraction
of the game will be the novel combat system.
The matrix is so far above the KRIEGSPIEL
CRT that they can't be compared. The sustained

combat system is nothing short of excellent.
Returning to the command control rule, the

idea of a game as far as I can see, is to see if you
can do better than the original commanders
with the same situation that confronted them.

Other companies with their "command control"
rules frustrate the gamer and make it difficult to

do other than recreate the original campaign.
Tom Hazlett

Gambier, OH

My sincere congratulations on the latest

GENERAL (VOl. II. No. I). It is another
excellent issue.

A HI KS has no desire to keep this very useful

system exclusively for its members, but I think a
mention of its origin is appropriate.

To the Editor:

Letters to the Editor

Omar L. DeWitt

AHIKS President

Gary Gehrke
Madison, WI

Ed. Nole- Thanks. We'll Iry not 10 disap
point you and the many others H.'hohave written
similar letters.

(Editor's note: AHIKS is composed of
memhers at least 2/ who play H'argames
primarily hy mail. For rnore information, write
De Witt at 78 Wickham Drive, Williamsville,
N. Y. 14221.)

There is one point I would like to make in

reference to the article "A Compendium of
Playing Aids." It mentions the ICRK system,

and I think it would be appropriate if it were
credited to its crcator. The ICRK (Individual
Combat Resolution Key) was invented by

Henry Bodenstedt when he and several others
founded AHIKS in 1966.

I especially like the Series Replay column.

They have varied in the quality of play but all
have been interesting and thought provoking. I

admire the players who arc willing to expose'
themselves to the printing of their moves and the

sort of criticism they are subject to in the article.
I was rather surprised with 1776. Pleasantly

surprised with the interesting innovations and
.ideas presented. I've only had time for a few

games to date but they have all been interesting

and enjoyable. The game board is pleasant to
look at and the general quality of the game is
excellent. I especially liked the return to the
booklet for the rules. PANZERBLITZ style
folders are cheaper to manufacture but they are

a constant irritation if the game is complex and
requires reference to the rules during the game.
Please stay with the booklets.

1 think that the idea to republish ANZIO is
excellent. I may be in a minority but I have

always liked it and with a little polish it could be
a very good game.

The change in Avalon Hill's publications and

products over the last year has been most
dramatic. I must attribute that to you and
Randy Reed. You have certainly revitalized the

firm and I look forward to many more
developements.

The true test of D-Day, is not to create 50-50

chances of winning but for the German to work

at this art. It is a gratifying and worthwhile
effort. a thing of beauty to behold. It would be a
shame to see it disappear. Don't get me wrong,

the innovations 01"65' have their place, but in all
fairness to the original version these innovations
do 110t make D-Day a better game, but only

create a different game entirely.

Tim Latanishen

Dundalk, Maryland

I agree wholeheartedly with the comments

that the D-Day original was in itself a classic.
Although it cail be made more realistic with the

rule putsch 01"65, no German commander is of
Field Marshal calibre in my book, unless he has

proven to be capable in the original '61 game.

Mr. Roberts and Mr. Sinigaglio seem to

boast good beach defenses, but a true test of
their abilitv would be to include Southern
France. Tru'e, this second invasion can crush the

German but the real test is to be able to fight a

moving withdrawal across France to a second
and even third line of defense. I have seen it

done, and often enough to vindicate the value of

"original '61."

Eliminating Southern France seems to be an
admission of inferior generalship on the part of
the Wehrmacht commander.

Dear Sir:

Vol. 10, No.6 of THE GENERAL arrived

recently. I am most impressed with what you
have done with this volume. THE GENERAL

has become timely again and the best value in
the field .

Dear Sir:

Re: 1776: If the American plays like a turkey

(i.e. an incompetent) in the basic game, he will

get stomped on by the British. This requires
massing his forces and attempting to offer a
fixed battle. But this is perfectly realistic. 1ft he

1776-1777 continental army had massed and
fought the British, they would have been wiped
out. This is exactly what the British wanted but

never quite got. (They almost did on the Battle
of Long Island, but George Washington's per
sonal cavalry troop saved him.) If the American

plays competently, at least in the basic game, the
British player cannot catch him.

I think the idea of an idiocy factor rule is
nonsense; the editorials in Conflict magazine

have said the same thing. It is the duty of the

players to supply the idiocy, something which
they may be counted on to do. We may consider
that there are a number of Waterloo games that
I am aware of in which the P AA charged

forwards from Quatre Bras, surrounded the
French forces (which had concentrated at

Gosselies) and destroyed the whole French
Army by pinning it against rivers. This calls for

a great deal of skill on the part of the P AA, and
monumental stupidity on the part of the French.
Since Boucher w;:}S less than competent, while

Napoleon was a genius, this could never really
have happened. Do we need a special nile to
prevent it? NO. The player is Napoleon, not the
rulebook. It is his privilege to make the
decisions.

Now, this can be taken too far. For example,

in a Panzerblitz-type game representing

Napoleonic period naval combat, the players
might well be restricted by the standing orders
for engagements, which were sometimes stupid.
A great commander like Nelson might ignore
them, but there was a strong reason not to
commanders who did so, in general tended to be

hanged. Since we cannot have players suffer this

penalty, we must constrain them to do what was
possible to their real equivalents.

This has nothing to do with 1776. The British

generals were idiots. Howe abandoned Boston
in 1776 for no reason other than that his mistress

was in Halifax, and refused to come to Boston.
There is no real reason to insert an idiocy factor.

George Phillies

Cambridge, MA

••¥¥¥

'Dear Sir:

Your D-Day anniversary issue is my very first

issue. Big deal? Well, irony, such as it is, strikes
again. That I receive my first G ENERALon the
eve of this monumental event (anniversary, that

is) is one thing. but that your main ~lrtide

(excellent) deals with that game that started me
off at age 13, (10 years ago) was great.

•
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TITLE: Gettysburg $UBIECT: Divisional Level Civil War 

GETTYSBURG IS the 1 l t h  game to un- 
dergo analysis in the RBG and, not unex. time worst play balance rating (5.08) ever 

pectedly, received the worst cumulative polled In a 

rating (3.88) thus far polled. Although this GETTYSBURG should probably be revised 

stl,l rates as above average, the game was into something more suitable for the "hard 

not well by our corp" but after 3 previous editions one 
raters, This was to be as beginsto doubttheworth of itall. Itserves its 

GETTY~BURG is net a -hard core.. game. lt PUrwSe as an introductory game suite well 

is a game aimed at the beginner to and Will probably be restrictedtothat role in 

wargames, and is listed as such on our future, 

Complexity Scale. The lact that the "hard WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the 
core" readership of the GENERAL was not results can be considered like this: Anything 
overly impressed with i t  is as it should be. It under 2.02 is pretty darn tantastlc. Scores rarrging 
fared well In the Completeness of Rules, from 2-3 are excellent while Xs must be con- 
Ease of Understanding, and Game Length sidsrsd good. 4 thrwgh 4.5 would be consldersd 
categories which explains in part its fair, with the upper half of the 4.5 combination 
success as an lntrDdUCt0ry game considered poor. Anything ratsd higher than a 6 

GETTYSBURG has gone through three rndicstcs a dire deficiency s-d should merit 
edltions since it first came out in 1959. The either immediate attempts at design or dropping 
first one whlch utillzed movement by inches from the line. As you can see, what happens to 
rather than hexes now commands upwards the gama af tar  Initial release is in large part up to 
d $50 on the collector's market. Many don't you. If there are dire deficiencies we are relying 
even know of its existance. The second on t k  RBG to spot them. 
version, or hex GETTYSBURG as i t  is more 
commonly referred to, ~satsoa highly sought 
after collector's Item. It was probably the 
best version of the three and shouldn't have 
been discontinued. The current edition must 
be considereda "beginner's game" at best. It 
suffers drastically from 2 flaws-a map- 
board which does not specifically define 
hilltop and r~dge squares, and a perfectly 
horrendous set of victory conditlons. If Lee 
had had to flght the Clvil War under the 

- ,  

1 

LGFTW AFFE 
Q. Ma). close exnrt Fighters break off at will to 
strafe or attack oi must thcy be attacked lirst? 
A. Thcy musl be attncKea first. 

Q. Can the German cominit some types oi 
xhool bquodrons l o  comb~t and keep other 
types off the honrd" 
A. Yes 

Q. Can the Gcrman hold all his school 
squadroils o i i  the board one quarter and 
commit them 811 the next quarter'? 
A. Yes 

Q. Arc loat achool units irreplaceable? 
A. Lost school units can ncwr bc replaced. 

Q. What happens when school unitsand regular 
units ol Lhe samc typc altack thc silmc cncmy 
unit'? 
A. S i n a  thc rcgular unils havc a btttcr E raling 
they fire first. Any surviving enemy tacton: nre 
then fought in a xparate pas  by the xchuul 
units, just as tl~ough two d~flerent types of 
plancs nmcw inrolved. 

Q. Can two diflerent k~nds of bombers be inthe 
samc square in the same turn if they are both 
escorted by dilfcrcnl fightcrs'! 
A. Occasionally mnwrnent dictates thnt to stay 
within the "Dii-ect Course to Taipet & Back" 
limitationb. bombers and their escorts will find 
ihemselwr sharing the samc hex as anothcr 
group. Ii attacked, each group tights as though 
i t  were the only units in the hex, and prior to 
a~tacking thc Cicrrnun wuuld havc to indiatc 
how many factors he 1s applylngto eacll group. 
Two separate httles may be fought in this hex 
and o\rerkill From one battle will not afiecl Ihe 
other. The German may also elect 10 light only 
nnc of the groups. 

Q. I n  what versionsunsneak raidtraahutllelo 
Russln'! 
A. The only game version which does not ~ l l o w  
shutlling Lu Russia is the Basic Gamc 

FRANCE 1910: 
Q. Assume that a mcchanized unil, isolatcd a1 
the beginni~lg of Phave I has its supply line 
resturcd during Phase 2: can i t  attack flt full 
strength and can it cmplo)' its full movement 
allowance during Phase 3? , 

A. Yes to both, providing the attack is executed 
aftcr supply lines are reopened. 

Q. Eunctly what hevvidescunslltutcthc m r u f a  
Maanot line hex'! 

A. AH but those pointed to by "gun" symbols. 

Q. Does the ZOCcau\ed hy interdiction apply 
to all 6 surrouilding hexes as well as t he hex oil 
which Ihe air unit is placed? 
A. No. 

1776 
Q. When defending in a fort, and a 'DLT resull 
is rolled; how many strength poinla are removed 

- one or ttvo'! 
A. Two, nouhling affects combat odds - not 
casunllies. 

Q. I n  thc CSG may American replacemenls bt 
placed ON uncunt~~olled Strategjc Towns'? 
A. Yes, in general, any reference to "wilhin x 
number of hehes" ol acewain location nleans all 
hcxzs wilhin that radius. 

Q. I n  the CSG mav British reinforcements be 
brought on wikhin a fort on a Port hex il lhat 
lort has American unitv on lop of it? 
A. YES. Scc CSG Rules IIIA2h and llld2c. 

Q. May bateuux paxs hy a furl containing a 
supplied artillery unit ~f no units arc outside the 
rot[? 

A. YES. Only British transports on class 2riveru 
are required to stop For bupplicd artillcry units 
i n  forts. 

Q. 111 the CSG may t ruup cmbark,'disembark 
inafortified port hex,dthat port hexts besiegd 
without hal'ing to stop outside the fort'? 
A. YES. Nole, hnwcvcr, they must pay thccxtra 
5 MP cost f o ~  embarkrng/d~sembarking in an 
enemy oacupicd hex. 

TACTICS II: 

Q. On cross-river attacks \!.here there is more than 
I defender ]nay tllc attacker makc a wlective 
attack or nlust all adjnccnt u111ts br attacked if one 
ib 
A. Sclcctivc attacks may be made. 
Q. 01) replacements: the rules my "place units at 
the start of cvery 3rd turn."Thc TRC sly$ the end 
of the turn. Which is it? 
A. The end of thc turn. - 

DESIGN ANALYSIS Conllnwdrrom page I 9  

During this initial 'sliding" l h t  guideline 
should be msronre p~eservoriun. That is, thc 
number of hcxes between the most imponant 
features should he prescrvcd. tvtn i f  il means 
~uahing features into adjacent squares to get 
everything "in" a square. For r o ~ d s  as well as 
rivers the nurnher oT bquarts along the path 
ahoold be reprewmative of the actual distancc 
along thc feature. Make roads 7.18-zag i f  they 
were in poor ahapc, or very wandering, and 
make them as direct as possible i f  they were 
atraighl and in good condition. 

Now the board is ready for the remaining 
natural terraln Ar with the man-made features. 
one must decide just 11ow many dtfferent typa 
ol' terrain art required. Note lhat i f  twodifferel~t 
types of terrain are to havc cxactly the same 
effect. constder cornbinlng them Into one map 
symhol Ior playability, and adopt a neutral 
designatlon like-rough terrain"instead ofdcnse 
wooda or hills, etc. Thls is not terrlblytmportnnt 
but i[ doesaffcct ease of learning the game. To 
dectde for a first cut, just which squarc shuuld 
bave what terrain, u x  topographtc maps apin. 
and thc actual terrain effects from the cam- 
paign. During thc rc%arch,loukforcases where 
terrain eflects are Important. Then you can 
identify the area on the topographic map and 
treat similar rcatures in other places in the same 
way. One coinment about clear terrain. Rolling 
country is easier to defend, even il i t  is very 
gcntly rolling, than dead flat terrain. 
Remember, i t  only takcs a alight ridgc to give a 
lank a "hull-down" t t r~ng position. During thc 
Bulgc, there were several instances where one or 
two tanks hcld or{ wholc co[umns. simply 
because of a crest that allowed hull-down 
positioning. 

Once y o u ' ~  arrived at this point you are 
almost ready to proceed to thc units, the CRT 
and all Ihe rat. 1 said almost. Thc final step is 
the"des1gner's license," the poltshing up so to 
speak. At thir point you interject terrain 
modifications that provide the rcalislic lerrain 
InteractLonsthat create thechannelrand pivotal 
vertices that the aclual campaign revolved 
around. Be careful not tonblitcratcfeatures tbdt 
arc potcntially important but ncver bloomed 
becausc or the course of the actual campaign. 
One euan~ple of dcaigner's license on the Bulgc 
board In the Losheim Gap (square TT-10 and 
the two squares to the wcst). On topographic 
mapa, lhis channel is not as clear as ~t is on Ihe 
board. Ho\vcvcr. i f  one examines the rntlilary 
hialory or thts area. il ir clcar that this is a 
tradirinnal avenue of attack thal is easily' 
negotiated if undefended, and a veritab1e"hole- 
in-thedam" when the defewa arc hroached. 

Well, at this stage Ihe design can blovsom out 
intu ot her areas.and i t  shall referlothe Board as 
a base fur movemenl rules. vtacking rulcs. 
lerrabn comhat effects, eLc Most of these thing. 
will have already been thought out or deter- 
mined during the board design, and one always 
has the option of recogni7in.g a mistnkc in the 
board design and changing the hoard, just a% 
you mlght any of the rules during the play 
Icsling. To aid in buard chungm unc might 
consider mounting clear plastic over the blank 
hex sheets and using washable inkon thc plastic 
ovcrlay until thc board is Tlnali7xd." 

As a conclusion to thls diwussion of board 
design. I would liketo present anidca Torlzrrain 
designation and movcmcnt that was evolved 
during the design of Rulge, and subsequently 
shelved bemuse of the playabilily problem. 

The system revolvts around Iwopruperliesof 
movemenl dunng military operations Firhtly. 
units lhal have to move sixable dtstanceu to 
attack. uawlly make the move in two phnses. 
The initial phax consists of Ihc overland 
movement from the starting potnt to a specific 
assembly area nwr  the line of depanure for the 
attack. At this t im .  thc rinal coordination Tor 
Ihe artack and the small scale assembly takea 
placc. Then at the appointed time the attack 
begins. Of course lhings don't always go as 
planned. and in fluid situations the forward 
assembly areas are often selected by (or as) the 
point units are contacting Ihe enemy. 
Nevenheless. regimental (and larger) size units 
do not in general m o x  head longoverdistances 
and plunge intu battle without first regrouping. 
Thus, one should consider some movcmcnt rule 
thal allows for this considerailon. The most 
immediate rulc that comes l o  mind is simply the 
one where you charge extra movement factors 
to enter an enemy zone of control. As you wi l l  
see, the system 1 shall dtscribt here goes beyond 
thar stage. 

Thc semnd feature inhcrent in troop move- 
ment duringmilitary operationsis uncertainty. I 
u n  see your thoughts already- He's going LO 
roll the dtce for movcmenl. just like Monopoly. 
Well. you are getttng warm. How about a 
"Terrain ECfects Movement Results Table 
(TEMRV." This hcnst is no1 quite as bad as tt 
sounds. The idea here 1s thnt you can have a 
large numbcr or terrain designations (table 
columns) and onc cotlldeven uue numben. For 
example, in addition to the groas lcrrain feature 
(Woods Rough Terrain, etc.) there would be a 
Tcrrain Effects Designation numberin the hex. 
10 tell you whichcolumnon theTEMRTto use 
for that square. (Wcll I told you i t  was thrown 
out because 01 the playability problem.) 
Anyway, one could simplily the system to 
include only nnc column for enchtypeofterrain 
(and type of unit), but Ihe rull on tach square 
feature clurly litnits thih systcm to games with 
smaller numbers or untts. The unlts would be 
given large rnolrcmcnt factors likesay 100. Thcn 
clcar terrain columnlr nn thc lable might have a 
mcan cost of 10 MFnnd ndistribulionoFplusor 
mtnus two ur three around that mean -13~s. in 
clear terrain [heunit would moveon theaberagc 
I0  squares per turn, with thc minimum and 
maximum possible results be~ng around 7 and 
13 respctiwly. Onc would of course have 
higher costs in the rough terrain. rivcr. woods. 
etc., type coltlmns. nnd ii the movement 
problems in theactual rnmpaign warranted. the 
distribution or values in a glven column wuld 
have a wider range. The assembly requirement 
discussed above would he handlcd by (you 
guesscd it) sn "Asuemhly Movement EfFcc~s 
Table" (AMET). 'This would be incu~red tn the 
square pnor 10 entry intu an cnemy 7one OF 
control, and the M F  ~ n a l i y  would bcabaorbed 
prior LO attempting l o  move Into the attack 
square. Thc splem can becon~e even morc 
sophisticated hy requiring Ihe attacker to 
dcsignate, hduw ~iiovinf 011)- unifx, which of his 
units will attempt to attack eacll oi the par- 
ticulai defending units thal will be attacked 
during his turil. Then, he begins the quare by 
squnre rolling, and 11e has the option of keeping 
the attack~np units in the "Assembly Squaies." 
rather than attacking at the end or his move- 
ment phase (which he may wish to euercw ~f 
some or his units j w l  didn'l make it, i.e.. "in 
time")! 

Finally, 011; can think of adding rowa to the 
TEMR7-tu allow add~ngand subtractingtothe 
die roll For such effects as weather. air power. 
Inovenlent thmugh enemy 7ones or control. 
traffic conpcstion and probnblg a million or her 
things. 

-l-his system, as proposed would be horren- 
dous I n  conlernplnte seriously, but cvcn au il 
docs have ~ t s  attributes. I t  provider rorneofthc 
uncertainty (in a idti ly realtstic and cnlculahle 
way) thal is present in movement during 
military operations, and gi\er the player Ihc 
same problems with coordiilatlng the 
movements of several attacking units ove1,long 
d~stances that a read commandcr would racc. 
More than one battle has been losr because 
troops who should have been lhere took a 
wrong turn or whatever. Perhaps some feature, 
of this systcm can be lranalnrcd into a more 
workable lrnmework. This would hc a 
worthwhile endeavor. 

I hope lhese comments will help to heiphlcn 
your entl~usiasm fur A H  game. alld possthl) 
kindle your interest in gdrnc daign, i f  il is 1101 
already there. 1 havc found game design lo be a> 
immense a pleasure m 1s the playng 01 thc 
games thelnselves. i f  no1 more so. 
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Probably the most esteemed wargame to 
take place during the last 20 years occurred 
recently i n  London where the Daily 
Telegraph and the Dept. of War Studies at 
the Royal Military Academy in Sandhurst 
organized a grand scale wargame on Opera- 
tion Sealion-the planned German invasion 
of England in 1 940. 

Wing Commander Stam: ~ r d  Tuck (left), renowned Spilir8 pllot, 
mews General Akdf  Galland, one of the Luftwaffe's topscorlna 
ME109 pilots. 

A panel of German umpires, all of 
general's rank, f lew i n  from Germany. 
Among the air umpires were General Adolf 
Galland, the Luftwaffe ace who i n  the 
autumn of 1940 was commanding a wing of 
ME 109 fighters on the French coast and Air 
Chief Marshal Sir Christopher Foxley-Norris. 
The German army umpire was General 
Heinz Trettner, postwar Inspector General of 
the Bundeswehr and in 1940 on the staff of 
General Student, the German airborne com- 
mander. The German navy command was 
held by Admiral Frederich Ruge, who i n  
1940 was Commodore of the Kriegsmarine's 
minesweeping flotilla i n  the Channel and 
involved i n  the day to  day Sealion 
preparations. 

The banleisdiscussedas the invaslonfwces land. FromLeft: 
Resr Admiral Guerltz Adm. Ruge[Sest.ed~; GeneralTrettner: M m  
Schuenemann; Alr Vlce Marshall Sir Christwher Foxley-Norris 
and Genersl Galland. 

The players of each side, firmly kept apart 
in different rooms, had t o  decide on their 
moves and relay their orders to  a team of 
umpires. In  practise, this meant that the 
Germans had to decide on just the right 
moment to launch Operation . Sealion. On 
September 22, the Germans strike and 
achieve partial surprise. 8,000 paratroopers 
are dropped in Kent and despite determined 
attacks by British patrol boats which sink 20 
barges, the 1 st German wave of 90,000 men 
is successfully landed. A small British naval 
force consisting of the cruiser Manchester 
and 4 destroyers is  overwhelmed by the 
Kriegsmarine. The initial landings go well 
and the Germans fight their way inland. 

The Luftwaffe, however, is unable to  es- 
tablish air superiority. The RAF downs 281 

aircraft while losing only 133. In  addition, 
the weather takes a turn for the worse and 
supply of the landed forces proves difficult. 
As the British Home Fleet moves to  the 
invasion site, the German position becomes 
tenuous. 9 German destroyers are sunkand 
heavier elements of the British fleet are on 
their way. Despite considerable successes 
ashore, the Germans have already lost a 
third of their landing force, and are running 
short of supplies and heavy artillery. 
SEALION is a failure-the Germans must 
withdraw but due to  the presence of the 
British home fleet they are unable to pull a 
Dunkirk in reverse. Only 9400 men are 
safely evacuated with the remnants of the 
invasion fleet. A further 6600 are taken off 
by E-Boats and minesweepers during the 
next two nights. By September 28th, all 
resistance ceases. The British take 32,000 
prisoners and the battle is  over. 

Not to be put 'down so easily, the good 
humoured Admiral Ruge left the British with 
an interesting thought. "Perhaps now we 
should do one on your D-Day landingsto see 
if  they succeeded." 

Readers may take interest i n  the factthat a 
ful l  length fictional narrative of the battle, 
based on this wargame, wil l  soon be publish- 
ed in the United States. Called Sealion, this 
novel by Richard Cox follows the battle 
through the eyes of the pilots, sailors, and 
soldiers involved. Although the narrative is 
fictional, the orders and plans which deter- 
mine the fate of the characters are real. 

NORTHEASTER Ill (formerly EAST 
COAST Il) wi l l  be held August 1 6-1 8, SAM to  
Midnight, at the Gilbert School i n  Winsted, 
Conn., under the auspices of the American 
Wargaming Association. Events scheduled 
thus far include an Avalon Hill tournament, a 
Diplomacy tournament, and naval and armor 
miniatures. For further information we 
suggest you contact Lee Atwood at his 40 
Coe St., Winsted, CT 06098 address. 

History repeated itself i n  Contest No. 60 
wherein contestants were required to in- 
itiate an attack a,gpinst the weakest of two 
beaches. Normandy proved to be the 
weakest beach due to  the fact that the holes 
i n  the Le Havre para-screen were practically 
unexploitable. Indeed, it is the porousness of 
the Normandy para-screen that permits a 
good shot at a game busting first invasion. 

Three ground attacks and two SAC'S are 
required for success, but the failure of the2-  
1 attack against the 5th Para wil l  doom this 
invasion unless the other attacks are com- 
pletely successful. Indeed, para unitsand air 
power are very crucial to  the success of this 
invasion: 

Attack #1 - two infantry division vs. 71 1 
Static at 4-1; this is a gift attack that, 
combined with the SAC attack against the 2 
Panzer almost certainly assures that power- 
rful unit's elimination. Only the possibility of 
an exchange weakens its chances. 

Attack #2 - two infantry units vs 21st 
Panzer at 1-1 surrounded. Why not? At the 
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price of two infantry divisions, a 50%chance 
of elimination here is well worth it. 

Attack #3 - two i nfantry divisions and two 
paratroop divisions vs 5th Para at 2-1. Thisis 
the big one! If the Allied player Iosesthisone, 
he might as well start planning his second 
invasion. Unfortunatelv, the defender is  not 
surrounded. 

SAC attacks are made on 2 Panzer an7 
Lehr wi th a 70% probability of elimination. 
Note the isolated position of the third Allied 
Para unit; no one entering the contest opted 
for this placement. Eventhe winnersdid only 
the next best thing and moved a para unit 
into Argentan for a 3-1 against HQ-B. Both 
methods have one purpose - delay the 
powerful divisions behind Le Havre. Yet even 
though Argentan is  a stronger delay posi- 
tion, there is  a 30% chance of exchange i n  
that attack which wil l  mean no delayto t h e 4  
Panzer divisions. By not attacking and drop- 
ping the lone para unit, we are assured of 
allowing only one division down from the 
north (1  st SS) which makes an attackon the 
other two paratroop units much more dif- 
f i w L E w , i t t h e  r W t d  the 2-1 a-kkan 
exchange, the situation is not lost if the best 
counterattack the German can muster 
against the paratroops is  a 2-1. This is even 
more the case if the German player must 
choose between moving the 3 Para Division 
west and aiding the 2nd Panzer or north to  
help the counterattack againstthe Paratroop 
units. In any event, the Allied player will 
need the expected outcomeson all attacks to 
make this thing work to  perfection. 

The ten readers whose solutions to Con- 
test No. 60 came closest were: Richard Mug, 
Cockeysville, MD; Brett Hunt, Silver Springs, 
MD; Curtis Wong, Palo Alto, CA, Ed Niemira, 
NY, NY; Gary Behnen, Bloomington, MRI; 
Martin Grimm, Glen Burnie, MD; Leroy Day, 
Cambridge, M4: Phillip Caddell, Paris, AR; 
Ron Seamens, Linden, NJ; and David 
Shaefer of Baltimore. Gift certificates for 
Avalon Hill merchandise went to  all of the 
above gentlemen. 
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